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I FOREWORD
Ii This report presents the results of a designstudy of a 3. Z5 megawat in-pile nuclear ther-
mionic space powerplant cond,lcted by the
. Pratt k Whitney Aircraft Division of UnitedAircraft Corporation, East Hartford, Connecticut,
under National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
[ tration Contract NASw-763, with the technicaldirection of J.F. Mondt of Lewis Recearch Center.
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" This report presents the results of preliminary design stfidies of a
.i, 3.25 megawatt in-pile nuclear thermionic space powerplant. The de-
sign of the powerplant ts based on a systems analysis 1 which varied
-_ component and system parameters to determine system performance. Zu this
report, the powerplant is described in detail and an evaluation of its
performance is given. Major technical problems and uncertainties are
"i discussed and a number of appendices are included which present sup-
_, porting detailed design and analytical studies and rnaterials data. The
purpose of this study was to determine thermionic system_ perforrnance,
7 prepare a preliminary design of a system, generate engineering desigr,
.- criteria and identify significant technical problems.
_ The powerplant selected for design contain,_: a thermionic reactor, a
_! nuclear shield, a primary coolant loop, a multiple-loop heat rejection
cystem and a power-conditioning system. The reactor is fueled with
UC-ZrC clad with a tungsten-rhenium alloy. Borated graphite and
- lithium-7 hydride are the materials used in the shield to protect the
radiation sensitive components in the power-conditioning equipment.
The ma._n heat rejection system consists of sixteen individual loops,
each containing a radiator segment, a heat exchanger and an electro-
magnetic pump. Lithium is used as the coolant and Cb-1 Zr as the
containment material for all components of the primary system and the
main heat rejection system. The radiators also employ Cb-lZr as
the meteoroid barrier material instead of beryllium. As shown in
Report PWA-2319, the use of Cb-lZr results in a lower powerplant
weight, due to its higher allowable operating temperature, The power-
conditioning system contains electrical equipment cooled by an auxiliary
heat rejection system employing monoisopropylbiphenyl as the coolant
and aluminum as the containment material. The po, verplant is integrated
into a flight configuration with a lightweight titanium support structure
•_ designed to support loads in space. The powerplant is supported during
launch by a trussed support structure which is jettisoned in space
.( during powerplant startup, along with the aerodynamic fairing an_
._[ auxiliary startup equipment. /
_ Ipratt & Whitney Airc-'r_aft, Parametric Study of High Power In-Pile
Nuclear Thermhmic Space Powerplants, Report PWA-Z319
1
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Selection of a high cathode eperating temperature is desired to mini-
•_,!_,: powerplant _eight. For high reliability, the cathode temperature
in operatin R cor.vertzrs should be !imited to maintain structural inte-
grity and long-life thermionic p6rformance. In addition, because
converters in the react.or may have failed due to an open-circuit covdition.
the temperature level at this condition should not cause structural
failures that will lead to progressive reactor failure. For the present
study an operating temperature level of 3200"F wail selected on the
basis of material limits for long-time reactor oper_tion. The 3200°F !
operating cathode temperature selected also malntaLns consistency
with _he previous one-megawatt study I.
_e powerplant reqaires the use of power-conditioning equipment to
convert the iow voltage DC thermionic output to a high voltage DC Ln-
put for the ion engines. The two types of power-conditioning equip-
men t. considered were low-temperature (150"F) solid-state devices
and high-temperature (ll00"F) gas-tube devices. The significant
feab_res of powerplants using these devices are shown below:
!
Low-Terap. High -Temp.
Equipment F_uipment
inflight powerpIant specific weight, lbs/
KW(e) 23.4 30.7
overall system efficiency, % I0.5 8.8
' area (projected one-side) of auxiliary
radiator, ft 2 3180 365
weight of auxiliary radiator, lhs 3250 1800
efficiency of power-conditioning equipment, _o 93 78
weight of power-conditioning equipment, lbs]K_e) 4 10
These cesults are based on the latest available power-conditioning equip-
ment information published by Westi_-.ghouse 2. It shoul,t be noted that
the system design stuay d._scribed in this report was based on earlier
1 Pratt k Whitney Aircraft, Design Report, Advanced Huclear Electric
Power Generator Systems Study, Thermionic N_clear Space Power-
plant, Report PWA-2224, Vol. I CRD, Vol. II SRD
2Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace Ele,'trical Divisicn, i
Space i/:lectric Powe_ Systems Study, Volume 5, NASS-12_,4
b
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Westinghouse data presented in PWA-Z?401 because the powerplant
study was completed prior to the publication of the new data.
Based on this study the following conclusions can be made:
A. The largest payload weight is obtained by reducing powerplant
inflight weight, even if this results in incr,_asing system launch
weight. It has been shown that for a give,_ payload weight, up
to 3 pounds of powerplant launch weight can be added to save
1 pound of inflight weight (see Appendix Z).
B. A planar radiator configuration results in lower powerple :t weight
:;ban a cylindrical configuration due predominantly to lover shield
weight (see Appendix Z).
C. The selection of NaK as a coolant instead of lithium results in an
increase of about 4 lbs/KW(e) in the inflight weight of the power-
: plant. This increase in specific weight almost el_.minates the en-
tire payload capability of the vehicle {see Report PWA°Z319 and
Appendix 7 ).
D. Increasing the converter power density to a value greater than that
used in thi_ design" {approximately 10 watts/ca 2) will not signifi-
cantly reduce the powerpiant specific weight {iee _.. 11@).
t
E. Development of the anode trilayer is as important to the develop-
rnent of the thermionic fuel element as "the ._evelopment of the nuclear
fuel (See p. 114).'
F. A 50 per cent change in meteoroid barrier thickness results in
only a 5 per cent change in the specific weight of the powerplan%
This indicates that the meteoroid barrier criterion, within the
thickness range studied, will not significantly affect the power-
plant specific weight (see p. 12Z).
i
ii 1 Pratt & Whitney Airr r_it, Parametric Study Report, Advanced NuclearElectric Power Generator System Stud_, Thermionic Nuclear Space
Powerplant, Report PWA-2240
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G. Variable converter length with uniform fuel loading results in about
the same s_'stem performance as constant converter length with
variable fuel loading (see Appendix 6). I
H. A fuel element designed to co:ltain 100 per cent fission gas release
would increase system speci_'ic weight by about 30 per cent(see
Appendix 7).
I. The largest thermionic reactor that ca:l be reflector-controlled with 1
a 2 per cent shutdown margin is about 53 inches in diameter. For
a 3200°F cathode temperature, a reactor of this diameter can pro- T
duce about 9" rnegzwatts of electrical power (see p. 118). !
J. Further systems studies are required to investigate the potential of ,,_
other reactor fuels and reactor concepts •
K. Further experimental work is required to establish sufficient data "-
for fuel materials, containment materials, electrical insulators,
J.
thermionic performance, meteoroid effects and power-conditioning
equipment.
L. l'i_,e following areas require documentation to establish the feasi-
bility of this concept, I) fuel endurance, 2) ca':hode endurance,
3) trilayer anode fabrication and endurance, 4) fission product Ii
gas disposition, 5) ce_ium vapor distribution, and 6) radiation
effects in electrical insulators. _"
.!
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II. INTRODUCTION
In-pile nuclear thermionic systems are attractive for use as nuclear-
electric space powerplants. These powerplants have two potential uses
in space vehicles, l) as propulsive power, and 2) for on-board power.
In order to evaluate these systems and to compare them with cornpeti°
ti_e powerplants, syst_,_., studies have been conducted for p_werplants
over a wide range of poweT output. The design study presented in this
!I report was performed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft in partial fulfillrne:it
i_ of Contract NASw-763 with the Lewis Research Center of the Na.tional
'_ Aeronautics and Space Administration. The purpose of the study was
to investigate performance, to define optimum systems, to identify the
i sigviticant technical problem:) that must be resolved before undertaking
= development of these systems, to establish engineering design criteria
for components, and to indicate the objectives for component demon-
! stration programs. A parametric study was performed to identify op-
timurn systems in the power range from 1 to I0 megawatts (electric)
and is presented in Report PWA-2319. The design of the 3.25 MWe
powerplant presented here was performed to aid in the definition of a
high power system.
_ Similar studies of a one-rnegawatt powerplant were performed and de-
scribed earlier by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft under Contract NASw-3601, 2.
As a part of this study certain areas of interest were examined which
had been indicated as requiring additional study by the one-rnegawatt
study. These areas are:
!
1) Selection of radiator configuration
Z) Comparison of variable and constant-length converters and
variable and uniform fuel loading
3) Establishment of the relative importance of powerplant launch
weight and powerplant inflight weight, from a mission standpoint
4) Establishment of the maximum power level of a reflector-con-
trolled therrnionic reactor
1pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Parametric Study Report, Advanced Nuclear
i Electric Power Generator System Study, Therrnionic Nuc!ehr Space
Powerplant, Report PWA-2240
!i 2pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Design Report, Advanced Nuclear Electric
;_ P_wer Generator Systems Study, Therrnionic Nuclear Space PowerplanL
Report PWA-2224, Vol. I CRD, Vol. II SRD|
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5) "Determination of overall system weight penalties and reactor [
size increase for fission gas containment
6) Determination of the effects of des'_gn criteria selection ov the f
system -_
7) Comparison between a system sized to provide full power at
beginning of life and a system designeJ to provide f,:lil po_ver &t
end of life --
Although most of the potential missions cannot be preci¢ely defined, _,
selection of a representative mission was desirable to provide genel-al --
direction for the powerplant investigation. Therefore, for tee purposes
of this study an unmanned Jupiter- capture m lssion using electric pro-
pulsion was assumed as a model. For this mission tYe ar, sumption was
re&de that the space vehicle would be launched into an earth orbi_ by
Saturn 5 vehicle.
?
During launch and for about I0 hours afterwards, the powerplant would
be dormaLt to allow orbit verification and st_rtup of the system. The
propulsion system would then be activated and the vehicle embarked upon
a trajectory which included ,.scape and transfer to a heliocentric orbit,
followed by a coast until approaching the vicinitv of Jupiter, where a
capture maneuver would be executed. The vehicle would orbit the planet_
make observations, and transmit information back to earth. For this
mission, the optimum power level for the powerplant was determined
from a mission analysis to be 3. Z5 megawatts (electric).
The meteoroid hazard is an environmental uncertainty which affec"s the
reliability and design weight of the powerpl_tvt for a _iven mission.
Since all missions for this powerplant are not specifically defined, J.nd
since the meteoroid hazard itself is not well documented, _n a_3urnptlon
of the reliability of the radiator and other components wa._ required.
Or_ the basis of a segmented radiator, the system was _ssurr.,ed to pro-
vide full power at the start of the mission with a11 seg_ents _tid cor._-
ponents operational. Mete_:o_ :rotection wa_ provided for a _0 per
cent probability that three-fourths or more of the radic, tor segments !
would be operating at the end of the assumed Jupiter mission of Z4, O00
hour s.
IDMQE NO.
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' Ill RESULTS
A. System Description
_ The nuclear thermicn'c space power system whose infli_,ht configuration
i is shown in Figure I is comprised basically of a heat source, au energy
| _ conversion device and a he_t rejection system. In this system a nu-
[ i clear reactor is employed as the heat source and thermionic converters
i _ " as conversi_u devices. The converters are an integral part of the fuel
, elements contained within the reactor and are heated directly by the fuel.
! _ _-'lectrical power generated in the converters is conducted out of the
_ reactor to power-conditioning equipment which _rocesses the reactor
" output power characteristics to match those required by the load. A
i_ : liquid metal coolant circulated by an electromagnetic (EM) pump cools
the reactor and transfers waste heat in parallel-connected heat exchangers
to the coolants in the heat rejection system. A segmented radiator re-
jects the waste heat to space. Auxiliary coolant systems are used to
control the temperatures of the c.esiurr_ reservoirs and of the power-
s. conditioning equipment.
A simplified flow diagram for the pc,werplant is shown in Figure 2. The
"_ system components are grouped into three major subsystems, I) a
primary or energy source subsystem, 2) a secondary or heat rejection
subsystem, and 3) an auxiliary or power-conditioning subsystem. The
i components contained in each subsystem are:
Primary Subsystem Secondary Subsystem Auxiliary Subsystem
thermionic reactor heat exchangers (16) power-conditioning
nuclear shield radiator s (16) equipment (4 units)
primary ENI pump secondary EM pump auxiliary radiators (4)
primary piping ( 16-c ell) c entrifugal pumps (4)
cesium reservoir heat secondary piping
i rejection system
5 B. Powerplant Design
!
The thermionic powerplant selected for dosign study is one that delivers
3.25 megawatts alectric to a space vehicle assigned to complete a
: Jupiter-capture mission. This powerplant would be used to supply
electric power for both on-board requirements and for electric pro-
, pulsion. The assumed Jupiter mission requires 20,000 effective full
power hours of powerplant operation during a total mission time of
24a 000 hours. A typical powerplant power-time profile is given in
Section IV. G.
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The deri_n of the powerplant incorporates all necessary system corn-
p_nents integrated with a support structure to form a space vehicle. _
Primary requirements are that the powerplant I) be contained within the
_. payload end-elope of the Saturn 5 launch vehicle, 2) be capable of sus-
taining _cceleration and vibration loads of the launch vehicle (data for
the Saturn I w,_s used s'nce data for the Saturn 5 was -mav_.ilable),
i 3) be compatible wi_h the nuclear and space environment for the dura-
: tion of the mission, and 4) fulfillthe electric power requirements of
the mission.
t
i i. Infiight Configuration
The inflightconfiguration of the therrnionic powerplant integrated
with a propulsion system to form a sp_ce vehicle is shown in Figure
' 3. This configuration differs from the launch configuration shown
: in Figure 4 in that the launch structure_ the fairing, and the protective
inert gas enclosures have been jettisoned, In this condition _e power-
plant weighs 76,100 pounds as compared to 123,200 pounds at lauL_ch.
The overall arrangement of the vehicle is based primarily upon the
shape of the payload envelope for the Saturn 5. Location of the re-
actor and the radiation-sensitive powe.-conditioning equipment at
opposite ends of the powerplant was done to keep shielding weight to
a minimum. The placeme.nt of the shield _irectly behind the reactor
, also provides minimum weight in the shield. A planar radiator was
se'.cetedover a cylindrical configuration on the basis that a planar
', design re_,.11ts in a lighter weight vehicle in space (see Appendix Z ),
with consequently greater payload. System components were grouped
according to their te,._peratures and located in the plane of the .main
radiator to reduce heat absorption by low temperature components.
' The high temperature components are located at the forward end of
the vehicle and the low temperature components at the rear. All
heavyweight components are so oriented about the principal axis of
the powerplant that the center of gravity of the whole vehicle falls on
that axis. All heavyweight components supported by the infltghtsup-
port structure h_.ve interconnecting piping designed to sustain thermal
expansion.
The primary subsystem is arranged at the forward end of the vehicle
with the reactor located at the apex and the shield immediately be-
, hind it. Eight reactor control drum drives, the primary coolant
pump and the ce,eium reservoir coolant pump are arranged directly
PA_t.o I0
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i behind the shield to the_;e from nuclear radiation.protect components
The reactor and shield are supported by a trubs-type structure _hich
supports hese components for both axial and side loads. This struc-
ture is attached to the powerpla,_t structure by tke £orward support ring,
" and to the reactor by a cylindrical skirt which extends from the top
oi the reactor, and which is designed to sustain the difference in
_ - thermal expansion between the reactor and the structure. Two large-diameter primary pipes extend do _nward from the reactor and ter-
minate behind the shield _n two toroidal rnauifolds. These manifolds
f encompass the heat exchanger asselnbly and are supported bv a cru-
t. ciform structure to remove their we._ght from the reactor pressure
vessel. The cruciform structure which is a part of the forward support
Ii ring assembly also supports the prima_-y cesium reservoir coolant
and
pumps.
i The secondary subsystem which comprises major p__rtion thethe o_
- powerplant volume is also located behind the shield. Sixteen heat
exchangers grouped in a cylindrical cluster are supported by the
__ are to expand thermally by the
toroidal inlet manifold and allowed
looped piping which connects them to the torolda] outlet manifold.
Placing the heat exchangers directly behind the shield isan optimum
Ii a minimurn total weight for both primary
location since it re 8ults in
and secondary piping. The main radiator, which cons_.sts o£ sixteen
separate: rectangular segments, i_ arranged in a plane which deter-
_- mines the o_erall geometry of _e powerpiant. Different rec'_ngulart
shapes for the segments were _mployed to make as efficient "_se as
possible of the area availab] _, in the payload envelope. The various
_ shapes do not affect system weight. Support.of the radiators is
accomplished by an open-lattice framework which surrounds each
i of the segments and transmits their loads to the forward supportring. The framework is attached to a central support structure
which runs the l_ngth of the powerplant along its axis and connects
I the fore and aft support rings. The cesium reservoir coolant
radiator consists of two panels which are located just forward of the
main radiator.
t auxiliary subsystem power-conditioning packages,The consists of four
each with its own coolant system comprised of a pump and a radiator.
; . The radiators are located in the same framework and to the rear of
I the main radiator. Support of the power-condltioning modules located
behind the radiators is afforded by cross-bracing to the aft support
ring.
,.,a_ NO. 13
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A propulsion system consisting of 55 cesium-ion engines and four
propellant _,nk5 is included to show a possible arrangement for the
space vehicte. The cesium-ion engines are grouped in a cylinJri-
cal arra.y at the rear of the vehicle and are supported by the central
support structure. The four propellant tanks are supported at the
lower support ring and are located 90 degrees apart about the central
axis of the vehicle. Two antennas mounted on telescoping supports
are included with the vehicle to provide for communications.
The inflightsupport structure for the vehicle, shown in Figure 3,
consists of a central support column, fore-and-aft support rings, and
P.;oframework structures for the radiators. All structural members
are constructed of open-lattice t._.taniumbeams for light weight. The
forward support ring located directly behind .*henuclear shield forms
"; the base Ior the framework which supports both the reactor and the
shield. Contained within the diameter of the ring is a beam which
supports the heat exchanger _ssembly, the primary piping and the
primary pump. Also contained within the ring are two beams located
as chc_rds on either side of and parallei to the diametric beam. These
beams aid in supporting the heat exchanger assembly and serve as
the connecting members between the forward support ring and the
radiator framework supports. The two support structures for the
radiators are located symmetrically about the central support col-
umn and are divided into ten frames in which are contained the main
radiator and auxiliary radiator segments: eight main and two auxi-
liary segments on each side of the central column. The radiator
structures are attached along the._.r entire length to th,s centra __column
which connects the. fore-and-aft support rings and adds rigidity to
the entire vehicle structure in a direction perpendicular to the plane
of the radiators. The central support column is connected to the
lower ring through a cruciforln structure which is ,ttached through
four expansion joints to an octagonal structure contained within the
aft ring (see Figure 1). The purpose of the exl_ansion joints is to
allow for thermal expansion of liquid metal compovents and inilight
structurt. • relative to the launch structure. The octagonal structure
: is cross..braced in its interior to support the power-conditioning
equipment. The cross-bracing also serves a_ the connection be-
i twcen the aft end of the radiator structures and the aft support ring.
Four cesium propellant tanks located 90 degrees apart and two com-
munications antennas are also supported from the aft support ring.
The central support column protrudes through the aft ring and runs
to the r_ar of the vehicle where it attaches to the support structure
for the cesium ion engines, Support of payload packlges located be-
_.,ol No. 14
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tween the aft ring and the ion engines can be obtained by attaching
them to the central column.
2. L aunc h Configuration
The launch configuration of the powerpl=nt shown in Figures 4 and 5
consists of the inflight configuration with the addition of the launch
structure, the aerodynamic fairing and the inert gas enclosures.
; These components are required to protect the vehicle from the rigors
of a launch from earth. The launch structure is designed to _upport
,!
._ the entire weight of the powerplant under launch acceleration and
vibration loads. Data for the Saturn I used in the calculations gave
steady loads of IZG axial and 5G side. The data used for noise and vibra-
.. tion loads are given in Figures 3 and 5 in PWA-2224, Appendix A.
The launch structure shown in Figure 5 is divided into four quadrants,
i each quadrant forming a trussed column between the fore-and-aft
'_ _ support rings. The quadrants are constructed of four verticaJ tita-
i " nium columns trussed at given intervals to prevent buckling. Shear
webs are used to connect the quadrants into a single structural unit
_ of high rigidity. Components loads from the primary and secondary
subsystems and the auxiliary radiators are transmitted .tothe forward
! support ring, then down through the trussed columns into the aft
_ support ring, thence to a cylindrical skirt which extends from thc
launch vehicle. Loads du.; to the power-conditi,.)ning equipment and
the propellant tanks are taken at the aft ring by bracing, while loads,t
due to ion engines and payload packages are transmitted to the aft
ring ti_rough the extension of the central support column.
Inert gas enclosures are used in the powerplant to protect all colum-
bium- I zirconium alloy components from oxidation during the pre-
heat pe riod prior to launch. The primary system is contained within
the nose-cone section of the fairing which joins with a cylindrical
enclosure around the heat exchanger cluster. The latter enclosure
joins with a container which encompasses the central support column,
1 within which are containe(_ the secondary system piping and EM
,f pump. Individual enclosures are employed for each of the main ra-
iI diator segments. All enclosur,_s are interconnected to allow for a
d continuous flow of gas during the air evacuation and gas purge cycles
51 prior to fillingthe system with liquid metal. Disposal of the enclo-
_, sures occurs in space during the powerplant ,_tartupprocedures.
The aerodynamic fairing which e_cc,rnpanses the vehicle is a titanium
sandwich consisting of a thin _31_eeton either side of a corregated
I P,GE.o. 15
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sheet. This construction produces a highly rigid fairing. The fair-ing is separated into t_.,o s_parate sections. The no_e-cone section
serves not only to protect the ,_ehicl_ from aerodynamic loads but also
as t disposable inert gas enclosure for the primary system, Thissection ts separated irom the vehicle at a joint which connects it to
the heat exchanger cluster container. The second section of the
I fairing coverir, g the remaining portion of the vehicle is supportedlocally by the launch structure and is separated from the vehicle it,
four parts (see Figure 28). This section mates with the cylindrical
I skirt extending from the launch vehicle.
C. C_0mponent Design
The components of the powerplant system include the thermionic-reactor
fuel elements, reactor, reactor shield, high-temperature main radia-
l tor, low-temperature auxiliary radiators, heat exchangers, electro-magnetic pumps, busbars, and the power-conditioning equipment. The
optimization of many of the system parameters is shown graphically in
I Report PWA-2319, the previous report under this contract. The designparameters for each of th components are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1
Parameters for 3.25 MW Nuclear Thermionic Space Powerplant
Reactor Units
thermal power MW 33.4
gr,'ss electric power MWle) 3.99
reactor voltage volts Z 18
output
number of fuel elements - 2 185
average fuel burnap MWD/ton 10,050
" maximum fuel burnup MWD/ton 11,750
initial critical UC loading kg 1210
UC loading for temperature effect kg 9.2
I UC loading for burnup kg 31 4j
temperatu: e coefficient of reactivity AK/K/°F -2.68x 10-6
mean fiscion energy Mev . 337
I nvt core center neutrons/cm 2 3.26xi022l
fuel element power output ,_ a .... 1824
, _uel element voltage output :,_: ..s 11.5
! fuel elements per fuel assembly (series
c'annection) - 19
[ ,....°
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number of converters in reactor - 34,960
number of fuel assemblies (parallel
connect;.,_n) - 115
_.uel assembly power output KW(e) 34.6
fuel assembly voltage output volts Z 18
reactor fuel (average composi*.ion) mole fraction DC. 25 ZrC. ;'5
maximum centerline fuel temperp.ture °F 3400
core diar_eter (effective) inches 38.8
cor_ L/D - 0.93
coolant volume fraction - :#. 093
reflector material - t3 sO
reflector thickness inches 2.0
reactor coolant - lithium 7
coolant flow ra:e Ibs/sec Y0.0
core pressure drop psi I. 53
coolant inlet temperature °F 1566
coolant exit temperature ©F 1945
! cesium reservoir coolant - lithium 7
cesium coolant flow rate Ibs/sec !. 1
I cesium coolant inlet temperature °F 656"
cesium coolant exit temperature °F 676
pressure vessel and piping material - Cb-lZr
total primary piping pressure drop psi 2.79
_ primary piping inside diameter inches 7.0
p,-imary piping wall thickness inches 0. 199
Fuel Element
converters per fuel element - 16
average converter power output watts 114
average converter voltage volts 0.718
average con,lerter power density watts/cm 2 4.42
average conve1'ter efficiency r'_o 12. I
fuel outside di,'-.meter inches 0. 588
cathode material - W-Z5Re
cathode thickness inches 0. 025
maximum operating cathode temperature °F 3200
i interelectrode gap inches 0. 020
•_ anode material - Cb- 1Zr
anode thickness incheQ 0.031
average anode temperature °_" 1780
insulator material - BeO
insulator thickness inches O. OlO
!_ i,Ao_ No, 18
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_ cladding n_aterial - Cb- IZr
cladding thickness inches 0. 020
c')nverter length inches Z, 0
i cathode load L/A in/in2 15.0
_' axial converter spacing inches 0,5
fuel element out:,_idediameter inches 0.80
-- fuel element pitch/diameter ratio - I.0
Shield
}
materials - C, Li7H
_t
graphitc (C) thickness inches 8
-_, Li7H thickness inches 19,6
dose at power-conditioning equipment
fast neutrons nvt, rein 1013, 4xl05
: gammas rads 107
Main Radiator
- r
i radiator material - Cb- 1Zr
radiator fluid - lithium 7
-_ number of segments - Ib
__ heat rejection per segment Btu/hr 5.85x106
radiator area per segment (prvjectcd-one side) ft2 87.7
": emi3 sivity - 0.9
i mean effective radiator temperature °F 1659
radiator inlettemperature °F 1929
radiator exit temperature °F 1437
lithium flow rate per segment "lbs/sec 3.41
tube pressure drop psi 3.781{
manifold pressure drop,(Imanifold) psi O. 76
average piping pressure drop (1 pipe) psi 2.30
number ol tubes per segment - 120
average radiator tube length inches 83.3
• tube inside diameter inches O. 148
, tube wall thic' _ess (including meteoroidbarrier) inches 0. 120
fin width inches 0.44
!
I fin thickness inches 0.029
fin efficiency % 70, 1
average manifold length inches 152
i manifold inside diameter inches I.5
manifold wail thicI_uess(including meteoroid
I barrier) inches 0. 140
t _I PAG" NO, 19
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average pipe length feet 40
piping inside diameter inches I.45
pip;.ngwall thickness (including meteoroid
barrier) inches 0. 140
Heat Exc han_._.
type - tub e - s hell
heat exchanger rnaterial - Cb- lZr
heat exchanger fluids - Li-Li
number of heat exchangers - 16
primary fluid inlet temperature °F 1945
primary fluid outlet temperature °F 156f
secondary fluidinlef "emperature °F 1437
secondary fluid outlet temperature °F 1929
log mean temperature difference °F 54.3
primary fluid flow rate (tubeside) lbs/sec 4.38
primary fluid pressure drop psi 0.28
secondary fluid flaw rate (shell side) Ibs/sec 3.41
secondary fluid pressure drop psi 0.75
-: number ol tubes per exchanger - 897
tube inside diameter inches 0. 10
i tube wall thickness inches O. OZO
tube length inches 15.0
tube pitch-to-diameter ratio - I. ]
_hell inside diameter inches 4.85
shell wall thickness (including meteoroid barrier) inches 0. 140
shell length inches 20
Auxiliary Radiator
radiator material - aluminum
radiator fluid - monois opr opylbiphenyl
number of segments - 4
radiator inlet temperature OF 500
radiator coolant temperature drop oF 83.5
radiator mean e,_fective temperature °h" 447
"" radiator area (projected-one side_ ft y- 552
fin efficiency °_o 63.5
• average radiator tube length inches 118
tube inside diameter in<.hes O. _33
• tube wall thickness (including meteoroid barrier) inches 0. 302
'." ,,AU ,,,o. 20
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average manifold length inches 169
manifold inlet diameter inches 0. 704
'i i
_ manifold wall thickness (including meteoroid
! barrier) inches 0. 322
._ ; fin width inches 3.30
:i _ fin thickness inches 0. 030
:i number of tubes per segment - 23
_ tube pressure drop psi 14.0
,._ _ manifold pressure drop psi 2.80
,_ radiator coolant flow rate per segment lbs/sec I. 17
-- Cesium Reservoir Coolant Radiator
~.
' ' radiator material - Cb-lZr
radiator fluid - lithium 7
number, of panels - 2
inlet temperature °F 676
coolant temperature drop °F 20
area (projected-one side) ft 2 19.3
] ! fin efficiency e/0 70.1
:i_ average radiator tube length inches 83.'3
4 tube inside diameter inches 0. 148
-_. i tube wall thickness {including meteoroid
' barrier) inches 0. 179
{ piping inside diameter inches J. 0
i! pipe wall thickness inches 0. 199
fin width inches 0.44
t . . fin thickness inches 0. 020
number of tubes per panel - 12
coolant flow Ibs/sec I.I
t
.... ]vi-._:aBusbar
_. ma _ _.rzal copper
: _ length ft 100
-" number of busbars - 4
cross-sectional area/busbar in 2 2. 15
l surface temperature
° F IO00
pump Eusb_-r
material ft copper
: Iength ft 10O
I cross-sectional area 3. Olin2
surface teinperature °F lO00
I pAal .o. 21
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1. P__rirnary Subsystem
a. _uel Eleznent
The design features of the thermionic-reactor fuel element _re
illustrated in Figu.-e 6. The des_.gn reflect _ compromises made
between two cont_,icting goals,l) attainment of a mit_imum 3ystem
specific weight.and 2) achievement of a practical a_d reliable
piece o£ hardware. System parametric studies (Report PWA-
23i9) were conducted to determine system perfor.-nance _hen
component parameters we_-e varied. During these analytlcal
studies, many of the parameters of the reactor fuel element
were optimized in order to define the value of e_ch paran, eterthat
would result in minimum system weight. However, as design
studies progressed, of_-optimum values of the parameters had
to be eelected in r,,.::t instanceb to achieve a fuel-element de-
sign believed to represent a reasonable engineering approach.
During the initial phase of the design _tudies, available test
data on fuel properties such as fission product gas release rate,
_ burnup limits, swelling, thermal conductivity, thermal expan-
sion coefficient and compatibility were examined. Refractory
metal and electrical insulator propertie_ were also reviewed
as well as current fabrication techniques. Preliminary design
assumptions were based, on the available data. The effects of
fission product gas contamination of the cesium plasrna are un-
known. The preliminary design assumptions were made in the
: directioa ofconeervative engineering pr.actice to develop a de-
sign that would indicate the areas of major technical uncertainty
needing engineeritlg test data. These assumptions pertained to
: the usc of UC-ZrC fuel, the separation of fission-product gases
i the cesium plasma, use a refractory cathodefrom the of metal
! (fuel cladding) to reduce fuel evaporation and alleviate _roblems
invo,.'.'!ng fuel cracking, swelling and fission-product contamina-
tion ol the cesium -_l&sma, and venting of the fission products to
: space in order to reduce the pressure stress in the fuel cladding.
Such reactor concepts a. allowing the fission-product gases to
mix with the cesiur,'J pi_,srna and removing theft by the use of a
: cesium-vapor flush (a continuous process), containment of t}-.e
fission-product gases in the fuel cladding, electron emissir_n
directly from the surface of the fuel, and the use of othe:, fuel
:, m_terials and other fuel-elernent con,ci_urations are p_ssible
:, PAGZNo. 22
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i alternates to the preliminary design approach us'.d in thin study.
These alternate concepts have Leen the subject of a preliminary
examination to determine the unique features of their design and
performance. Appendix K of Report PWA-2224 presents the re-
sults of a study of a fiat-plate element, an internaUy-cooled ele-
ment and a cesium-flushed element. Appendix 7 of this report
presents the additional study conducted for a fission-gas-ccnteined
el em ent.
The thermionic-reactor fuel element shown in Figure 6 was de-
signed to operate in a fast neutron spectrum and in a liquid-
lithium environment at temperatures up to 2000°F for 20, 000
effective-full-power hours during a total lifetime of 24,000
hours. The _.lement is 0.8 inch in eli&meter and 48.4 inches in
overall length. Each fuel element contains sixteen axially-
stacked ?--inch long, cylindrical, cesiated, thermionic con-
_ ;¢rrers, with _ BeO reflector pellet at each end of the element.
The converters are electrically insulated f;.¢ r_ _he liquid lithium
cool_nt of the reactor by a high-densisy BeO coating on the out- /
side surfaces of the anodes. Th_ coating is protected from the
re_tctor coolant by _- outer _-'_-"'- c....._,ng of co_.umbium alloy.
I In the reactor the fuel ele._ I are grc',ped into nineteen ele-
ment assemblles and are s_. orted " y their upper end enclosures
which ar- joined to a single a _ser_.blysupport plenum. Extend-
#_
ing from this plenum is _n assez_bil _u ' '_. stem which houses
the cesium reservoir for a complete assernbly in i_ tip. The
ste.-n protrudes through the core support plate above which flows
: a second lithium cool_mt which controls the pressure of the ce-
sium vvpor emanating from _.hereservoir. The cesium vapor
ilo,vs down through the assembly support stem and plenu:n and
through the elen.ents in parallel. The vapor permeates the
interetectrode spaces in the conv_.rters and is isolated from the
fission gases by the cathode, the cathode support assemblies
and the graded ceramic seal. All of the elements of each assem-
, bly are connected structurally a_ their lower ends by a single
enclosure. The elements are connected electrically by Cb-IZr
: bubbars which are contained within the upper and lower enclo-
•, sures. Fission gaq_s flow within the cat'nodes from the upper-
most converter in each element down through the following con-
verters and are collected in the lower enclosure. The gases then
'_ flow out of the reactor through channels contained in the electri-
cal basbars,
PA_"NO. 24
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_, The discussion which immediately follows considers the main
, design features of the converters, the neutron reflectors and
" fuel-element end leads, and the element cladding and end enclo-
:, sur e8.
l) Converter
Each of the sixteen con_-erters in a fuel element consists
of a fuel pelletclad with a thin-walled cylinder (cathode),
! a thin-walled, cylindrical anode positioned a-'_und the cathode,
seals, heat-radiation shields, and electrical insulation•
• An inter-electrode gap is maintained between the cathc_de
, ._ and anode by the cathode-to-anode support and the cathode-
to-anode electrical lead. The support is located on one exld
, of the cathode and the Iead on the opposite end. A graded
_ "_ cerami_ seal is positioned between the lead in one conver-
•I ter and the cathode,to-anode support in an adjacent con-
verter, thus insulating adjacent cathodes electrically and
-, _ sealing fission gas_s from the cesium vapor. The maxi-
mum operating temperature for the cathode is 37-00°F, the
maximum centerline fuel zernperature is 3400°F: the aver-
, _; age anode temperaturo_ is 1780°F, and the average cesium
pressure is 5.3 mm Hg. At these conditions, each con-
"_ verter will produce 114 watts at 0.72 volt and each fuel ele-
i ment will produce 1824 watts at II.5 volts. A cylindrica]
converter configuration was chosen on the basis of overall
, thermionic efficiency, dimensional stability, mechanical
integrity, and applicability to _eactor configurations. The
size of the converters was based on results obtained in the
parametric study of this powerpiant {Report PWA-2319).
The number of converters per fuel element was determined
by the required power output of the reactor and the geometry
and size of the core. The connection of converters and fuel
elements in series was dictated by the voltage output of the
individual converters and the required reactor output voltage.
Itwas assumed that the cesium vapor should be _eparated
fron_ fission=gas products in order to prevent contamination
in the interelectrode space and conseqvent decrease in
therrnionic performance. All passageways for fission gas_s
within "thefuel elements were designed to be as large a'_
possible, in an attempt to lessen any susceptibility to clog-
,_ ging by condensable products. However, clogging remains
I 'i_ as a potential problem which should bc verified experimen-
_ _AH _^. 25
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tally. 'I"ne supply of cesium vapor to an assembly of fuel
elements _vas chosen on the basis of I)mechanical simpli- |
city in the method of delivering high-purity cesium to the
fo,_.l elements, 2) reliability, aud 3) the use of the cesium-
reservoir housing as a support for the fuel elements. The
cathode-support geometry was so selected as to provide a
support that would be mechanically r_gid in the radial direc-
tion, thus maintaining ;he interelectrode cesium gap during
thermal cycling, and yet having sufficient flexibility in the
axial direction to permit thermal expansion at acceptable
stress levels. A detailed dis'cussion of the various compo-
nents of an individual converter assembly, as evolved in
the design studies, follows:
2) Cathode
The cathode assembly consists of a cylindrical UC- 7.,rC fuel pellet,
0. 588 in':h in diameter, 2 inches in length, and cla J with
a 0. G25-iuch thick W-25 Re tube. The diameter of the fuel
pellet, the converter length, and the cathode-tube wall
thicknesses were determined from system parametric studies
and practical engineering considerations.
Thermal and structural analyses described in Report PWA-
2224 were conducted for the fuel element de:_igned for the
one-megawatt powerplant. Since the eleme:.t used in this
study ts very similar, the results of those _tudies apply
here. Ba_ed on those studies, thermal st:esses in the
cathode at operating temperatures shou]d be acceptable.
The carbide fuelI, although a good thermionic emitter, was
designed to be clad with a refractory rectal to retain fission
, gases within the cP.thodc and to provide a metallic electrical
conductor. The choice of a W-25 Re cladding was based on
fabrication considerations, low evaporation rate, high re.-
crystail;zation temperature, and fuel compatibility (see
,Appendix ,3of Report PWA-Z221 and Appendix 8 of this
IGeneral Atomics Division, Investigittionsof Cart:ides as Cathodes for
Thermionic Space Reactors, Final Report, GA-4769, NAS 3-2532
I,,Q,, No. 26
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j, report). It was assumed that this alloy would have the
same thermion{c performance as tungsten. Circular heat
shields were located at both ends of the fuel pellet to reduce
radiant heat loss from the end surfaces of the fuel. The
maximum centerline fuel temperature is 3400°F for a selec-
ted maximum operating cathode temperature of 3Z00°F.
To minimize the temperature difference across the fuel,
the cladding requires good thermal contact with the out-
s;.de surface of the fuel. An axial slot located on the out-
side surface of the fuel pellet and around the periphery
1 : Of the thermal radiation shields allows fission gases to
1_ flow within the cathodes from one converter to the next.
_. The axial slot is located on the outside surface of the fuel
pellet rather than at the center because of the lower rate of
fuel evaporation at the lower temperature outside surface.
• A uranium-monocarbide, refractory-metal-carbide, solid-
_ solution alloy was chosen on the basis of the available data
on thermionic-reactor fuels (Appendix B of Report PWA-
• 22Z4 and Appendix 8 of this report). For the prelimirary
design, ZrC was chosen as the refractory carbide due to
its low evaporation rate and density. By alloying UC with
ZrC the fuel density is sharply aecreased and the fucl
melting point is raise,, significantly. In addition, the
ZrC forms a stable carbide by preventing carbide reduc-
tion of refractory cathodesl. Other refractory metal
carbides, such as TaC. form solid solutions with uranium
monocarbides. However, their high densitites and a lack
: of materials data led to a desig,_ choice of ZrC. For the
' fuel compositions listed in Table 3, p. 69, fuel evaporation
I rate at a cathode temperature of 3Z00°F should be less
; than 5 mils per year.
r
b'l
' l(jeneral Atomics Division, Investigations of Carbides as CathodeJ for
Thermionic 8pace Rea_tors, Final Report, GA-4769, NAS 3-2S3Z
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The higher _herrnal _xpan_ion coefficient of the fuel, corn- ,,
pared to t.hat of the cathode tube, will result in good ther-
mal bond, and will tend to reduce the evaporation of the fuelo
A radial gap of approximately 2 m:'_ls between fuel and cathode
under cold conditions should close when operating tem-
peratures are reached. Thermal conductivity data are
available at the rnaxirnum fuel temperatt_re of 3400°F 1, and
a value of g.5 Btu/hr ft °F has been used. The carbide fuels
have _ood thermal stress integrity at the required power
densities and thermal gradients. It is assumedthst there f
will be no fission product retention in the fuel at operating
conditions. Fission product condensables will plate out on
the cathode supcort structure, and noncendensables will be
vented to sp_,ce.
The possible difficulties of fuel evaporaticn, cracking,
swelling, and fisslon-product contarnir._tion of the cesium
plasma caused a design decision against a carbide cathode
and in favor of canning the fuel with a metallic cathode tube.
A tungsten-_ henium alloy was chose_ for the cathode tube
because it had the following desirable properties:
1_ low evapor_tlon rate,
2) good therrnionic emission qualities,
3) acceptabl_ electrical resistivity,
4) low thermal emittance,
5) high v, ork function,
6) accel_[able thermal conductivity,
7) low thermai expansion fcr good fuel-cathode ther-
real bonding,
t
f
ILAMS 2433, Quarterly Status Report of the LASL Plasma Therrnocouple
Development Program for Period Ending March20, 1960
,'Aa" NO. 2.8
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8) acceptable cathode fabrication and weldir, g to
tbermionic -converter leads,
9) acceptable strength, and
] 0) high recrystallization temperature.
Refractory .naterials other than tungsten and rhenium were
considered for the cathode-tube application. However, all
exr ept tantalum were eliminated because of their unsatis}
: factory evaporation rates, fuel compatibilities, and/or
strength characteristics. Although tantalum is workable and
ductile at room temperatures, it was rejected for two rea-
i'; sons, 1) its ":nferior emission characteristics would result
.: in a greater system weight than if tungsten were used, and
: 2) the rate of diffusivity of zirconium and uranium atoms
through tantalum would be higher. It was estimated that
Zr and U atoms would diffuse through Ta at the r,,.;._ c.f
: 300_/50 hours and would contaminate the cathode emission
surfac e.
The tungsten-rhenium alloy (W-25 Re) was considered to be
superior to tungsten for the cathode-tube application be-
cause of the high brittle-ductile transition terr perature
(400-600°F) oftuv.gsten, which makes it difficult to ?ak_ri-
care. W-25 Re ailoy h,s room temperature ductility ""-_
has been fabricated successfuliyl. However, compatibility
with the fuel needs dccamentation.
3) Anode
The anode is a CL-IZr tube. 0.740 inch in outside diameter,
0.031 inch in _hickness, 2.3 inches in leng'h, and zs posi-
tioned around the cathode with a 0. 020-inch cathode-to-aned,-
gap maintaineJ by the caLhode support and catbode-to.anode
i lead. The ._',erage anode _eraperature corresponding to rni-
: _ nimun_ _yscem sp.ecific weight was calculated to be 1730°F.
_ A cathode-'_o-a.no,_e gap of O. 020 inch is thought to be fea-
_ sible for a practical thermionic converter at the present
_ 1Sims, C.T. and R.I. Jaffec, Properties of Refractory Alloys Contain-
i ing Rhenium, Trans. of A,_. Soc. for Metals, Vol. 5Z, !960, p. 92.9
L
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time. Cb-lZr was chosen as the anode material because
"ts compatibility with cesium (see _ppendix 8 ) and
.ause it has a coefficient of thermal expansion approxi-
mately equal to that of BeO. Nickel was considered for the
anode application because it has a lower electrical resis-
tivity than col_bium. Calculations (Agpendix B of Report
PWA-ZZ24) showed that the system specific weight of a
reactor :sing nickel anodes is less than that of a reactor
utilizing columbium anodes. However, these favorable
as.-mcts of nickel were" . offset by the fact that the coefficient
of expansion for nickel is much greater than that of either
columbium or BoO, co that, for the present converter design,
a nickel anode would cause a higher strees in the weld be-
tween the catho_le support onad the anode. Failure of this
weld is extremely serious since it constitutes an open
circuit in the series-connected converters and would,
therefore, result in a disruption in the power outp,_t of all
the c_nverters in series with the failed :onverte. -. Other
materials were considered for the anode applicati.., as
; discussed in Appendix B of Report PWA-2Z24.
; 4) Cathode-To-Anode Lead and Cathode._
The purpose of the cathode-to-anode lead is to provide an
electrical connection between the cathode _ one converter
and the anode _ £ an adjacent converter. _e lead, which is
composed r,f ,%co discs, provides support for the cathode
in the axial a;_l radial directions, and m_intains the c,_thode-
to-anode g;Lp and. the concentricity of the cathode within Lhe
• ." ._.. A _;tudy cf the effects of operation with an eccentric
c_ bode is _ncluded in Appendix C o_ Repurt P_A-2Z_4.
The dimensions of the lead were based upon an _ptimum
value of 15 in/in 7- for the rat" _ of Iced length to area
(L/A rat;.o), as determined by the system studies. This
optimum value was based on minimum system srecific weight
_ and was arrived at by minimizing ths total p_wer loss in the
bead, such loss being +he su:" ol the thermal-conduction and
electi'ical-powcr Iosseb. ":he type _[lead selected for the
_.pplication under discussiol_ not only satisfies the optimum
L/A ratio va ue,but also provides adequate support for _n6
cathode. Structural studies (Appendix A of Report PITA-Z224)
Z.
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indicate that although the stresses in the lead are in ex-
• .J tess of the yield strengths of the materials of which it "_
comprised, the lead should be capable of yielding pl_'tically
- for about I00 thermal cycler.f
The cathode support, which is located at the end of the ca-
_. thode opposite to the lead end, mates with and is insulated
" __ from the cathode-to-anode lead of at--adjacent converter,
The support has a much smaller L/A ratio value thRn does
i the lead. It i_ constructed of a fiatdisc and a conical disc.
=_ This construction makes it more flexible in the axial direc-
tion than the _ead and allows the support to accommodate
_ thermal expansion of the cathode. The small cross-section-
_ al area of the support not only contribut_ to the axial flex-
ibilityof the cathode, but also reduces heat lo_s by th_r-
:" real conduction from the cathode to the anode. As was
-_ mentioned previously, the optimum value of the L/A ratio
'_ for the cathode lead was calculated on the basis of minimum
• _ _ system specific weight. The optimum value of L/A ra*.io
for the support was based on stress co_isiderations.
One of the two discs comprising the cathode-to-shod? lead
ana one of the two comprising the cathode support are con-
!
= _ str,_cted of W-25 Re; the other two discs are of tantalum.
¢ :-
, Each of the W-25 Re discs is welded at its larg£r diameter
to the W-2__ Re cathode and is welded to the tantalum disc
at the hole in the center of the disc, The tantalum disc of
: the cathode lead is wclded at i_s lar_er diameter to the
Cb-lZr anode of the adjacent converter, thereby providing
a series connection between two adjacent converters. The
_.\ flat tantalum disc of the adjacev*, converte_ .Q,xpport is
_.-" welded to the other Cb-,IZr face of the saree seal and is in-
sulated with a 5-raillayer of AI203 from the cylinder sur-
i rounding the seal. The AIzO 3 in the seal a:_d *.hislayer
insulates adjacent cathode_ electrically. The lead and the
cathode support are _imet_llic to match radial expansions
_ of the cathode and anod_ and thus reduce thermal stresses.
: Tantalum wa_ chosen as the intelmediate metal becaus_
of its high ductilityand desired thermal expansion proper-
* ties. The outside diameter of the Cb-IZr cylinder surround-
ing the seal contains porous ceramic-filled slots, to re-
,. duce electrical leakage between c_mverters through the ce-
_'_ slum _'apor, An analysis of this leakage problem is given
_ ,t in Appendix D of Report l_WA-2224.
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5) Electrical btsulator s
A high-density coativg oz" BeO covers the outside cf all the
converters in a fuel element. This coating electrically in-
sulates the anode of adjacent converters and separates the
anodes of the converters from the liquid-metal coolant and
fuel-element _ladding.
The genera" properti_e required of the electrical insu'-ation
include:
1) high electrical resistivity ( > l0 b ohrnocm) and
adequate thermal conductivity,
Z) adequate dielectric strength (imposed voltage
is 550 volts rnaxim, urn-)
3} low vaporization rate and outgassing,
4) structural and chemical compatibility with anode,
cladding, cesium, fibsion gases, elements _nd
lead_., and cathode supports,
5) high resistance to change in electrical properties
with ti_'_e in a cesium environment,
6) contro]lability cf purity and porosity,
7) close-tolerance cnntrollability of coating thick-
nesses ovex large areas, and
: _) stability in a high-temperature irradiation environ-
ment.
J.
Compared to the oxides, the nitrides have a higher volatility
: and are more difficult to sinter 1 . The stable carbides have
poor electrical insulating p.roperties. The higher melting
point nitrides have relatively poor thermal c onductivities.
Relatively little is known about the electrical insulating pro-
perties of ,he nitrides. Oxide insulators were chosen be-
cause they _tre more stable. However, future data on the
high temperature (1800-20000F) electrical insulating pro-
: p_rties of *.he nitrides may change the choice. Vaporiza-
tion stability at high-temperature limits the oxide _,nsulator
._ ma_eriats to ThO2, BeO, ZrO 2, and A120 3. ZrO2 has poor
electrical tnsuiating properties at high temperatures (2000°F).
_ ThO 2 iu the most stable oxide and has the lowest vaporiza-
tion z_ate. However, it has the disadvantage, of low thermal
: ICampbell, I.E., High-T_mpe_att_e Technology, John Wiley _ Sons,
.'nc., t95_, C},apters 3 and 8
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con.luctivity and of conversion of thorium to U-233, with
"_ subsoquent fissioning. Ideally, BeO is the best insulator,
/_ due to its high thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity,
and die._ectric strength. At room temperatures, BeO is
_. " superior to A1203 with respect to these properti_.s. Also,
i ; BeO has a greater chemical and vaporization stability
than AI20", ,. However, its toxicity requires v.pecial con-
! t sideration durirg the process of applying BeO insulator
:_ coatiugs.
The greatest lack of electrical data is for breakdown volt-
!! -_ ages of the oxidos in a cesium atmosph..-re at high tempera-
tures. Data in the literature gives 38f_ volts per rail
breakdown voltage for 99 per cent dense AIzO 3 at room
temperature. At a temperature of 1400*F, the breakdown
voltage for AI20 3 is approximately 10 per cent of the value
:. at room temperature. BeO has twice the dielectric strength
; _ of AI203 at room temperature, no data being available for
.. high temperatures. T_.e thermal conductivity of BeO is 4
or 5 times greater than that of AIzO 3. Eased on the avail-
: able data and insulator requirements, BeG was chosen as
"_ the high-voltage insulator. Knowledge of the irradiation-
stabilitycharacteristics of BeO is limited. Reference 1 in-
dicates that BeO specimens remain intact when irradiated
with 1021 fast neutrons per cm 2 at 1400°F, and helium pro-
duced by irradiation was retained in the BeO up to I900*F.
-- Low density BeO specimens were irradiated up to a fast
neutron (1 Mev) dose vf 2.9 x 10Z1 n/cm 2, whereas the
; _ dose of high-density BeO was a maximum of 5 x 1020 n/cm 2.
_ Low density specimens, irradiated at 1350-1750"F at a
{ _ dose of 2. 1 to 2.6x I021 fast n/cm 2 fractured. Acrack
was observed in only one capsule of the high-density rna-
' terial which was irradiated to 4.5 x I0Z0 nvt. According
to available data it is not possible to determine whether
high-density BeO resists radiation better than !ow-density
BeO, since the two kinds of specimens were subjected to
different ranges of radiation dose. Reference 2 also gives
some irradiation data for B_O. The effects of neutron i_'ra-
IShields, R., Lee, J., Effects of Fast-Neutron Irradiation and High
T_.mperature on Beryllium Oxide, OP,NL-3164
i 2General Electric, Second Annual Report, High Temperature Materials
and Reactor Component Development Progr_tms, V_I I. GEMP-177AJ
pAol_o. 3
i
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diation on the dimensiGns and thermal conductivity of BeO
are shown in Figures 13 and 14 of Appendix 8 of this report.
: For the preliminary design, the maximum BeO temperat:,re
, is Z000°F, and the integrated fast neutron (1 Mev) dosage
(nvt) is approximately 3.26 x 1022 n/cm 2. Therefore,
electrical shorts due to Bee insulator fractures may be a
problem. At high irradiation levels, the thermal conduc-
tivity of Bee decreases 50-100 per c_nt and its greatest
life capabilities are in the 1400-1900°F range.
The graded ceramic seal that iv..sulates the cathodes of ad-
jacent converters is a cylindrical body having pure Cb-IZr
at both axial ends of the cylinder, pure A1203 at the center,
and graded Cb-A 120 3 mixtures in between. Cb-IZr was
chosen for the areas indicated in order to match the thermal
expansion properties of the seal and anode materials. A
structural analysis of the seal is included in Appendix A _f
Report PWA-2224.!
6) Neutron Reflector and Fuel-Element End Leads
: The cylindrical Bee reflector pellets positioned at each
_: end of the fuel elements serve as neutron reflectors for the
assembled core. A reflector should have the following
propertie_, i) high efficiency in reflecting high-energy neu-
trons from the core, 2) low density, 3) stability at high
values of temperature and irradiation, 4) good thermal con-
ductivity, and 5) cornpatil_ility with the element end leads
and fission products. Consideration of data for Items I, 2,
and 4 led to the choice of a berylli_m compound, such as
Bee, BezC, or an intermetallic beryllide. Data available
for Items 3.and 5 leads to Bee as the initial design choice
(See Appendix 8 ). The pellet at the upper end of the fuel
element is 0. 680 inch in diameter, 2 inches in length, and
is c:ad with Cb-lZr 0. 090 inch thick which serves as an
electrical lead. The cladding is welded at one end to the
. anode or to the cathode support of the end converters,
depending on the type of electrical connection reqt',ired. At
the other end of the reflector-pellet cladding, a smaller
diameter Cb-lZr tube protrudes. Fuel elements are con-
nected to each other electrically by a tubular Cb-IZr bul-
_ bar which is welded to the reflector-claddlng protrusions.
I,AI_ _o, 34
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! Fission gases from the fuel flow through tile lower BeO re-
'_ flector pellet and into the lower assembly enclosure via a
flat on the outside surface of the reflector pellet.
': _ The reflector at the top of the fuel element has v spiral
I_ groove cut into the outside surface of the Cb-IZr cladding
aroun.1 the BeO pellet. The groovc is coated with high-den-
sity BeO to insulate the cladding from the cesium, and is
filledwith a porous ceramic to provide a path of high electric-
. _ al resistance for cesium to flow between the ceqium reser-
_' voir and the converters. A highly resistive path is r,:_uired
because of the high voltage buildup in the series-connected
".* converters, which can cause an electrical breakdown through
._ the cesium between the converters and the cesiuzn reser-
voir. This problem is analogous to the problem of current
*_ loss between converters, but is much more severe dye to
the high voltage.
"" A voltage buildup of 550 volts atopen-circuit results f_om
• ._ the series connection of fuel elements. This voltage exist-
ing in busbars raises the problem of breakdown to the en-
• " closure. Therefore, the element-connecting busbars are
! !, coated with high-density BeO to prevent electrical break-
down between the busbars and the enclosure assemblies.
i The busbars connecting the fuel elements are 0.56 inch in
diameter and were sized to yield a minimum weight. A
heat transfer analysis indicates that busbar temperature
should not exceed 2200°F. The totalpower loss in the re-
actor for a_l end leads is less than 1 per cent of the total
reactor power output.
?) Element Claddin$ and End Enclosures
t
A 20-mil thick Cb-IZr cladding is located over the BeO in-
striationto protect the converters £rom the reactor coolant.
_: A 20-mii cladding is required to give the element structural
._ integr;.ty. Firm contact must be maintained between the
anodes of the con\tarter, the BeO insulation, and the Cb-IZr
cladding th:oughout operation, since heat conduction through
this trilayer wiP greatly affect the temperature performance
.. of the converters. A method of fabrication must be d_'velop-
ed to fabricate a stru,_.turally integrated trilayer.
| p,oK .o, 35
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" The end enclosures for each pair ol fuel elements are con-!
structed of Cb-IZ-_. The busbars connecting adjacent fuel
,_ elements are contained within these enclosures. Protruding
from the upper enclosure plenum is a long Cb-IZ.- tube
whict, houses the cesium reservoir in its tip. The stern is
hung from the core support plate by a carbide-coated Cb-IZr
nut. This nut screws onto the threaded section ol the stern
and rests on a tube welded to the core support plate. The
upper end enclosures must be capable of supporting pairs of
fuel elements while the stem must be capable of supporting
a complete _ssembly of elements under launch loads at a
temperature of approximately 7C0°F. Thermal expansion
of the enclosure must not subject the welds to severe stresses
because of the possibility of fracturing the welds and be-
cause of the increased corrosion in stress locations. The
lower end enclosures will n._tbe required to withstand any
i launch load, but must ,_ccommodate very small relative
axial movements of the fuel elements.
b. Reactor
Figure 7 shows the design selected for the 3.25 megawatt ther-
mionic reactor. Itis a 33.4 MW (thermal), high-temperature,
fast reactor, fueled with UC-ZrC and controlled by externally-
mounted rotating control drums fabricated from BeO. Itis cy-
lindrical in shape and its core has an L/D ratio value of 0.93.
The core contains 1251 kilograms of 93 per cent-enriched UC
and 1505 kilograms of ZrC. The reactor core is cooled by a
primary high-temperature coolant and the cesium reservoirs
for the element assemblies are cooled by a low-temperature
coolant. In both instances the coolant is lithium. The total re-
actor electrical power is 3.9"_ MW at 218 volts. The principal
features of the reactor pressure vessel, the reactor core, the
coolant and insulation system, and the reactor control _ystem
are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.
I) Reactor Pressure Vessel
The r_act.)r pressure vessel consists of a cylinder with
: ellip_uidal heads welded to each end. The wall thickness
is aI, proxLmately 0.4 inch with local areas around nozzles
shaped to reduce stresses. Cb-IZr was selected as the
- construction material for the pressure vessel, as it was for
,Aol .o. 36
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all other components in contact with lithium (see Appendix
B of Report PWA-ZZ24). Pratt g:Whitney Aircraft has
performed considerable research and development work
with Cb-IZr and has run flow systems wi_. lithium at high
temperature (Z000°F) for periods up to 10,000 hoursl,Z.
A stress analysia of the critical areas of the pressure vessel
is presented in Appendix,. 1 oi_ this report.
Z) Reactor Core
The core is designed as an irregular polygon and is corn-
posed of I15 hexagonal fuel assemblies held together later-
ally by baffled guides located at the pezlphery of the core.
This lateral support system maintains the fuel elements in
a close-packed, triangular-pitched array. The coolant flows
in the cusp-shaped pdssages b_tween the elements. A detailed
temperature analysis of the t1'ilayeranode is prese,,,*edin
Appendix E of Rcpo_'t pWA-ZZ74. The area around the outer
edge of the core contains the flow baffles which reduce the
coolant flow througb this region.
The hexagonal fuel assemblies deliver 34.6 KW at Zl8 volts
each. They are electrically connected _.nparallel and con-
tain 19 series-connected therrnionic fuel elements each.
The number of elements connected in series in each assern- '-
bly determines the voltage buildup in the assembly. Ob-
viously it is desirable to deliver power from the reactor at
as high a voltage as possible so as to reduce busbar losses.
However, since the anodes of the converters are insulated
from the liquid motal system by a layer of BeO, some pow-
er #ill leak through _his insulaO.on to ground. In order to
,_elect a reactor voltage for the reference design a calculation
was performed to determine the system weight increase due
to this power loss as a functlon of reactor output voltage.
The results are plotted in Figure 8 which shows that signifi-
!Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Des_c.n Report, Advanced Nuclear-Electric
Power Generator Systems Stuiy, Thermionic Nuclear Space
Powerplant, Report PWA-ZZ:'4, Vol. IISRD, Appendix i,
ZR.I. Strough and A.I. Ch_ifant, P_att & Whitney Aircraft, High
Temperature Technology for the SNAP 50/SPUR Nuclear-Electric _t'
Space Powerplant, SAE and ASME Air Transport and Space Meeting, -"
April 1964
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cant losses and system weight increases begin to occur at
a reactor voltage of about 200 volts. Therefore, an assembly
of 19 elements was selected which yields a symmetrical
array and produces _i8 volts. This voltage produces a
system weight increase of only about 3 per cent above
optimum. Fewer elements connected in series, which
would yield less than 100 volts, resL, It in a system weight
increase due to busbar losses, and compound the complexity
of the electrical connections required to be made in the
reactor. :_ore than nineteen elements yield significant
weight increase due to electrical leakage across the tri!ayer,
and increase the probability of arcing wiLhin the fuel elements.
The fuel assemblies are arranged in concentric hexagonal
arrays, each array containing the same fuel loading. The
variation in fuel loadings between arrays is ehown in Table
3. The fuel loading within each fuel assernbh is varied in
three axial regions. A total of fifteenseparate fuel regions
exist in the core. This design aids in flatteningt .e axial
and radial power distributions.
The series-connected fuel elements conaprising the hexa-
gonal fuel assemblies are supported in the reactor by
hanging them from a core-support plate. The parallel elec-
trical connection of the hexagonal fuel assemblies is
accomplished by a collector-ring buebar located in the lo-
wer head of the pressure vessel. Cylindrical b,]sbars in-
sulated with BeO protrude from the iast fuel element in each
assembly and are welded to flexible straps attached to the
collector ring. The flexible straps allow axial motion of
the elements during launch and thermal cycles. The collec-
tor ring is enclosed in a Cb-IZ," enclosure, one face of the
busbar being insulated with BeO and in contact with the
enclosure. Nuclear heat and IZR heat generated in the bus-
bar are dissipated to the reactor coolant though thir.fe.=e.
Fission gases, which flow through channels in the fuel-ele-
ment busbars, pass through the void volume in the collector-
ring enclosure and oui of the reactor throush the cylindri-
cally-shapedbvsbars. These busbars conduct the current
from the collector ring to other busbars located outside the
reactor. All of the busbars located within the reactor are
constructed of Ch-IZr alloy. They are sized fnr minimum
weight and shaped to allow for adsquate cooling.
,,Q,NO. 40
i
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The core is supvorted by a plate constructed of alternatin_
cones and cylinders sandwiched bet_veen two shallow corneal
plates. This type of c_nstructicnv, as selected because of
its lightweight and rigidity. Drilled holes are located in
certain regions of the support plate so tha_ liqr_idrnetat ,-nny
circulate and the nuclear heat generated withi,tthe plate
may be dissipated. The cesium-reservoir stems whirl
support the fuel-ele_n.:ntpairs pierce the support plate through
tubes mounted in the plate. Columbium carbide-coated
nuts mate with the threaded sections of the stems and rest
on he upper edge of the tubes. Thus the elements are kept
_n tension during launch. The weight of the core is trans-
mitted from a support l'p to a cylindrical skirt extension on
the upper head o_ the vessel and then to the reactor support
structure. TLus the entire weight of the rea_ for is hung in
-_ t _nsion from _he skirt. Lateral member_ extending from
the reactor suppor_ structure to the lower head of the vessel
provide lateral support for the reactor.
3) Coolant ant_ Insulation System
Lithium ,#as selected to be the reactor coolant. This choice
was determined in the system parametric _tudies conducted
for this and the former study contract, NASw-360. Lithium
possesses a very low vapor pressure at high temperatures
"_'he lithiurn-7 isotope has a very low neutron absorption
_ro.qs-section. Prat.*& Whitney Aircraft work in lithium
technology is summarized in Reference 4 cf Appendix 8.
Two lithium-coolant flow paths pass tl-.cnughthe pressure
vessel. One path channels the primary high-temperature
coolant which cools the reactor core. The otl,erchannels
the low-temperature coolant which cools the cesi_rr_reser-
voirs. The pri:'narycoolant enters the reactor from four
inlet pipes. The pipe sizes were so selected as to mivimiz¢
coolant pressure drop. The primary-coolant inletnozzles
are 3.5 inch_ I.,Ldiar..etezand are located in the side of the
pressure yes ae! The c_,olanten'_erstt_ereactor at 1566°F
,' and flow_ radially across the top and down through the core
_o the lower pressure-vessel head. The coolant leaves the
' reactor th_-ough two 7-inch diameter nozzles located 180
degrees _part in the lower head. Exit temperature and flow
ra_e fo_ theprimary _oolant v,re 1945°F and 70 lbs/sec.
The lithium coolant for the cesiur_ reservoirs ent_rs the
pressure vess_l through a l-inch diameter nozzle located
at the edge of t_e upper head of the vessel. Itflow.3through
_I a plenum and _cross the tops of the fuc_-assembly s_ems,
k
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in which are h._used the cesi1.m reservoirs. A /low d_stri-
butor is located above the s.ern Gps to ensure an even flc;w |
distribution i_ross the stq.ms. The coolant le_tves ;he ves-
sel througl'._ l-inch dia,neter nozzle located in th._ center IK
cf the up?.erhead. T'-ecesit,rr.-reservoir coolant enters S
the pres_'u'-eves.-_-_at 656"F and _xits at 676"F. with a
qo':: .-ate ,.A i. i ib/sec. The pipes and plenums for the i
primary-coolant flow _yster._ and the cesium-reservoir- |
cool_tnt fl_w system were designed to minimiz_ pressuze
drc.p _nd _tresses. I
im
An insulator plat,: is located in the upper ple.,lum of the re-
actor to reduce heat transfer between the pri.mary high-
tempecature reactor coolant and the Iow-t_-mperature ce-
sium-reservoir coolant. This plate, which is filled with
ZrO 2 and :lad with Cb-IZr, serves to separate the two
coolant _lows through the reactor. The pressure of the
coolant on e£tber side of the plate must be controlled in or-
der to reduce the seepage of liquid metal through the plate I
and around the fuel-element stems wbich protrude through
the plate. /£ ZrO 2 insulator ring is located within the re-
actor vessel and in contact with the vessel wall. The ring J
serves to _ ,duce the thermal gradient and the thecmal
stress existing in the wall because of the temperature dif-
ference betwee._ the liquid-metal coolants. An analys_s of I
the stresses existing in this section of the vessel wall _ |
given in Appe:ndix I.
!
4) Control System -,-
The thermal power of the reactor is controlled by a reflec-
tor consisting of eight rotating control drums and eight
' movable slabs. ._e slabs are interspersed between the
drums and pro,_ide additional shutdov.'nmargin. Each con-
trol drum is pie-shaped, has an open-lattice construction,
and contains BeO in its circular sections. Nuclear heat
generated in the BeO is dissipated by there-halradiation i
through th_ open-lattice fra_nework to spac,_.. The control
i
dru,r.sare mounted on the pressure vessel by means of ball
bearings. Because these bearings will be oper_tln_ in a I
high ternpecature, nuclear, vacuum e _vironment, and will
l
not be contlnually in motion, they give rise _o severe design llm
problems. Means must be prov_.ded .for preventing welding I
pA_ _o 42 I
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between the rnuvable and stationary corr, pon._.nts of "_he bea_-
ing. TI'_ contrcl drums are dri_-en th'¢ou_h ,halting by motors
whlch are located behind the reactor shield to protect them
from the nucle-_.r _'-_:'ironment.
The interspersed slabs referred so consist of BeO contained
in an open-lattice frarne-wor.;'.. They are movable to altow
"or reactor shutdown. The sl_.s are pivoted at their top
,:dges and moved by pneumatically-operat_d linear actuators
xnount,-d on the lower head of the pressur _. _lesse[. They
vsill be mainta_1;ed in the r_ut position during launch and
znoved to the in position during the initial phase of reactor
startup. The i_neumat-;c ac__uators contain springs for Inov-
ing the slabs to the our position quickly, in the event that
emer-]_ncy shutdown is required. The slabs are hell; against
the pressure vessel during reactor operatio1_ and nuclear
heat generated ".'nthe B-O is r_diated to space.
c. S_A eld
A nuclear shield is err, ployed in the powerplant to protect the
power-:onditioning _quipmen_ from nuclear radiation. The shield,
shown in _'igure 3, is located behind the reactor and casts a re-
duced radiation shadow over the entire powerplant. The selection
of th_ rnaxim_im radiation dose for the power-conditioning equip-
ment is based on the allowable dose for solid-state eq,_ipment,
since data for the gas-tube equlpmen* was unavailable. The total
integrated do_e over a Z4,000-hour period was set at 1013 nvt
(fast) for neutrons and 107 rads for gammas.
Three materials are used inthe construction of the shield, I}
bor._ted graphite, 2: thermal insulation, a_,d 3) lithium hydride.
An eight-inch thickn_cs of borated graI_hite faces tb _ reactor,
: followed by Z inches of thermal insulatiov and 19.6 inches of
lithium hydride. "lhe graphite is u_led in the shield because of
its high temperature capability. It aids in reducing the heat
generation and therefore the temperature in the lithium hydride.
The purpose of the thermal ins_tlatlon is to reduce the heat flux
from the graphite to the lithium hyd_-ide. Lithium-7 instead of
lithiurr,-6 is used in th_ lithium hydride portion of the sLield in
,_ order to reduce its operating temperature. This was shown in
the shield analysis for the one tnegawatt power,_lant where ex-
i tremely high t_,_peratures were generated with the use of
lithium-6 due to an (n, a ) reactio,_ This does not occur _nlithium- 7.
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d. Pri_._._mazy EM Pump and Piping
An electromagnetic pump circulates the lithium coo',rntin the
primar)r subsysten_. ,_.typical design for the pump '.sshown
in Figure 10 of Report PWA-2224. The design par_,meters for
the pump were selected on a minimum ox,'eraUsystem weight
basis. The pump cells and the interconnecting btmbars are
constructed of Cb-IZr and are insulated from each other by
A1ZO 3. A cobalt-i_on alloy with a high Ct_rie point (1790"F) -
was selected for the pump magnet in o_ler to prevent the loss
of permeability at the h_gh operating temperature. The ma_.,_et
windings consist of copper wire wrapped with Crystai M, an
inorganic paper type insulation. A more detailed description
of the d_sign features of this pump i_ also given iu Report
PWA- 2224.
The primary piping consists _f _J_r pipet which complete the
coolant flow path for t_ _ primary s_stem. Two of the pipes are
corL_ected to the two reactor outlet nozzles _nd allow the coolant
to f]ow from _ne reactor to the heat exchangers ' inlet manHold..
The cool_t then f_ows through the heat _-x_hangers and is collected
in the ,-,utletmanifold. From theTe the coolant flows through the
two retnaining primary pipes which branch off at the reactor to
provide for four coolant inlets to the reactor. The inside diameter
of the pipes was det__rmined on a minimum weight basis by the
systems analysis al_dthe pipe wall thickness was sized to provide
adequate meteoroid protection.
e. CesiuTn Reservoir Heat Rejection S_/stem
This system consists of a single-segment space radiator and
an EM pump. The pump circxflatesa low temperature lithium
coolant through the upper head of the reactor vessel (in which
are contained the cesium reservo'rs) and through the radiator.
This fluid cools the reservoirs to their prescribed temperature
and conducts the heat to the radiator where the he_.tis rejected
to s?ace. The desigu of this pump is similar to that of the pri-
mary pump but much smaller in size due to the reduced pump-
ing power requirements. A tube-_in type radiator similar to
: ,.A_-No. 44
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that used iu the main heat r-jection e, _tem is e" Jplovf:d hi:re in,l
is optimi_e _ in Be same w_'f. How" _er. the _,._*, wll_ thickn:ss
of the radiator as well as the pip, wall thickaess are sized to
provi&_ mete 0roid protecrion.
The r-_diator c_-_nsi_ts of two panels thro,__gh which Oow th_ fame
coolant in series. 'Fhe pandits are located forward of arid in the
sa,me plane as the main r_.diator and are constructed of C_-IZr.
Z. __eco a chit ySubs_t em
The secondary subsyste_n is comprised of the sixteen coolant loops
of the main heat rejectior, system. F_ch loop contains an EM pump,
a heat exchanger a_d a radiator segment. .Segmentation was used to
achieve minimum weight ind to provide redundancy. Th_ coolant
used in this system is _ithium. All components in contact with the
coolant are constructed of Cb-IZr to give the radiators a high temp-
erature capability which greatly reduces radiator area and eliminates
the necessity of folding.
a. Radiators
The r_diator segment_ are rectangular in shape and aro com-
posed of inlet and exit manifolds with interco._nectirLg finned
tubes. The arrangement of the segments in a plane is as de-
termined by the plan area of the Saturn payload envelope. De-
sign parameters such as tube and fin dimensions were deter-
mined or, a minimum weight basis in the system analysis. Wall
thicknesses were determined from meteoroid criteria. For
even flow distribution, the inside diameters of manifolds were
sized to give a pressure drop 10 per cent of that for the tubes.
Emissivity of radiator surfaces was assumed tc be 0.9. This
i value w_._ based upon results of extensive testir_g 1 which indicatet
that this value may be attainable in the future.
i Support c,.iindividual radiator segments is accomplished by em-placement of the segments in the radiator support structure.
! Two such structures contain all of the radiator segments, one
structure on each side of the powerplant axis. The segments
are hung from their upper _anifolds which are o):ieutedpez-
pendicular to the pow_rplant axis and are allowed to grow against
• Ipratt & Whitney Aircraft, Determination of the ]_missivity of Materials,
f Report PWA-2206
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leaf-type springs cot.rained ;n the lower manifold sup_'.z'J. La- •
teral growth is acccmmodated by spri_,gs located in th., outboard |
*.ube supports. The two support structures are connected at
their ends to the fore-and-aft support rings. The structures are HI
hung from the forward ring and are attached to the aft ring through |
a cruc_forrn structure. At the four points of the cross a:'e lo-
cated exps-.=[or, joints to _ccor_lmodate any difference in thermal •
growth between the radiator 3tructure and the launch struc'_ure !
during the system preheat cyc]e. Lateral support of the radia-
tors !8 accomplished at launch by the four-quadrant launch struc-
ture which sandwiches tl-e planar radiator between the paired |
quadrants.
t
b. Heat Exchangers I
T_e secondary sys*-ern contains sixteen lithiam-to-lithium,
counterflow, tube-and-shell heat e_change_s, one for each of .l_
the heat rejection loops. The he._t exchangers are of a straight
tube design with the tubes welded to tubesheets and the sheets
welded to the outer sh.-*[l. Design parameter- such as *.',,be in-
side diameter, length: and log mean temperature difference,
were determined in the system analysie. A typical design for j
a he_.t exchanger is shown in Figure 9 of Report PWA-ZZ_4. The ~
straight tube design was based upon experience at Prate & Whit-
ney Aircraft indicating that this design is capable of withstanding i
the.stresses imposed at operating conditions, Spacers are pro-
vided between the tub,_.sto prevent sagging which could cause
blockage of flow. The inlet and exit plenums for the shell side
are toroidal in §hape'and are welded to the tubeshee_s and the
outer shell. ?',,eseplenums have thin walls to allo,vfor dif-
fe:enc_s in thermal expansion between the tube bundle and the
sl_el!. The inletand exit plenums for the tube side are hemis-
pherical in shape and located at both ends of the heat exchanger.
/allexterior wall thicknesses were determined from meteoroid
criteria. '
The heat exchangers are grouped in the power,plant in a cylin-
drical cluster and are located behind the.nuclear shield, This ""
location is an optimum which was determined by trading off the
pipe weights and the i_.quiredpressure drops.
.. c. Secondar X EM Pump and Pi_
,['he el_'ctromagnetic pump employed kn the secondary system
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co_.,tains sixteen separate pumping channel-s, one for each of
che heat rejection loo.os, rJesign parameters for this pump were
_lso determined on a minim'ar_ weight basis in the system analy-
sis. Tr._ design feaZure_, :,rid the materials uti.ized for this
pump ar_ slmil_r ,.o these presente,_ in Figure 1 1 of Report
PWA-Z2Z4. Two oF t.h_, more obvious features o( the pump ares
l) t_: electri_.al con:_.ctio, of the pumping cell_ in series, and
2) th: p-ovision for ,:ooling the channel walls with a separate
coolant loop. The ,.:ells were electrically connected in seri_s
_o incr,:ass the pr, rnp voltage requirements, sznce the calculi.ted
voltage for -.ach c:ell was very small. A b_gher voltage for _he
pump reduces b_sbar losses and the weight of power-conditioning
equipment. _.be ribbon-.shaped coolant loop is interwound between
the p:lmp ce_te and provides cooling for the cell walls in the event
of a lo,_s of. coo.lant due to a r_.diator ;_uncture. Loss of fluid in
a cell 1,_averJ only the cell walls to conduct the high purnping cur-
rent so 1hat tbe possibility of mel.ting the walls exists.
The uump is mounte-J on the infli_ht support structure at the
center of the main radiator. Long lengths of 8econ,clary piping
which conuec, _ the radiator seg:nents with the pump are designed
with expansion bends to absorb thermal motion and relieve the
pump of any excessive stresses. The piping inside diameter
was optimi=ed and the wall thic_:_ess was determined from me-
teoroid data.
3. Auxiliary _'.bsys tern.
Th_ auxiliary system consists of DC-to-DC power-conditioning equip-
ment and its required heat rejection system. Power-conditioning
equipment is required ir_ the powerplant to process the output power
of the reactor to match the characteristics required by the ion engines.
The reference therrnionic reactor produces ele.ctrical power at ZI8
volts DC which must be :increased to 5000 volts fez utilization by the ion
engine s.
a. Power-C onditioning Equipment
Components for the conditioning equipment are shown in Figure 9
which was taken from a Westinghouse systems study!. The
IWestinghouse Elec_r._ic Corpora+ion, Aerospace Electrical Division,
" Space Electric Power Systems Study, Volume 5, NAS3-1234.
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Westinghouse report contains a parametric study for space power-
conditioning equipment capable of proces-.ing power in the range
of from O. 5 to 5 megawatts at various input and output voltages.
Two types of equipment we'-'e considered in the stu,{y, high tem-
perature and 13w temperature. The high teraperetare e£uipment
employed gas-tube inverter components while th=_ low temperatu:e
employed either silicon power trans_.stors or silicon-controlled
rectifiers as inverters. All systems considered, used tl_,,; system
components shown in the block diagram it, Figure 9.
For the present study, it was assumed that the conditioning
equipment weight was 5 lbs/KW(eJ a_d that the equipment
utilized high temperature components capable of _perating
at about 500°F. It was also assumed that the equipment
efficiency was 93 per cent. The data presented in the
Westinghouse study was received after the selection of a
system design so that the powerplant design presented here
is not based on this data. However, Appendix 5 presents
the res'_lts of the WesLinghouse stud_and Appendix2 presents
some of the important system parameters which would result
with the h_clusion of the new data in the powerplant design.
b. Auxiliary Heat Reje_tion System
Each loop of the auxiliary heat rejection system employs a
motor-driven centrifugal pump to supply the pumping require-
ments. Each segment consists of an inlet and an outlet manifold
with interconnecting finned t_b_,s_ Inside diameters of the _a-
diator tubes were optimizec ', _,4 wa_: thicknesses were calcu-
lated from meteoroid criter _, _ _ _;idth and thickness were
calculated to give required :,_Jri_: _- radiating area for minimum
w,-,ight.
The selection of monoisopropylbiphenyl as the coolant was based
on the Westinghouse study presented in Appe_dix 5 of Report
PWA-224C. and the alumin_lm radiator was chosen because of its
light weight.
_ The auxiliary four _a_i_tor segments are supported in a manner
similar to the main rac_iator segmer, ts and are the last four seg-
ments contained in the radiator st_pport s'_ructure. The power-
conditioning equipmevt is located within an_] supported by the aft
i ! support ring.
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c. Busbars
The designs of ::he busbars er_,ployed throughout the powerplant
reflect a trade-off between minimum busbar weight and the in-
crement of weight that w-_uld be added to the system weight be-
cause of IZR losses in the busbars.
Power is draw'% from the reactor through two cylindrical Cb-IZr
busbars which pierce the lower head of the vessel. Each of
these busbars is connected to t_'o flat copper busbaxs which
conduct the power to the power-conditioning equipment. The
fiat copptr busbars are oriented paraltel to the main radiator,
and the side of the busbar facing the radiator is thermally in-
sulated. With this arrangement the busbazs will operate at
:emperature of approximately 1000°F. Other busbars e,nployed
throughout the powerplant to deliver power to ,v-ar_ous loads are
also of copper.
The cttrrent generated in the reactor is conducted first to the
]=,ower-conditioning packages, then to the loads and finally back
1o the reactor. A study of the possible methods of wiring the
power-conditioning modules is given in Section IV. G.
It is desirable to wire the pcwerplant in such a way as to reduce
power perturbations in the r ,actor and power-conditioning mod-
ules due to system cornponen failures.
Busbars employedw_thin the eactor are construt, ted of Cb-lZr
because of the high-temperature environment. The Cb 17, bus-
bars are insulated with BeO and ,,'lad with Cb-lZr to protect
them from the lith'blm environment. Copper busbars are us,_d
outside of the reactor because of the low electrical resistivity
and high operating temperature capability o*"thi_ material.
D. Weight Anal_z!_is
!, _P_owerplant Weight
Since the we_.ght of a system to be launched into space is of prim,e
importance, the deF_i_ln of the thermionic powerplant was based on
a minimum-weight philosophy. However, the practical design of
the system components necessitated the choice of off-optimum para-
meters. Also, ha_cd on material-property and s_ce-envit, on-
ment data, conservative engineering assumptiona were made to
ensur.- the reliability of the system. These anumptiorJs in
,.AQE,,,o. 50
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all cases entailed syste_,-weight penalties. A weight
analysis was performed to determine the weightF of all
of the system components. Table 2 lists these weights
and includes the w_ight of the powerplant support strL_cture, the
fairing, and the or.board au_lliary-power unit required for startup.
The estimated inflight powerplant weight is 76,100 lbs or 23.4 lbs/KW(e).
The total p,,_erplant weight on the laun,-h pad is 123,400 ibs or 37.0
lbs/KW(e).
Comparing these weights ,,:i;:h those of the one-megawatt power_lant
shows that the infli@bt specific veight for the Dresent powerplant is
lower and the la,:,ch weight h.ghel. The former result occurred
primarily }-_¢ause the specif = _cights are lower for the __hield and
the ms'.n and auxiliary radiators. The shield specific wei,_,ht _s !o'_er
beuause a gamma shield was not required for this powerplant ,\s it
was in the one-megawa_t system (see Appendix 3 for the an_lysi9 o_
the ;_hielc_. The mail radiator specific weight i_ less because of a
decrease in the meteoroid barrier thickness predicted by a new
correlation. A much higher t ea_ rejection temperature caused the
reduction in £ne specific weight for the auxiliary radiazor. The launch
specific weight for this powerplant is sigr_ficantly greater because of
the large increase in the length of the l_werplant which requires a
disproportionate increase in launch structure weight. It can be anticipated
that as the size and weight of a space powerplant increase, the specific
weight of required launch structure will increase.
The _pcc=.flc w=ight of this powerplant is dependent upon the operating
cathode temperature selected. The selection of this temperature can
be based on either of two limiting criteria as is discussed in Section
IV. H. Du_ to a lack of experimental data and for consistency with the
previous one-r,,egawatt study, a maximum cr_thode _ernperature of
3200°F was sel._ctcd. If the thermal cri'_erion of maxirnu_n open-
circuit terr, perature had been chosen, an increase of 20 per cent in
reactor power and a decrease of 8 per cent in specific weight could
have been obtained.
A.s was discussed in Section iV. C. , _he weight of the power-condition-
lag equipment was based 6n preiimJnary as_,umpt_,ons. Later data
published by Westinghouse showed that '_igh tempe rature conditioning
i equipment c_n be expected to be significantly heavier than the weight
' assumed in this _,tudy. A discussion of the powerplant weight as
- affected by this new data is given in Appendix: 2.
I ,,A_ _o _1
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TABLE 2
System Component Weights
reactor (core, pressure vessel, reflector, control 19,200 Ibs
drums and actuators)
ehield 7,200
?rimary pip:,ng and coolan¢ 2, 350
primary EM pump 500
heat exchangers (16) 750
secondar 7 EM pump 300
high terr.perature heat rejection system (main radi_.tor, 1 I, 900
secondary" piping and coolant)
cesiuv', reservoi: coolant pump 150
cesium reservoir h_a_ _'_jectio.;_ system (radiator, 300
piping and cc_-'-:,._
auxiliary heat rejection system (radiator, pump, pLping and 1,100
coolant)
power-conditioning eq,_".pment 16,300
busbars 6, 7b0
inFlight support structure 8,800
Total In/light We'_ght 16,100 Ibs
onb_ard AI:_J Z00
launch structu1P 33,000
aerodynamic fairing 14,100
Total Laun.ch Weih_ 12_.. 400 lbs
,AG_ .O. 52
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Z. Vehicle Weight
The total weight of the space vehic!e, consisting of the powerplant,
the propulsion system and the payload, is limited to 226,00(_ pounds.
This weight is the maximum that the Saturn 5 is capable of lofting
into a 300-nautical mi1_ earth orbit. _.ince it is desirable to maximize
the payloadj a mission study was performed (Appendix Z) to detevmine
the effect of tb.e l_unch and inflight powerpl;int weights on payload
weizht. The study estima.ted the cesium propellant weight required
by the ion engines, and the ps_io_d that the vehicle will be capable
of delivering to Jupiter as a £u,_c tion of beth the inflight and launch weights.
It was found that to maximize the p_yload, it was more important
to reduce th_ inflight rather than the la,nch weight. That is, a
greater payload could be delivered for thc lighter inflight powerplants
even though their launch weights mig.:tt b_ hea_-ier. This result is
imporiant since it affects the sf'lection of z_ powerplant configuration
(see Appendix 7 for a comparisor of pl,_mar and cyiindrical radiators),
The propellant and payload weights are dependent on the thrustor
efficiency assumed. Since a more efficient thrustor requires less
propellant to complete the same mission, the reduction in the pro-
pellant weight for a more efficient thrustor can be added to increase
the payload weight. Presented below are the payload and propeilant.
weights for two thrtmtor e_iciencies. The payloads shown are grose _
amounts that include the weights of the equipment required for guidance
and navigation.
85% Efficiency 95% Efficiency_
powerplant launch v, eight 123,400 ibs 123,400 Ibs
prope]]ant weight 89,500 85,000
payloa.J weight • !3, _00 17,600
total vehicle _veight 2Z6,000 lbs 226,000 lbs
E. l:>ow er r,' _nt Performance
.! Studies have been performed to determine the performance of the sys-
tern selected for design. The purpose of the studies was to _etermine
"_ in detail the characteristics of the individual compouent._ and th_ _nter-
action of the components in the overall system.
I ,,AQKNo. 53
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.. Converter Performance
The performance of _ therrnionic converter is ultimately governed
by t!'_geometry, the rnate:-ialsand the operating conditions chosen.
Once the se parameters h_.ve be_n e st_tblished the thermal _.nd electrical
characteristics and, therefore, the performance of _.he c.,nverter
are specified. Both characteristics must be considered in ti:r. _.vdl-
uation of performance because of their intimate reiationship in the
thermionic process. The discussion that follows will be mainly con-
cerned with pert_,rmance as affected by overating conditions. Dis-
cussions p_rtaining to the effects of [,eJmetry on performance as
evidenced by their effects on system weight are given in Section V.
C. of Report P_?A.-2319 (it should be noted tnat the system weights
of PWA-Z319 are less than those presented in :hi_ report because
they do not include weight estimates of layout designs). Section
IV.C. above presents the engineering consideyatlons concerning
geometry and materials that were taken into account in arriving
at a final converter design.
An operating parameter that affects converter performance and
system weight seriously is tne cathode temperature. A plot of rela-
tive systen_ "weight versus cathode temper,_ture, shown in Figure !0,
indicates the variation in system weight for system,_ optimized at
each oi the given catho_.e temperatures. This curve was prepared
._.3sun_Hg that there was LLOlimit on fuel evaporation. With the maxi-
mum cathode design tem_ger.:ture selected, the variation in power
output of _ converter during powerplant operation can be discussed.
It is assumed for this discussion that the thermal power input to a
particular converter contained in the reactor is nelc_ constar, t while
the load resista_tce is varied. This causes the electric pow(.r output
and tl_._:cathode tempe-ature to vary. Since only r single converter
is considered, the characteristics of the converter are different from
those of ._ fuel elernent or the reactor, as will be showr, below.
Figure l ! shows ths sensitivity of the pcver output to changes in ca-
theAe temperature. As can be seen, :. ::0 per cent decrease in power
resultb when the temperature is decrea. _d 200°I or increased 500°F
from _e temperatur( corresponding to maximum power, The cathode
1965001440-067
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temperature at which the maximum power output occurs for a par-
ticular converter is depend_nt upon the thermal powzr input, For
this converter, the maximum power output occurs at a temperature
which is only slightly higher than the limit imposed on the cathode
i tempe ra_ure.
Other converters in the reactor will have much cUfferent thermal
:} -nputs and therefore the temperatures at which they produce their
! maximum power will be far from the 3200°F limit. These con-
i PAQtNO, 55
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verters will operate at a,n ofi-o?timum condition sir.._:e they will
not be operating at the point where they can produce thei_ rnaxirnurn
power output. This is important since it gives rise to a weight i
penalty which is incurred due to the nonunlfortn power genera._on
pA=,NO. 56 !
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in the reactor. A dls_t, ssion o_ h_is problem is given in r_.e _ollc,w-
in_, section which is concerned with fuel element performance.
To aid in understanding thz performance of an operating converter
and the r_lationsl_ips of the variables invoivF_l, consider the sim-
plified model of a converter presented below.
• _f-*'qe
c_thode anode
qth _ q R
-'_qc ,d
I
-: T L T a
r ql
_ L. D
"w
" qth = thermal power input
qe = electro_,cooling
; qr = radiation loss
qc = thermal conduction through ce_ium plasrr:.,
ql = thermal loss through the lead
qj = Joule heating in cathode
qR = thermal power rejected
An energy balance taken on the cathode yields the equation
qth = qe +qr +qc +ql - qj {l)
From the equation itcan be seertthat the energy loss from the ca-
thode is both thermal and electrical. Each term on the right side
of the equation can be written explicitly in terms of the cathode temp-
erature. Assuming a given thermal power input, an anode tempera-
ture and ,'_nelectric current, the temperature of _he cathode and the
value of each term can be determined. A change in the value of the
lo-td resistance changes the current through the converter, which
p,a= No 57
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in turn changes the value of each term on Li_e right sicu ok Lne equa- [
tion. Since the thermal power input has been kept constant, the values _!
of the thermal and electrical losses must a.djust themselves by an
&djustment of the cathode temperat'._re. F:;.gure 12 sho'_cs the varia-
tion in tb__seterms as a function of the current flowing through the
conver_er and the converter voltage. Itis assumed t_hatthe converter
is initiallyat an open-circuit condition (:.nfiniteload resistance_ --
which produces the h,g,,_ c,_,,cde temperature and the highest con-
verter voltage, since ali energy losses from thc cathode. _re thermaJ.
At this condition no current flows and the major loss is by thermal
radiation to the anode, with only minor losses by lead and plasma
thermal conduction. When the load resistance is reduced, a current
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Figure 12. Converter Performance
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flow is initiated and electrical energy (electxon cooling) now flows
from the cathode. Since the thermal euezgy int_ut i8 held constant.
: a reduction in the cathode temperature must occur to reduce the
_hermal losses. Continuing the reduction in load resistance increases
the electron cooling from the cathode and decreases the cathode
temperature, the converter voltage and the thermal losses from the
cathode. The electric power output of the converter also increases,
This occurs because the power output of the converter is the product
"_ of the current and the voltage, and since the voltage decreases a_:
. the current increases, the product of the two can be expected to pass
through a maximun,.
The determin_tion of the electrical characteristics can be demon-
strated by again considering Equation (1). Neglecting the terms
qc, ql and a_ which are usually small, and. rewriting t}_e equation
in approximate form, the follow ig expression results
qth = i ( _c + 2kTc)+ _rA ¢ Tc 4 (2)
Since the work function qbc is a function of temperature, the equa-
tion can be writt,:'.n
qth = i [f(Tc)+ 2kTc] + _A e Tc 4 (3)
Assuming the function f(Tc) is known, the equation can be solved for
"1" If the r_.lation between T c and converter volt_,ge is also knownC
from experimentation, the relat_onchip bptween the current and volt-
. age is known. A plot of this last relationship gives the I-V chaxac-
' teristics for a converter. Figure 13 is ,_)_lotof these c._racteristics
for the particular converter discussed preciously. Also shown in
the figure is the variation in cathode temperatnre _rithcub:rent."r
Equations 2 and 3 and Figure 13 show the intimate relationship
between the thermal and electrical characteristics of a converter
which results in a dis1:inctcurrent-voltage plot for each converter
I with a different thermal power input.
The cathode temperature referred to previously is the maximum
I temperature occurring on th_ cathode. Due to the lead and _upportconnections on either side o, the cathode which supply patLs for beat
loss, a tcmperature distributiov results as shown in Figure ld. The
I temperature distribution i3 determined by dividing the fuel and the
I PAO-.o 59
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cathode into ten axial sections and by perfo_rmiug a heat batance on
each section. The heat source for the fuel _s the nuC, ear energy
which is assum¢_d to be generated uniformly through the volume of th,_
fuel, Heat lose, es for a fuel sectiert are the r&dial heat conduct;,or
to the cathode and the axial he_ conduction t_,zough the fuel. The
ends of the fuel region are _ssentially ins_la'_ed by the rad;_ation
shields.
Heat inputs to the cathode section consist o'i the heat conducted ra-
dially from the ,uel (ino thermal contact: resistance _,ssumed
between the fuel and the cathode) and the electrical resistance
heatir_g of '.he cathode. Heat losses fron_ 'the cathode consist of
the axis _-heat conduction to adjacent cathode sections, thermal
radi_/.lon exchange with the anode, electron cooling, and heat con-
duction through the cesium in the interelect_-ode gap. End sectior_
_.lso have },eat louses through the catho,te support and the electrical
lead. The electric lead thermal loss calculation included the effect
of electrical resistance heating in this structure.
The power output of a converter is also affecte(i by the operating
anode teml_erature. A particular optimum anode temperature wh;_ch
resultr_ in a m=x,-'m_m power output exists for any converter. This
temperature is not selected for the anode operating temperature
because it does not result in a minimum system weight. To
produce a minimum weight system the a.,,,_¢le temperature is optimized
by a tradeoff between reactor weight and radiator weight. This
compromise results in an oplimum system anodt_ temperature which
i_ h'igher than the optimum Lhermionic value.
The effect of the circumferential temperature variation on the anode
due to uneven cooling ot the close-packed elements w_ts previously
investigated for the elem_.nts of a oneomegawatt syst_n, and was de-
scribed in Report PWA-2224. That study indicated _hat the effect
of the temperature distri_,dtion is negligible. Since the converter
and element designs for this powerplant are similar to those for the
previous study, it can be concluded that the effect here v_ill also be
negligible.
Four modes of converter operation wer_ considered in this study,
1) constant voltage, 2) constant thermal power, 3) constant cath-
ode temperature, and 4) maximum efficiency. The design of
the converters for the reactor was based on the constant volt-
,'AQ",,,0.6Z
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a.ge mode of operation with maximum cathode te.,'nperature limit of
3200°F. A discussion of the relative merits of each mode and the
reasons frr the selection of the constant voltage mode are given in
the secti,_n covering reactor performance.
2, Fuel Element Performance
The thermionic fuel element consists of sixteen converters connected
in series. This coanection of converters with varying thermal in-
puts due to the nonuniform thermal power distribution in the reac-
tor, gives rise to a number of prr, blem_ _'hich do not exist for
individually operating converters. A circuitry analysis was con-
ducted for the designed fuel element to investigate these, problems.
A description of the analysis is given in Report l:_VA-2Z24. The
analysis considered the thermal and electrical characteristics of
each of the converters and determined the variations in the con-
verter ope._ating parameters as a function of their axial location
in _he reactor.
Figure 15 shows the axial thermal power distribution occurring in
the core. The thermal power input for each converter w,_s avera£ed
accoz'diag to this distribution, which results in differing thermal in-
puts to each converter as shown in Figure 16. The increase in anode
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temperature due _._ the coolant temperature rise in the reactor is
shown in Figure 17. Since the thermal input to each converter is
different, the thermal and electrical characteristics _r¢" different.
Figure 18 shows the difference in the cathode operating temperature
for each converter at the reference opersting cc_dition. This
condition was set by limiting the cathode temperature of the hottest
¢onve::_er to 3200"F. (Of course, the current through each con-
_erter is the same). As can be scez,, unly a few of the converters
attain this condition due to the different thermal JnDu_s to each
converter. For the same reason, the electrical power output
from each converter is also diff--rent as shown iv Figure i?. More-
over, as will be shown below, the power delivered from each con-
verter is not the maximum power output that the convert_.r is capable
oi, since the maximum occurs at different currents for -&ch of the
converters. To attain the maximum power output from the fuel ele-
ment requires obtaining the maximum power output from each con-
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verter a_ the sam¢ series current. Essentially th_s means that the
electrical characteristics cf the converters must be matched by
&djusting the thurma,1 powe_ il_puts, A study has been made to in-
vestigate this probtem a_d :s presente_l in Appendix 6.
Figure Z0 shows the curren_ °voltage characteristics for three
converters in the fuel element. The characteristic of each con-
verter was determined by th_ method given in Section IV. E. 1.
above. Shown in Figure 21 _s a plot of power output versus current
for the sam_'- three convertez s. As can be seen. the maxiluum power
output frou_ each converter occurs at a different current so that at
the reference current conver_ers two and three are operating at less
than the';.r maximum power o_4put. This situatior_ occurs for a num-
ber of the converters in the fv.el element. Obviously it would be de-
sirable in order to reduce system weight for each converter to pro-
d_ce peak power. Appendix _ also gives the results of the studies
concerned w_th the methods possible io=" accornplishing this.
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The variaticn_ in performance of t;,e converters discussed above are
a result of the nonuniform thermal power distribution in the reactor.
In order to account for this in calcui_.ting the number of convE.rters
required to deliver the rated power of the reactor, an effective
cathode temperature was employed. This tempe_'ature war _eter-
mined so a_ to represent the thermal and electrical cha_actarist___.s
of an average converter. To show the penalties incurred due to the
nonuniform _ower distribution in the reactor, as opposed to _ hy-
pothetical uniform aistribution, calculations were pe:formed for the _
previous one megawatt powerplant study and the results are p_e-
sented in Report PWA-2224. Those results showed that an 18 per
cent degradation in power was incurred for the one megawatt r,_actor
due to nonunilorm power distribution. Also, those ,'esults showed
the red.lction in eHective current density and effi=iency avd t]_,_, in-
crease in optimum cathc, de temperature.
T_ operate e_.ch diode at its optimum cesium pressure would _.nvoive
severe design proble_ns. For this reason all of the fi:el eleme_t_
in each assenlbly wc:-e designed with a common cesium reservoir,
A study was per.Corme_l for th _. previous one megawatt reactor to
determine the sensitivity of the reactor power output to cesium re ....
servoir temperature. The result of that study showed that the re-
actor power output was f_irly insensitive to variations _n cesium
temperature. -
3. Reactor Per formanc
The severity of the effects of reactor thermal power distribution was
reduced by dividing the reactor core into re_,:ons _nd adjusting the
fuel composition to compensate for neutron leakage. The r_.sulting
radi._l and axial thermal power distributions are shown in Figures
?-2 and 15 respectively. 1he reactor fuel composition and material
volurne fractions for each region are shown in Tables 3 and 4, re-
spectivel7. As can be seen from Table 3, the fuel compositions
required vary over a broad range of UC concentrations, from 14 to
56 mole per cent of UC. This indicates that many different fuel
compositions must ]_,_ investigated to allow a flattened power dis-
tribution. For this reactor study, fuel evaporation rates for all
regions were less than about 2 mils/year. However, for smaller
higher temperature r_actors where higher concentrations of UC
will be required, fuel evaporation may pre_ent a significant problem. !.
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TABLE 3
Reactor Fuel Composition
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TABLE 4
Reactor Region Volum.- Fractione
Region UC( 93%.) Z r_____GGC___bb W T_ B eO Li7
1 .065 343 .2z9 .c81 .014 .041 .093
2 .075 333
3 .095 313
4 .I?I 287
5 .148 260
6 .081 3?.7
7 .094 314
8 .119 _89 '
9 .151 257
10 . 185 223
11 . 107 301 '
12 , 124 284
13 . 157 251
14 .200 208
15 .244 164
The criticality calculations for the reactor were determined utilizing
multigroup two-dimensional diffusion theory. The fuel loading required
to achieve and maintain criticalit_ for the mission is 1251 kilograms
of 93.5 per cent enriched uranium monocarbide. The reactor is not
criticality Hmited, but limited rather by the number of converters
necessary to meet the electric power requirement,. As a result,
ample room exists for the ,_uel in the converters and the fue.1 is
diluted with ZrC.
As was mentioned previously, four modes of converter o,' reactor
operation were selected for consideration. Figure 23 shows a plot
of the reactor electric power output as a function of the load resis-
tance for three of the operating modes. This plot was determined
for the one megawatt study and is included here for illustrative
I urposes.
The first mode, constant voltage operation, shown by the line_ of
constant voltage in Figure >3, requires a variation in thermal
power inFut as the load resistance and the electric power output
vary. This mode of operation causes the cathode temperature
to decreaF, e as the efectric power output decreases from the design
pclnt of I00 per cent electric power.
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Figure Z3 Reactor Performance
' ]he second mode, constant cathode _emperature operation, also ce-
• qaires a variation in the thermal power input as the load demand
varies. This mode causes the reactor voltage to increase as e_,ec_
• , tric power output and thermal power input de.'rease. The voltage
output can also be made to decrease with decreased electric power
demand by increasing the thermal power input: However, the latter
:; method of operation is inefficient since increased f'ac, burnup is
I incurred at reduced electric power levels.
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The third mode of operation, constant thermal power, requires var- "
iations in the cathode temperature and the output voltage. As can be
seen, an increase in electric power output can be attained from :he
design point by an increase in cathode temperature and voltage. The _'_
reason for this will be given below. A reduction in electric power
from ti,edesign point is attained by decreasing both cathodf temp-
erature and voltage.
The last mode, .-r,ax_mum efficiency operation, is not shown in the
figure but it can be visualized by a line connecting the points of
maximum electric power output on each of the constant thermal power --
curves. Figure 24, a plot of the current-voltage characteristics for
the 3.25 MW(e) reactor, shows this ope_.atingline. The line connects
the points of maximum efficiency which coincide with the points of
maximum power output on each of the constant _hermal power ct_rves,
so that the maximum electric power output is extracted for the given
thermal _,ower input.
"[.hemode of operation selected in this study is the constant voltag_
mode, based on the desire to supply constant-voltage power to the
power-conditioning equipment. A maximum cathode temperature
lirr_itof 3200°F was selected as the limiting criterion so tlmt at I00
per cent electric power output the temperature of the hottest con-
verter in the fuel elements does not exceed 3200°F. The conver-
ters as well as the entire system were optimized at 100 per cent
power output b,_sed on this mode of operation, The converter operat-
ing parameters determined with this criterion dictated a given set
of thermal and electric_l characteristics for the converters.
The selection of a limiting criterion, that is, the selection of a para-
l._.ct;._ana a partxcui_r value for that parameter which must not be
exceeded, and the ._electionof an operatin_ line :ireuncertain at "'
this time, due to a lack of experimental data, Therefore, in the
control analysis for the powerplant, two operating lines, constant
voltage and maximum efficiency were stud_.edwith their correspond-
ing limiting criterion, maximum ope rat'Zag cathode tempe rature and
maximum open- circuit temperature, re spectively.
Since itwas a purpose of th_ study to produce ,_minimum weight
system, consideration of a limiting criterion was undertaken. _'or
this purpose, conszder a plot of the current-voltage characteristics
PAaKNO. 72
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o of the reactor /or constant cathode temperat_lre operation which
would produce a plot similar to that shown fcr constant thermal
power in Figure 24. The optimized design point at 100 per cent
electric power occurs a_ the point o.f maximum power output on the
i 3200°F tempez-ature line. T_,_is point does not correspond to the
,,' point of maximum re-_.ct6r efficiency at the sa.'ne thermal input
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Figure 23 shows that the point of maximum power output and effi-
ciency, based on the thermal power inF, ut determined above, does
not coincide with the point of maximum oower based on constant
cathode temperature operation. As the f;gure shows, a significant
increase in electric power could be. attaized by shifting the design
point. With the consideration of the possible increase in power out- i
put and the additional consideration of the probability of open-circuit
failures in the converters, it appears desirable to shift the limiting
criterion to the maximum open-circuit temperature. That is, when
optimizing the system, a maximum open-circuit temperature should _,,
be selected rather than ti_e maximum operating cathode temperature,
since the latter results in a reactor with lower efficiency. However,
the two criteria available have two completely different set of
requirements, and at ;)resent it is not known which requirements are
the more stringent. Additional analytical and experimental work is
required before the selection of this criterion can be made with
cor,_i,_ence.
¢
4. Sybt_-n Performance
a. Main Heat..Rejection System
The probability that the system will not be disabled by a meteo-
roid penetration was assumed to be 0. 9000 for this study. This
total system probability is the product of the survival probability
of each of the following subsystems, 1) primary loop, Z) main
radiator and piping, 3) auxiliary power-conditioning radiator
and piping, and 4) cesium reservoir coolant radiator. It was
assumed that if one of these subsystems is unable to function,
then the sy._tem as a whole cannot function.
The ma_n radiator system is divided into 16 segments. If
one segment fails, the remaining segments continue to
function, and it was assumed that any _ out of the 16 seg-
ments would fail during thc mission.
There are 16 heat exchangers, each with reactor coolant flow-
ins on the tube side and radiator coolant on the shell side. The
heat exchangers are a necessity for redundant heat rejection
system_. Film coefficients on the tube and shell aide were com-
puted from the Kaufman-Lubarsky correlation for liquid metals
with a 1.3 factor on the temperature drop for uncertainty clue to
PA_".o 74
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data scatter, Tube and shell pressure losses considered fric-
tion ,and plenum tosses.
The heat exchan_°r tube diameter and tube spacing were held at
the minimum_, values d_,c_"_'--_,_e'_ from design stuc_ic_ _ince these
parameters had httle e_ect o,_ system weight. The heat exchanger
diameter was optimized Fhe trade-off in weight between the
heat exchanger and rad_.tnr was accomplished by varyin_ the log
mean temperatur_ arop of the heat oxchanger,
The radiator panels, which consisted of coolant tubes with _.traight
fins and meteoroid barrier around the tubes, rejected heat from
both sides. Coolant pipes carry coolant between the heat exchangers
and the radi._tor panels, and manifolds distribute and collect coolant
to *ubes in a _nel. The heat r_jected from the radiator system
was computed by the equatlon below. Components co_sldered to
radiate heat are pipes, mar_olds, panel tubes (with barrier) and
fins. Heat loss from _e primary piping is also taken into account.
o = • .iSiFi
where G = total heat rejected
= Stefan-Bo_tzmann constant
ei = component emissivity
S i = total component surface
F i = component geometric factGr
'll = component radi,_.ting efficiency
Tin = mean radiator coolan_ temperature
._diator tube and fin view factors were computed, assuming that the
tube surface :s at the mean coolant temper._ture and that all incident
radiation is absorbed (a valid assumption for high emissivities). Mani-
fold and piping view factors were estima,_d by dividing twice their
projected area by their total surface area. The efficiency factor is
the ratio of actual heat transfer to the heat tl_t would be transferred
if the component surface were at the mean coolant temperature. The
radiator tubes, manifolds and l_ipes were assumed to be _t tne coolant
_.! temperature and therefore had efflciencles of unity.
The fin temperature distribution was determined by an anal_*ic_t
solu,_ion given by the equation below. Incident radiation fro,_ the radiator
tubes was approxin_ated by the use of the c'_lculated view _actors but
radiation from the sun or plsa_ets _as neglected.
•_ kftf _-_ .-. Z cr ,fT4f-q' (Z)
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whue kf = fin conductivity
tf = flu "..hlekness
T_ : fin temperature
_-_ _ fIn emissivity
q'(Z) - incident abserbed radiation
The radiator tube pressure drop zs the sum ef friction and en-
trance and exit losses. The n_anifoids overe sized to give a
total pressure drop (rnornentum plus friction) of 0. I times the
•_ube pressure drop. Thus the manifolds will produce negligible
flow maldietribution to tuhes in a radiator panel. Pipe pres-
sure drop is the sum of pipe frict;.on losses and losses in pipe
fittings.
The radiator fin geometry was r,ptimized for minimum weight.
The tube diameter was selecteJ at the optimum value while tube
lengths were determined fror, the powerplant design. Radiator
panel aspect ratios and segr_ent pipe lengths were es.'imated
_from design data. Tn ar, alvzing the reference design, an average
radiator panel was studie J rather than coneidering each panel
The m_teoroid barrier _hickness was computed as sho_,n below.
A segment reliability of /). 8394 was used which, in conjunction
with other loops, g_.ve a total system reliability of 0.90(_0. The
barrier equation contains fa,'tors for spalling and thin plate be-
havior. Vulner_ ole area was taken to b: the total outside sur-
face of fluid-c,,ntaining ducts.
tb = 9.01118 l [ (A 0 )] 0"2485pill C2/3 -In P
where tb = barrier thickness, inches
A = vulnerable area, ft 2
0 -- mission time, hours
P = probabil'_ty of no punctures during time
P = density of barrier, gms/cc
C -- velocity of sound in barrier, kin/see
b. Auxiliar_ Radiator
The components of "-he power_conditioning equipment rnasz be
c_oled to maintain their temperature less than 500"F. The re-
jection of this heat to space requirvs a large radiator because
of the relatively low temperature. However, this radiator
is light in weight because all-aluminum construction was
used.
For the purpose of calculating meteoroid barrier thickness, the
radiator was considered to be a n0nredundant system. It was
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assumed that the powerplant would cease.to function if a segment
were punctured. Actually the conditioning e_uiprnent is divided
:. into 4 modules, each with its own radiator, and failure of a
', segment would ,educe the power-handling capa_ ility of the con-
ditioning equipment by only one-quarter.
The hydraulic and heat transfer analyses for the auxiliary zadi-
ator are essentially identical to that of the main radiator. The
perforn_ance was deto, rmined for deep space.
: The heat removed by the auxiliary radiator was 7 per cent of tho
power input to the conditioning equipment. The radiato. _ inlet
cc, olant ternperatul e was fixed at 500°I r and the fin dimensions
and coolant flow rate were optimized for minimum system
weight. The radiator tube dialneter was held at the optimum
value.
c. Cesium Reservoir Coolant Radiator
Heat is transferred through the thermal insulator plat,_ between
: the reactor coolant inlet plenum and the cesiu,_ coolant. This
heat is rejected by an auxiliary radiator to maintain the reser-
voir at the required temperature. The heat transfer and hy-
draulic calculations are similar to those of the other radiators.
The mean radiator coolant temperature was _et equal to the
optimum cesium temperature for best system performance.
d. Electroma_,.net.icPumps
_ Support studies conducted for the one megawatt powerplant in-
chided a study o¢ multichannel electromagnetic pumps for the
reactor coolant and for the main radiator circuit (see Appendix
J of Report PWA-Z224). The results of the study established
pump weight ,_s a function of pump efficiency and coolant @,o-_v
rate. This data _Tas used to determine pump eff'_ciencies for
the best system performance. The f!nai pump design ,b not the
optimum design indicated, by the powerplant performance study.
Because of the low pump voltages the pumps were connected in
series to increase the voltage of the pump power _upplied by
the power-conditioning equipment. This necessitates a redesign
! of the pumps since the circuitry requires the matching of cur-
! rents of different pumps connected in series. The _inal design
therefore, was a comprotnise between the optimum pump design
and a desire to build up high voltage by s_ries connection.
I e. System Analysis Methods
, The methods used to analyze the reference system a_-e an ex-
_ tension of those used to conduct the parametric studies described
in Report PWA-23|9. Certain detailed considerations were
'*'_I added to permit greater depth in the analysis and a better understand-vAot ,o 77
U
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ing of powerplant characteristics. The most significantaddi- "-
tion includes the effects of nonuniform reactor power distribu-
tion. A discussion of these effects is given in Section IV. E. 3.
above. The methods ._sed for analysis are t_ivenin Report PWA-
2224 under the heading of circuitry analysis.
F. System Startup
A pxelirninary study of powerplant t__rnperature and environment control .
during powerplant startup was performed. The purpose of this study
was to outline a launch and startup procedure within current tentative
temperature, loading and safety considerations, and to pa.t:,.n-_a.Lethe -.
.weight of required system startup ecluipn_..cr, t.
Powerpla:.t s_artup as considered in this study cornFrises three phases. --
The first phase includes the final assembly of the po_erplant, vreparatory
to launch. The second phase is the period between i'inal system _ssernbly .
and booster firing. The third phase is the time betw,:en booster firing -
and reactor power operation.
The general procedure for startup is to preh-_:,t and fill all lithium-
containing components on the 1__u_Lch pad, allow them to cool slowly
during the time _.'-,'-#een launch and orbit confirmation, and lastly to
start _he reactor for power operation. Preheating arld filling the
lithium components on the ground increases the reliabi_ii_ and
practicality of this operation. Allowing a system cooldLw_n reduces
the weight of on-board auxiliary power sources by elirni_Itt_ng the
need for thermal energy input to the lithium after launch, ,Startup
of the reactor in sp_ce is required by.safety criteria wh:_ch
preclude reactor s _rtup until a proper orbit is ,_ortfirrne_1. Component
temperatures must be maintained during this time, since the liquid
metal loops are filled on the launch pad. Therefore, the liquid _netal
must be kept hot and circulating to prevent it from freezix,g _u local
cold spots. While the powerplant is on the ground external power can
be supplied to maintain the proper thernaal conditions. Hc._-ever, after
the vehicle is launched all power sources for the vehicle _ust be
carried aloft. Obviously, _t is desired to obtain a syste_,a ,_h:_ch re-
quires the minimum amount of weight. Based on this study and on the
previous study for a one-megawatt powerplant, a terv.perature con¶to1
system using a low-emittance coating applied over t_e high-¢l_ittance
coating on the high-temperature main radiator and on the f_ ring was
chosen. This method of controlling the powerp1_,nt t.empera;:ure consists
of he_,ting the powerplant to so, me prescribed temperature o_t
the ground and aUowing it to cool after launch., The rate of :co,ling
and hence the temperature achieved at any g_ven time after 1,tu::tch _re
controlled by the emissivity of _e radiator and the fairing st r£_tcee;.
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It should be noted that a high evaporation rate for the low emissivity
: coating applied to the main radiator is required to allow this coating
to evaporate when the _-adiator temperature begins to increase_ a_tp, r
the initiation of reactor power operation.
w__c,, complicates the system startup procedureAn additional problem _ _
is the high r_t__- oi oxida_io. ,_fcolumbium -1 zirconium in sir. T_
_vent the oxidation of this alloy requires the containmer, c of po_v_.r-
plant components in an inert atmosphere while the powerp!ant is on
the launch pad, and during the time between launch and attainment of
orbital altitude. The containment of eomponer.ts is accompliahed with
the use of component enclosures which can be jettisoned in orbit.
T
A summary of prelaunch, launch and orbital sta.rtup procedures is
given in the IoUowing outline.
_ l) Pre-Startup
a) Asse:nble powerplant to booster vehicle
b) Evacuate air from inside component enclosures
c) Fill enclosures with helium
d) Circulate helium Chrou_h remainder of fairing
e) Fill low temperature a_txiliary radiator with oil and ¢:ir:ulate
i) FiU and circulate heliu,n in main piping and hezt to 700°F
g) Evacuate helium from main piping
h) Fill main piping with lithium at '700*F
i) Circulate lithium and supply hea" to maintain at 700°F
Z) Umbilical Cord Cnmponents
a) Electric power for pumps and contrc_Is
b) Instrumentation and control leads
c) E1ectrlc power for heating lithium
d) Helium pipiz_g for fairi:g coolant
3) Startup
a) Launch
b) Switch to on-board power _or lithium pumps
c) Bleed helium from fai_ing
! _ Bleed helium from cor.ponentenclosures
e) Achieve criticality, a_ter establishing orbit
. _ i_ Jettison fairing and en:losares
!i g) Go to full thermal power with no load
_-_ r'_._._at_ neutron com,ting with reactor thermal power. Th_
!_ establishes maximum thermal power with neutron coun_ng,A_z NO. 79
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i) Connect reactor to conditioning equipment and load
j._ Bring cesium temperature up to operating temperature. (650eFI
florn about 460°F
The status of each of the powerplant component, is _i;¢.=n i-_ ;.I".--+_hl,.
below c _ring the startup sequence.
C ornponen_t Status
pre-launch reactor external power on, heated to
(after lithium 70OOF: EM pump idling
fill) main radiator external power on, heated to
700°F, EM pump idling
a._xiliary radiator e,xternal power on, pump operating
at ZOO °F
cesium radiator external power on, heated to 700"F,
EI._ pump idling
power-conditioning at auxiliary radiator temperature
eqL:iprnent
fairing package heliLun flowing through at 150"F
launch and reactol ivterna/power on for idling EIVI
orbit F.ump, temperature decaying
maiu radiator internal power on for idling E]_
pump, temperature decaying
auxii_ary radiator pump not operating, temperature
slowly decaying
cesium radiator :.nternal power on for idling EM
pump, temperature decaying
power-conditioning temperature slowly decreasing
equipment
fairing package in_ernal vacuum after first6 minutes
reac:or reactor go critical, temperature increases
startup main radiator temperature increases, coating
evaporate s off
a_iliary radiator p,mp operat':ng
cesium radiator adjust _emperature for optimum
cesium pressure
power, condition_.ng heats to operating temperature
eqaipment
fairing package jettison fairing and enclosures
The relative location of components inside the fairing at launch condition
is _howr. in Figure 25. Also shown in the figure are the individual com-
ponent enclosuree. This method of maintaining an inert gas ovQr the
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con:ponents was selected instead of using the entire fairing,because of
the extremely large size of this system. A single fairing enclosure ""
would present difficult labric:ation and sealing problems. In addition,
the use of individual enclosures allows a flow of helium in the fairing
which cools the fairing, the support structure and the aluminum auxiliary
racliator system, h_intaining these components as cool as possible is
important in order to insure their structural adequacy during launch.
Temperatures less than Z00°F can be maintained in these componellts "
by insulating the component enclosures and by causing a cooling gas to
flow through the fairing which has an average temperature of 150°F and
a temperature increase o£ about 50°F.
The monoisoprc?yLbiphenyl coolant in the low temperature auxiliary
radiator should remain in the vicinity of 200°F during the pre-launch
perioa without any special cooling or heating other than the fairing
cooling ga6. The low temperature aluminum radiator is not enclosed
but employs radiation baffles so that th_ radiator does not see the
fairing opposite the main radiator. To prevent hot spots in the power-
conditioning eq_iprrlent package, the hP,IPB coolant is circulated during
the pre-launch period. The h_PB pump for this purpose requires
about 0.6 KW of external power.
After com, pletion of the liquid metal fit1, the lithium must be continuously
circulated so that local freezing does not occur. H the prin_ary and
secondary electromagnetic pumps can be operated satisfactori'.y at _0
to 15 per cent of their rated power, then electrical pumping powe_ require-
ments for the primary and secondary loops _ill be about 5 KW. An
additional pre-launch power requirement will he to 5apply heat _t the
r_te of 215 KW to compensate for losses from the primary and secondary
loops to the fairing and its cooling gas.
During the pre-l._unch period, co,.nponent tempe_,aturf_s &re as Iollows;
secondary loop - 700°F
primary loop- 700"F
_airing - 200°F
power-conditioning eqllipment - 200 °F
low temperature radiator - 200°F
At the time o_ launch, all external heating and _.ooling power is removed
from the p_werplant package and it undergoes a thermal transient until
full power reactor operation is achieved. T_,e flow of cooling gas through
a.,_, ,o. 8,?.
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I the inside of the faizing also stops at launch and the gas is allowed tobleed from the fairing so that s ace conditions exist within the fairing
at orbital altitude. The time consumed from launch to orbit_1 altitude
is approximately _ minutes. The helium within the protective enclosurescan be bled off slowly when launch is initiated, as long as the blanket
of inert gas remains to protect the Cb-lZr until the vehicle is beyond
I the atmospher=.. The main on-board power requirements during theorbital period and prior to startup ar_ for the pr mary and secondary
lithium circulating pumpq. These "romps operating at reduced flow
l rates will require approximately 5 KW of auxiliary power for aboutten hours. The three most probable auxili ry power unit systems
are fuel cell, chemical dynamic, and primary batteries. From the
t. estimates of weight and volu_ne presented below, the fuel ceil at 230pounds appears to be the best choice.
Comparison of Auxiliary Power Units for 5 KW, I0 Hours 7-I0 Volts
Chemical
Primary Batteries Fuel Cell Dynamic
Ag/Cd Ag/Zn Open Cycle H Z and O Z
Components Weight Volume Weight Volume Weight Volume Weight Volume
: (lbs) (ft 3) (lbs) (ft 3) l!bs) _ft 3) (lbs) (ft 3)
Power unit 1660 8.8 665 4.25 175 3.5 81 7.5
Reactants and
tankage - - - 55 2.5 150 10.0
Power-conditioning 10 10 - - 40 -
Estimated "rotal 1670 8.._ 675 4.25 230 6 271 17.5
Temperature control methods for this study were limited to the use of
radiator coatings of 0.1 and 0.2 emissivity in addition to the normal
radiator coating emissivity of 0.9. The low-emissivity coatings will
i evaporate off the main radiato, as its temperature increases during
startup, leaving the normal 0.9 e_issivity surface. Other coatings
as well as combinations of coatings and super-insulations were investi-
-_ gated in the previous one-megawatt powerplant startup study. Figure
), 26 shows the cooldown rate assuming a 0.1 emissivity coating on the
main radiator as well as on both the inside and outside surfaces of the
I fairing. As the figure indicates, the lithium temperature has droppedto about 460°F a ter 10 hours, or about 100°F above th freezing point.
For a system employing a NaK radiator, a much longer cooldown
I _'me would be allowed, (about 50 hours) due to the low melting pointof NaK.
I W'AO s' NO. 8 3
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Figure 26 Prestartup Radiator Temperatures. Main Radiator
E = O.l
Also indicated in the figure is the cooldown rate for the low-temperature
auxiliary radiator which has an emissivity of 0.9. A low-emissivity
coating is not used for the latter because it does not reach high enough
temperatures to evaporate the coating. The MIPB coolant temperature
drops very slowly to about 170°F after 1O hours and then cools rapidly
when the fairing is removed in preparation for startup. Similar cal-
culations were performed for the main radiator using a coating emissivity
of 0.2 throughout. These results, presented in Figure 27, indicate that
the lithium has reached its freezing point of 367°F after I0 hours. It
Should be noted that the effect o_ the component enclosures &rting as a
•heat resistance is not included in these calculations and will present
another radiation barrier to further reduce the cooldown rates shown
in beth figures.
,AQK.0. 84
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Figure Z7 Prestartup Radiator Temperatures. Main Radiatcr
e = O.Z
Radiator cooling rate_ are greater for the 3.25-megawatt system study
than for the one-megawatt system study, due primarily to the lower mass
per unit area o£ the former compared to the latter. This has occurred
because of the new meteoroid barrier thickness calctllation which has
reduced the barrier and also because of :he lower minimum radiator
tube diameter u_ed in the 3.25-megawatt study.
,: J'_fter a satisfactory vehicle orbit has been confirmed, the re rlector seg-
zne_ts of the reactor are brought into position and the control drums ro-
tated to achieve criticality. "l-he fairing structure and component enclosures
I are then jettisoned by explosive connectors as shown in Figure 28.The n xt step is to go to full thermal p wer under no-load conditions
I pA=,,NO. 85
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and calibrate the neutron counting with the maximum thermal power,
The .'ircuit connecting the reactor with the power-conditioning equip-
ment and the load is closed and cesium tempera'Sure adjusted to an
optimum value.
Problem Areas
To reduce internal power requirements, it was assumed that the IX=
EI_4 pumps can be idled at I0 to 15 per cent of _he_.r design power wit_o_It
cessation of fluid How. Approximately 90 to 95 per cent of the onboarr_
power is consumed by these pt--nps so tha_ development _f EM purnpz
with good reduce-_ power performaz.ce is desirable.
Another problem area in the present startup procedure is the point at
which the reactor is taken to full thermal pc_er for control calibration.
At this point the liquid metal pu.-nps are operating on nuxaliary power
at reduced flow rates since power is not yet available from the reactor.
A detailed startup study wculd be required to det_-rmine component
.
•_ temperatures as re:.ctor power is increased.
A_ shown in the cooldown curves of Figures Z6 and ZT, component
t_mperatures can be maintained at _atisfactory levels with an emissivity
- of 0. Z on the fairing and main radiator surfaces. However, if a pre-
. startul_ perio_ of longer than I0 hours is required, some _d-litional
means of temperature control is necessary.
Detailed temperature studies for the system as well as for the individu_l
'7
components are necessary. A detailed study of transient sink tern-
- peruture and radiator orientation for the particular orbit will be required.
. The assumption of a O'F constant temperature sink for this study is only
approximate si_ce equivalent sink temperatures vary over several
hundred degrees with radiator orientation to sun and e;_rth, and with
.- position in the orbit. Sink temperatures are also greatly ,&ifferent for
the two radiating faces of the panel. Temp£rature control of the entire
launch package or of each component individually is possible by controlling
the orientation of the surface and its radiation characteristics. Surface
orientation such as always parzllel or perpen,_Licular to the suv-e_.rth
"_- vector would require attitude c_mtrol. Surface radiation characteristics
whict, affec_ heat loss anu heat inFut are primarily solar absorptance
| (as) and thermal emittance (et). Since the main purpose of temperature
[
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con'crolon a system such as this is to maintain liquid metal temperatur_:s
w_ll above the freezing point, the most desirable ratio of these two
properties would be a high ratio of a_ to it. Other factors tending to -"
maintain radiator temperature are the longer time of sun exposure
than of dark side exposure for a typical 300-'.nileearth orbit and the
high specific mass and heat capacities of the radiatnrs.
Calculations of maximL1m and minimuxn coolant equilibrium temperatures
.°
with fairing removed were made for the main radiator for assumed value._
of as/ Et and for a constant radiator attitude perpendicular to the earth-
sun vector, as/ _ tvalues of l, 3, and 5 were assumed, resulting in
maximum lithium tempe_tures of 160°F, 345*F, and 456°F and mirdmunl
lithium teml>eraturesof 140°F, 280°F and 354°F respectively. These .-
results show that very high values of a_/ e ,will be required for this
method of temperature control slnce the llthlum cools down as far as
345°F with an as/ eras high as 5. The minimum desirable lithium
temperature would probably be about I00 degrees above the freezi_.g
point or about 4v. 0°F, Since the power-conditioning equipment radiator
has a 500°F operating temperature Lt cannot use special coatings
which-evaporate off at higher temperat_r:s. This i8 the reason for the
0. ? er_lissivity on this radiator during the pre-startup period, and also
necessitates a relatively low as/ _t" Using a typical as/ e t of 0.3 and
t = "9 for this radiator, maximum and minimum equilibrium tern- ._
perature_ were calculated as 40°F and-47°F respectively.
The NIIPb coolant has a melting point of -65°F and is not being circttlated
durirLgt,_epre-startup period, The minimum a11owable temperature for
this coolant therefore is tl_atat which the pump ca_ zatisfactorii_,circulate
the MIPB at startul_. Limiting high values of h_IPB viscosity will probab.'y
occur between -20 and -40°F.
It should be mentioned that ifthe above method of powerplant temperature -_
control were used before startup, the radiator would have to be rotated
90 degrees (radiator parallel to earth-sun vector) after startup, This is "
required to limit the au_liary radiator temperature to its operating value
when the powerplant is brought to fullpower. _.
Transient heat transfer radiator c_Icctlationsfor this study were per-
formed with a computer program which utilized a one-dimensional I
finite difference machine solution, Using symmetry about the vertic&, B
centerline oi" the main zadiator and omitting the titanium enclosure
shown in Figure 25, the analysis takes into account heat transfer by i
the following modes for the main radiator: l
I,,_QzNO. 88 I
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I) Conduction through the lithium and its containing Cb-IZr tubes
2) Convection in the gas (hell'ira) between main radiator and
£_iring for the first 6 mlnt:tes after launch was approx:_mated
by using a film coefficient of K/L. This approxi:natic,n for
r_tura] convection appears to be validated by McAdavns t dis-
cussion of vertical _nclosed a;r s---es 1
3) Radiation from main radiator to fairing
_ 4) Conduction through the fairing which was approximated as a
. 0.25 inch thickness of titanimn
5) Radiation from the outside of the fairing was assurxled to be to
70°F sink temperature for t_e first 6 minutes &nd to 0_F for
the remainder o_ the calculations
The above calculations were duplicated in determining the I_LIPB curve
presented in Figure 26. Material dimensions use_i in theoe calculations
Rre for a preliminary 3. Z5-megawatt system. £_imensions may di{fer
slightly frorr_ final design table values. Where th_ thickness of a materi_tl
is not constant, as for a radiator panel, an eHective overall uniform
thickness is calculated. The total volume of litYium contained in the
secondary system is assumed to be prese,.it at the radiating area since
t._,e lithium is being circulated. A list c_ material properties used in
these calculations is presented in the tRble below.
Material Properties for Transient Heat Transfer Calculations
Specific Heat Thermal Conductivity Density
lvfaterial Btu/tb °F Btu/Hr Ft °F lb/ft 3
lithium I.0 22 30.7
Cb- ! Zr O. 07 29.3 534
i aluminum 0.22 106 169
monoisopropylbiphenyl 0.44 0.07 59.5
titanium 0. 126 8.6 Z83
helium 1. _-5 O. 234 O. OG8
}
_j McAdams, W. _., I-_eat Transmission, 3rd edition, 1954, pp 181, 182
pAUNO 89
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G. Fowe rplant Control
_ystern control studies for the 3. _5-megawatt powerplant have been
conducted to establish its operating characteristics during the mission
and to define the requirements of the major system componevts and __
methods of powerplant control. The study assumed
system performance characteristics based on two possible Limiting -
thermal criteria, I) a maximum operating cathode tempera*.ure, and -
Z) a maximum open-circuit cathode temperature. With the !:!r_*. !irr, it-
ing criterion it was aseu.'..ed Lhaz a constant reactor output voltage
wo_;!d be maintained as the load demand varied, while with the second
-t
it was assumed that the optimum reactt_r output vo'ttage, which varies
with Joad demand, would be used. Discussions presented in Sections
IV. E. and IV. H. gave the relative merits of the two types of
operation.
The system con'.rol study was conducted in three basic steps. First,
maximum operating limits were established for the major system com-
pox_ents where estimates could bs made. Second, fzilure rate estimates
were made for the _nain powerplant radiator, based on the meteoroid -"
barrier criterion used for the system study. When no estimate could
be made of a failure rate for other components, a failure was assumed
to occur. The third step in the control study was to impose the com-
ponent operating limitations and failure rate on the power-time profile
for the mission, and to analyze the performance of the syrtem using
a minimum amount of instrumentation to assure the highest reliability.
The following L_ntrol mode was used in the studies, I) control of reactor
th,rmal power level through nuclear instrumentation, 2) a reactor
coolant exit temperature control _hat would limit the maximum ter_-
perature to 2000"F, 3} voltage regulation and load-impedance matching
on the input of the power-conditioning equipment, and 4) cor, stant
cesium temperature. The plant control scheme requires control ,1rum .
motion to change therm_l levels in the reactor caused by char, ges in the
electrical power demand and by radiator segment failures. -"
,Aa, NO. 90 !'
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i Control of the reactor thermal power is required to maintain tem-
perature limits within the fuel element. The temperature of pri,_ary
corcern is the cathod_ operating temperature which is a complic_.ted
function of both the thermal and electrical cutput and wil! vary as the
load demand ancl as physical properties (such as electrode emissivity)
: vary daring the rrlission. Since it is physically impossible to measure
._ the cathode temperature directly and since it is impossible to calculat_
this temperature (due to physical property changes), all that can be
done is t_ e_a__lish a maximum temperature limit at the open-circuit
condition. Before this can be done, the total thermal power produce_
by the reactor must be meas_red, and nuclear instrumentation is re-
quired for this purpose. Nuclear measurements are preferred since
.! tht., only other method of determining thermal power is by measurement
of both the reactorts electrical output and the heat pickup by the coolant.
The latter measurements wiii _c_uire computation to det_.rmine the
reactor thermal power because the reactor electric power and the coolant
inlet and outlet temperatures can be expected to change during the
mission.
Calibration of the nuclear instr_tmentation c;_n be done during reactor
r
startup in space, under a no-load condition. The thermal power c_libra-
tion can be performed by measuring reactor coolant terr.peratures an_-I
flow rate since no electrical power is deli_'ered. Altltough computation
is required during the calibration, the performance of the powerplant
during the mission ca_ be checked without it.
M_asurement of the reactor outlet terT_perature is required to prevent
this temperature from exceeding Z000°F. _icreases in the coolant temperature
wiU occur as radiator segments fail so t._,at the thermal power rrlust
also be limited by this temperature.
l. r_:uclear Control
(
C on_.___.trolR .___ee_ui :_em_nts
_! In order to maintain the r,,_actor in a steady state, the effective
_ "_" 91
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rrultiplica_ion constant must remain at unity, that is, the reactor
•nust be critical. Several f_ctors exist, however, which tend to
disturb the criticality by either increasing or decreasing the __
multiplication constant. The major sources of :hange that were
considered are fuel depletion and temperature _ffects. The former
source is due to the depletion of the fissionable mater':_l or burnup
as the reactui operates. Thus, to continue operation for the life-
time of the reactor it becomes necessary to increase the fuel in
exces_ of the initial critical loading.
The criticality calculations were determined utilizing multigroup
diHusiov theory. The fuel loading ne_'e_.-ry to ach_ve criticality
for the reference design _ room tempe: :ture and beginning of life
was calculated to he 1210 kilograms o_ _'_. 5 per cer, t enriched
uranium monocarbide. In addison t_ _ initial loading, 31 kilograms
of fuel is required for the reactor to _ tction _vr 20,000 hours at
full thermal power. The correlation of r_,cti_'t'r _ _ fuel is given
by the material co#fficient of reactiv_.'ty. The _'s._e co_-_ficient,
AK/K/ Am/m, for the reference reactor is 0.58.
The temperature coefficient of reactivity was determined for the
change in physical properties with temperature by adjusting the
material density and reactor dimensions. This produced a negative
temperature coefficient of 2.68 x 10 -4 per cent AK/K/°F. The
neutron fl_ energy distribution at the center and outer edge of the
core is shown in Figure zg. The distribution results in a mean
f'ission energy of 0. 338 Mev. Because of the high fission energy
the contribution to the temperature coefficient due to the change in
_t
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the slowivg down range and the thermal group cross-sections is
: neg!igi hl e.
Another source of variation of reactivity with temperature is the
_oppler effect due to uranium resonance cr_ss-sections. At the
resonance energies the cross-section is extremely high, producing
a reduction in the; neutron flux such that, for a given energy integral
of cross-section, the number of events is less than the number that
- would occur if the resonances were smoothed cut. Due to the in-
creased kinetic energy of the urRuiu_.,nuclei with increasing tem-
perature, the width of a resor_nce is increased but the height is
decreased,, keeping the integrated cross-section invariant. Thus,
an increase in temperature results in a larger number of r_actions.
For small, highly-enriched reactors, the temperature coefficient
due 2o the Doppler effect is positive. A somewhat conservative
estimate.,of the coefficientfor the reference design is about +.85 x 10"4
per cent AK/I</°_, The _ot_]isothermal temperature coefficient
: is therefor_ negative with a value of 1.83 x 10 -4 per cent AK/K/°F.
Because of the negative temperature coefficient an additional 6.7
kilograms cf fuel is required in order to overcome the decrease in
reactivity as the reactor proceeds to operating temperature during
startup.
As a result of the lifetime and temperature demands, 37.7 kilograms
of fuel must be added to the initiel f,,,_! loading of 1210 kilograms, which
results in a 1.79 per cent excess reactivity at room temperature.
A shutdown requirement of Z per cent :-_11 therefore require a 3.79
per cent reactivity worth in the reactor control system.i
Control Drum Analysis
"i The excess reactivity will be controlled by regulating the neL_tron
l _AGINO 93
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Figure 2') Neutron Flux Spectrum
leakage out ol the core. This is achieved by eight rotatable drums
symmetrically placed about the core and containing a segment of
the reflector. To decrease reactivity, the drums are rotated out
of the reflector. Initial studies were conducted to determine the
thickness of radial Feflector that would permit the incorporation of
control drums of the required reactivity worth. It was found that
1965001440-108
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a two-inch reflector would be adequate for control. Two-dimensional
r - 0 multigroup diffusion theory was used to determine the change
in reactivity with drum position. The control worth as a function of
drum position is shown in Figure 30. The drum position at beginning
of life and operating temperature is 45 degrees.
"_ _-5 -.
,
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, fkZ-Z-3 8 C_UMS| /
-2 /
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DRUM ROTATION FROM '_iN" POSITION- DEGREES
Figure 30 Control Drum Wurth vs T')rum Rotation
2. System Control
_ There are a :_umber of possible events that may occur durir.g operation
¢ of a thermionic power system. The occurrence of these events is
postulated and the control of the system ie checked to insure that it
is adequate to prevent disabling of the system. The events to which
- the system is assumed to be subjected are, I)changes in electric
power demand, 2) anticipated radiator failure by meteoroid puncture,
t and 3) open-circuiting of some thermionic converters bs lead failureor loss of cesium. T',_e analysis of an assumed mission is discussed
below and pertinent results are given.
l
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Electric Power Demand
The assumed power requirements for a Jupiter mission are given in j
the tabIe below.
Jupiter Mission Electric Power Requirements
Mission Phase Interval, hrs % Electrical Power
I
geocentric orbit O - _,400 I00
heliocentric orbit 2,400 - 6,700 I00 _"
coast 6,700 - 1i,000 10 _I
Jupiter capture ll,0q0 - 15,300 I00
observations and
communications 15, _00 - Zd, 000 I00
During the coast phase the electric power derc._nd is appreciably
less than I00 per cent. It is desired to reduce thermal _ower level
in the reactor during this phase for the following reasons, l) reduce
fuel burnup to limit rcactor reactivity changes during life, 2) lower
operating temperatures of components when possible to increase
reliability,and 3) to lower the magvitude of swings in reactor output
voltage which would otherwise complicate design of the power-con-
ditioning equipment.
Segment Failure
The meteoroid protection was distributed on the powerplant com-
ponents to meet the following requirements, I) a 90 per cent probability
that the reactor coolant piping, th_ auxiliary radiator, and 12.or
more of the 16 main radiator segments will be intact at the end of the
mission, and 2) that the system weight with meteoroid barrier will
be a minimum. At various times in the mission the number of
operating main radiator segments will f_,llbetween the lin_itsindicated
on Figure 31 with 90 per cent probability. For the mission discussed
here the number of segments was taken to be the least number of seg-
ment_, the most adverse situation for a 90 per cent reliability.
The ma_or consequence of a rad'ator segment f&ilure is the loss of
radiating area with a subsequent rise in temperature throughout the
,_t No, '96
i
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Figure 31 Number of Main Radiator Segments in Operation during
Mi_ion
system and particularly in the mair_ heat rejection system if the
thermal power level is not changed. If the system is operating at
peak capacity and a failure occurs, then the thermal pow_ r must be
cut back to avoid exceeding the thermal limits on the system. 1:_
Figure 32 is shown the maximum power capability of the system
with different numbers of segments in operation. Whether operating
with limits or_ cathode operating temperature or cathod_ o(,en-circuit
temperature, the limit on the maximum coolant temper,:ture will
severely reduce the power capability of the cycle _ when operating
•,ith fewer th:_n 15 segments. This situation c_utd be changed by
increasing the are;¢ of the radiator panpls and thus increasing the
power cap_.bility of the system with fewer segments 1,: operat:'on
(see Section IV.H. for an evaluation of a system capable of delivering
full powe, r ",_ith only t2 segments in operation at the end o_ _h . mission).
Another consequence of radiator _ailure is a reductiop in reactor and
radiator coolant flow rate. A meteoroid puncture will empty a chan-
i nel _f the main rrdiator pump o_ liquid metal. The result is an in-
crease in the resistance of the pump c,rcuit which reduces current and
Chus reduces flow in operatin_ p,lmp channels. "Ihis eifect is shown in
Figure 33.
I pAaL_.O, 97
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In Figure 34 is shown the thermal power level, the effective full
",_errnal power hours and the vari._tion in reactor exit temperature
during, the mission. Wi_h operation at constant voltage, the _.mit
on reactor exit coolaz_.t temperature is reached after the first radiator
_.nel _i]u.re. H the :_p'erating cathode te,vlperature were not the limit,
,*_ • _ em cou._d i_e operated at arr, ire c:flicient voltage which would
•,Juce the coolant temue_ature ar, d alloy, operation at higher therrr, al
p._ vJr and wi#h much high,r" electrical power output.
Haxi_ .u..mOpe r,_.._._n_.Cathode Te mperature
The cathode oper,_ting temperature during the mission i_ shown in
Figure 35. The sol_d curve refers to t,_e operation of the system
.£
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with voltage optimized at the beginning of the m'ssion for maxiraam
ix)wer with a limiting operating cathode temperat_tre of 3200°F. Also _.
the voltage is held constant later in the mission when the reactor exit i:
coc,]ant temperature is licniting for about the first 5000 hours of
op,_,ration, The reactor voltage and power output _,!or this case are
shown by the solid curves labeled'constant voltage'. The power out- ,_
put capability is seen to drop below the assumed mission require- -"
ments after the first radiator failure. _.
C_en-Circuit Cathode Temperature -"
The maximum open-circuit cathode temperature if_ the high:eat
cathode temperature that can occur with a constani_ thermal power --
level. Figure 36 shows that the open-circuit cathode tempezature is
appreciably higher than th;:operating cathode temperat,zre. This is
a consequence of the loss of elec:.roncooling in a failedreactor fuel
a s s en_b ly.
340O
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Figure 36 Powerplant Performance during Mission. Reac*or
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Possible causes of oven.-circuiting of a converter are loss of electric
load on the reactor, failure of a conve=-ter lead in the reactor, loss
' of cesium vapor, or contamination of the cesium vapo r by fission
gases. For the case of loss of electric T.)ower demand on the re, actor,
' corrective action could be taken to lower the reactor thermal power
and prevent or reduce the temperature excursion. The other conditions
which lead to open circuits in sivgle fu,.,1 assemblies cannot be readily
detected and corrective action would not he possible. Reactor fail,._re
could occur due to the open-circuited fuel assembl 7 in the event dlat
fuel evaporated to space with a]oss in r=actor criticality o, the fuel
•:lement cladding ruptured.
4.
The open-circuit cathode temparature is relatively insensitive to
• anode temperatu._e aud therefore insensitive to th*e reactor voltage
- and number of main radiator segments at a given thermal power level.
_I The major effect of the change in thermal criterion _i11 be in the reactor
_. power output and reactor voltage output, which are discussed in the
next section.
_i Reactor Power and Voltage.
"T With cathode operating ternperature limiting, the maximum power
.i output is obtained at low reactor voltage ar, d high reactor current.
The resulting power o11tput and voltage are showll as the solid lines
: on Figure 35 which are labeled'constant voltage t.
If the operating cathode temperature limit is not used, the voltage
can be optimized to obtain a higher power output. The reactor volt-age and power are higher for this situation, as shown by the dashed
lines ]&b_led_optimum _roltage'in Figure 35. As mentioned previously,
i this change it..'perating voltage has no appreciable effect on the open-circuit tempei'atur_. However, ths .lower current output results in
higher cathod_ _,temperature d,te to a _)artial loss o_._ electron cooling
&s seen in Fi_ure 35. The increa,_ed power out out is in part due to
I the increase _n cathode temperature.
!
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In Figure 34 it i¢ shown that the optimmn voltage operation gives
lower coolant temperature due to the lower heat rejection from more
efficient thermionic performance. This rY:eans th&t hi_ er thermal
power could be used late in the mission when *he rea, .or coolant
temperature is limiting.
3, F_ilure Sturlies
Several fad.lure _-udies concerned with reactor compe--_nt and power-
conditio,_ing _quipment failures were conducted for the one-megawatt
p_we.-pl_nt _nd are described in Report PWA-,Z2Z4. These studies
ware not repeated for this powerplant since the results of the pre-
vious study are applicable. Instead a summary of those r_-sults will
be given.
a. Reactor Component Failure
Converter Short Circuit
A converter short Circuit can oc,_ur by the cathode and anode
coming into contact. If only a few of the converters in an
assembly are shorted the power output from the reactor is
decreased slightly by the power corresponding to the number of
converters _horted. However, if a large number fail in an
assembly, the electrical circu._t in the reactor will be significantly
disturbed which can result in a large decrease in power output
from the reactor. Additior_l studies are required to evaluate
the reactor power loss as a function of the number of converters
shorted in an assembly.
An _nvestigation of the temperature dis_,ribution occurring on
the cathode showed that a temperature _ecrease can be expected
for the cathode of the shoz'ted diode with this type of failure.
An open-circuit fs.ilure _cc,lrring in a converter is a more serious
problem and since it affect_ an entire fuel assembly it will be
disc_Issed in a l_ter section1.
Fuel Element Failure
A short circuit from anode to ground could result in the failure
rA_E NO 104
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I of a r umber of fuei elementl; comprising an aasembly. Thelocation of the short determines the number of elements shorted
out of the circuit. As the previou_ study showed, the loss of up
i to 30 i)er cent of the elements (9) in a single assembly would notseriously degrade the power "_utput of the reactor. However, if
as many as 75 per cent of the elements (l._,)are shorted, an appreciable
i power degradsLtion of the reactor may refJult. The degradationc uld occu because the voltage output of the remaining ssemblies
ma_ have to be shifted from the optimum value to keep the operat-
i ing fuel elemenr_ in the vartially-failed assembly operating in thepo_er produci g range. Otherwise, these elements would shift
to the p_wer-consuming range with the possibility of creating an
i over-te_nperature co,ldition in the elements. This, of course,could le,td to a fuel element failure and the loss o£ fuel from the
reactor.
I The fail_r_ mode described above can be serious, because only
a single ,_hort circuit from ;Inode tc ground can result in a
I significant reduction in reactor voltage and power output. Althoughadditiona_ stu y is required to evalu te this problem in greater
detail, th_ severity of the possible results agzin points out the
I importance of the anode trilayer.
Fuel As se mbly Failure
T
__ The failure o£ a complete asse,._ibly can occur as a result of an
open-circuit condition. Loss or contamination of cesium in the
" interelectzode s_aces or the me¢:h_tnical failure of an electrical
lead can produce the open circuit. The reduction in the electric
power output of the reactor is equal to the power output of the
open-circuited assembly. This is due to the nature of t.hefailure
which does not aff.ectthe electrical output of the normally-operating
as serdblies.
A more irn!_,,rtan_, consequence of this type of failure is the
occurrence of a very high cathode temperature which is attained
: wb_n el:ct_'oncooling from the cathode ceases. This open-circuit
_e._perature depends upon the thermal power input and c_n be high
enough to create serious temperature pro_,/ems wit_him the elements.
A d:scussion of this problem is given in _ection IV.H. of this
+
report.
"_ Power-Conditiouing Module Failure
The p_werplant design uses tLe _o _er.-condi, onlng equipment divided
i into four modules, each of which supplies power for the ion
_Au No. I05
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engines and any other on-hoard power requirements. A descrip-
tion of the components included _n this equipment is given in a
Westinghouse systems e,tud7 i. The results of the failure analysis T
conducted for the previoPs I MW powerplant study are presented
in Table 5. That study was concerned with the effects of a single
module failure upon the remaining portions,of the power-condition- |
ing equipment and the re;tctor. Various methods of connecting JL
the load to the power-conditioning moduies were investigated as
shown in Figure 37, to determine a:_electrical system that would
minimize f_tllureeffects. Table 5 shows the effects ol a single
modute failure (which can result from radiator segment, coolant
pump or electrical equipment failure) upon the reactor and the
power-conditioning equipment, for the various types of load and
equipment connections. The study assumed that cathode
-r
open-c ircuit temperature was the limiting thermal criterion.
The obvious advantag.-:{or some wiring schem_s is that -"
no corrective action is required when a module fails. As
can be seen, the effects vary for the different types of con-
nection, so that the selection of a particular wiring scheme
will, in the event of a failure, determine the power output
of the powerpla_n_. At the present time itis not possible to
make this selection, because of the lack of data concerning "
both the reactor and the power-conditioning equipment. A
study has been performed by the Westinghouse Corporation 1
concerning a single-channel (module)power-conditioning
system. This study points out the reliabilitydeficiencies
inherent in single-channel systems and the need for _ddition-
al studies for multichannel systems. Obviously, much wor]-
remains to be performed before permissible operating con-
ditions for a thermionic reactor can be ascertained.
H. Design Criteria
i. Thermionic Reactor
a. Limiting Criteria
A significantquestion existing for the thermlonic reactor ie the
selection of a thermal criterion to limit the operation of the
Iwestinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Di_r:.sion,
Space Electric Power Systems Study, Vol. 5
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converters. This question exists bec_tus_ insufficient experi-
mental data for converters is available at this time. Two criteria
appear desirable and either might be selected as limiting, 1) maxi-
mum operating cathode temperature, and ;.) maximurr, open-circuit
temperate:re.
The cathode operating temperature naturally arises as a limiting
criterion since it is the temperature to which the converters are
subjected during the mission. The converter components and
the fuel must be capable of withstanding the conditions of reactor
. opcr=tion at this temperature.
The maximum open-circuit temperature aripes as _. limiting
_ criterion because of tl',_possibility of an open-circuit failure in
the system and the possibility of increasing the power output
fror- the reactur. Open-circuit fa_!ures can occur either by an
open circuit outside,c( the reactor or by a failure within the
reactor resulting in a stopps&e of electrical current, With either
type of failure, the cathode ten.:_erature increases due to the
i cessation of electron cooling from tnc cathode.
The possibility for increasing the power output of the reactor with
the second criterion occurs because it pe:mits the operation of
_ the converters at maximum efficiency. Referring to Figure 23,
if oper._tion is limitea by " _.maximum operating cathode tem-
perature the point of operation is f_elected _ the maximum in the
consta,_t temperature curve. The thermal prover input varies
_* along tbls curve and although this point resvlt_ in the m._cimum
_: power outputj it does not correspond to m_.ximum efficiency.
_ Instead, if converter operation is based Jn maxi_ um open-circu't
temperature which is determined by the thermal power input and
described by the lines of consta_._thermal power in the same
figu_ c, the point c. m_xlm_ m power corresponds to that o£ maxi-
mum e_ficiency. Thi,_ results in an increass in electrical power
output from the reactor, an increase in the.cathode operating
._ temperature and the converter voltage.
Figure 38 shows the increase in relative electric power output as
the rela_.ive reactor voltage v__ri-a The relative voltage of unity
is the optimu:n voltag_ corresponding to constant cathode tem-
._ perature operation. Corresponding to this point is a thern,al
! power input which _f held constant as the voltage is al].:_wed to
" increase results in an increase in electric power output. A
p_,. _o. 109
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maximum occurs at a relative voltage of about I. 4 witi_ a cor =
responc_Lng increase of _.0 per cent in electric power. This is
the in_.rease that can be attained by proceeding from the maximum
cathode temperature criterion to that of maximum opt-n-circuit
temperature. Figure 3a. shows that an 8 per cent saving in
system specific weight also results _or the latter criterion. The
figure also shows that an increase in weight results as the voltage
is increased for conotant cathode temperature opezation.
b. Converter Power Density=
Figure 40 show_ the effect of converter power density on relative
system weight. The .-elative power density o£ unity corres-
ponds to I0 watts/cm 2 which is the predicted value from the
thermionic performance prediction system preeented in
Report PWA-_Z40 for a converter at optimum conditions
and a cesium gap of 0. 020 inch. This value was varied _t a
fixed cathode temperature (3ZO0°F), the reactor perforn_-
pAu No. 110
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Figure 39 Relative System Weight v_ Relative Voltage
_I ance was recalculated inc}uding the effects of nonu_liform
:_- power distribution, znd the power_lant weight was determined.
4. I The c_irve shows, as could be expected_ tha_ the greater
I the converter power density, the lower the system weight.
_. However, a closer inspectio_ of the c_rve shows that if the
: t Power density could be double_ from the referenc_ value,
z. m only a 12 per cent saving in system weight can be reaJized.
Converse]y. if only one-half the power density can be
_ attained, then the system weig1_t increases by 25 per cent.
l This slow r&riation in system weight is due to relatively
small increase in reactor efficiency (from 12.1 to t5.1 per
i cent) with doubling of the power density and the large amount
*_.n of powerplar_t weight little affected by changing efficiency,
sucl_ as the power-conditioning system, structure, p_mps
i;'I and piping.|
_, c. _rn Aaode Ternper&ture
-,|_ The optimum anode tempera_:ure based on thermnionic perform-
ance is that anede temperature which corresponds to the maximum
o_ I power o_,tput f:rom a conve]:ter. This temperature is different
!
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Irom the actual anode temperature used in the system which was cal-
culated to produce minimum system weight, In the design of the power-
plant, the optimum thermionic anode temperature was calculated from
an experiment_l prediction system presented in Report PWA-2240.
However, since there is stiU insufficient experimental performance
data, a calculation was performe_ to determine the effect of varying
optimum thermionic anode temperature, The results of the calculation
are shown _n Figure 40a where system weight is plotted as I ,Cunction
of actu&1 anode temperature at const_,nt optimum thermioni(: anode
te_:perature, T_. Tne figure shows that increases in system weight ,,
ca=. be expected if the predicted T_ is low by a few hundred degreem.
For example, T_" for this powerplant was calculated to be _tbout t500°_ _
which results in a system "_eight of 23.4 Ibs/KW(e). If T'_ were
actually 1300°F, a system weight increase of about _, Ibs/.KW(e) would
PAO'NO. ]!2
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be incurred. Also, as the figure show_, the actual anoae _emperature
calculated for the system would decrease, which would cause a
decreased radiator temperature. If the resulting radiator temperature
were low enough, a beryllium radiator might be optimum. This
result is important since it points out that the optim _m t_ermionic
anode temperature affects the selection oi the radiator material.
As was ment';_ned above, T* is not the anode temperature select-
ed for the _ystem, since it does not result in a m:nimum weight
system. Each of the cur--es in Figure 40a ":;as generated for
a constant T*, and as can be s__en the anode temperature which gives
a minimum weight is higher than the T* for that curve. The reason
for '_his i_ a weight trade-off between the reactor, which wants the
anode tezaperature to be equal t_ the thermionic optimum, and the
radiator, which wants _Ls high an anod_ temperature as possil_le, to
it, crease the radiator heat rejection temperature and therefore de-
_rease the radiator size'and weigl_.t. For example if an anode tem-
perature Ic.wer than T_ is se.lected, the reactor is heavy due to l_oor
the:rmionic efficiency, and tne r;_diator is heavy due to both the poor
ti_ermionic efficiency and the Ic_ heat rejection temperature, At an
anode _empc.rature equal to T_, the reactor weight is a minimum due
to maximum thermionic ef:Ic'_ency, but the radiator is still fairly
heavy. At temperatures higher than T#, the reactor weight begins to
increase due to decreased ef,_i_.iency, the ra.diator wants to be bigger
and heavier for the same reason, but because the heat rejection tem-
perature is higher the radiator weight is lowered to such an extent that
it c_v_rcomes the increase in reactor weight. This trend continues as
the anode temperaturt" increases _.mt'il the decreased conversion effi-
ciency causes such lal'ge increases _n reactor weight that they overcome
the decrease in radiator weight and the overall ef£ect is v_n increaee
in o.ystem weight. Therefore, the minimum weight system occurs at
an anode temperature where the total of the reactor and the radiator .'
weight i_ a minimum and not at the optimum thermionic anode tempera-
ture, where only the reactor weigh_ is a minimum.
d. Anode Trilayer
The resistivity o£ the BeO used in the anode trilayer is al,L important _,
9arameter because of the power loss that can occur by leakage of '_'
current to 'ground. This is shown in Figure 41 where it can be
seen that a large portion of tL',e power generated can be lost due _
to an insufficient resistivity_. For this design a resistivity __
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of 106 ohm-cm and a thickness of 0. 010 inch ,were chosen. The
r curve shows for these values only a 4 per cent loss is incurred. How-l
_1 ever, a review of experimental data available reveals investigators
have reported values varying from 165 to I0 ? ohrn-cm (at 2000°F)
! depending on material properties such as density, purity and
'I method of fabrication. As the curve _or 0.010 inch thickness
shows, a resistivity of 105 results in about a 46 per cent loss in
electric power and resistivities less than this are completely intoler-able. Increasing the thickness of the insulation to 0. 030 inch gives
only a smaU irnproverr, ent in this situation.
t!I The problem o5 insulation resistance is compounded by the high-
temperatL, re n_clear environment within which the insulation must
operate. Insufficient in-pile experimental data is available upon
_ which can b_ assigned & reliable value ol the resistivity. More °
1
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over, some work performed indicates many problems can be antici1?ated
with the use of ceramic insulator:sin reactors. Such problems as
cracking and helium generatio1_ Jn BeO have been observed.
An additior,_lrequireme_,t for the trilayer is that itmust present a
low resistanc,: to heat flow. This requires fabrication into an integral
body without the presence of voids. Pratt k Whitney Aircraft I is cur-
rently develolir_ga trilayer using BeO as the insulation. Figure 4Z,
a plot of relative system weight versus trilayer thermal resistance,
shows the weight penalty incurred due to a high resistance trilayer, i
The three poi_Ltsindicated by ceramics were calculated by assuming
an iz_tegraltlilayer (no thermal contact resistancc between layers),
and indicate t_at either of the electrical insulation materials may
Pratt k Whitn.,y Aircraft, Liquid Metal-Heated Space Radiator-Mounted
Thermionlc G._neratorj APL TDP. 04°lR1
I.AG=.o. ]16
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i be used. The point designated 'radiation' assumed a co:_p1_te
vcld in the trJlayer across which heat transler occurs by _adiation
only. The'helium'point was calculated assuming that the void was
filled with helium. Obviously, it doe._ not appear that the presence
of helium will be of any benefit. Preliminary experimenta_ data
from l_ratt k Whitney Aircraft and Radio Corporati_,_ of Americal
concexzting temperat,are drops across a trilayer i,zdicate that system
weight increases rang;ng up to 30 per cent can be expected. Also,
large increases in radiator area will result due
to the de_rease
in reactor coolant temperature.
Althougl the anode emissivity has only a small effect on system
weight, it does have a significant effect on the maximum open-
i circuit cathode temperature. An increase in anode enlis-sivity causes a decrease in the open-circuit temperature. This
is important since in the event of an open-circ'_it failure it is de-
_! sirable to have the "lowest open-circuit temperature possible so asto minimize vaporation, gas release and swelling of the nuclear
fuel. Figure 43 sl.ows the effect of increased anode emissivity
_ on system weight and open-circuit temper&ture, with the, opera';ing
cathode temperature held fixed. The open-circuit temperature de-
creases with increased anode emif_sivity due to the increase tr, radiation
-- heat loss from the cathode. However, since the heat loss fr¢,m
the cathode is increased, the eHiciency of the converter decreases
which ca,.,ses an increase in system weight. _Iso, increas.-d fuel
burnup is inc_,rred since an incre_,se in thermal power inpat is
i required to maintain the cathode temperature constant. It is in-
teresting to note that although an increase in emissivity .'auses
' an increase in the thermal power :nput, the overall effe:t is a
i decre_.ee in open-circuit terr perspire.
Figure 44 shows the effect of _h_ -,. tease |n anode emissivity on
i system weight and cathode oper_t _g temperature wit'_ a fixed
open-circuit temperatu_'e. As anode emissivity increases, the
heat loss from the cathode increases so that an incr _ase in ther-
! real power _nput is required =o maintain the open-circuit temp-
erature constant. The overall effect is an increas_ in the operat-
"_" lag cathode temperature which increases the converter power
density, even though th_ converter efficiency is decreased. As
It l_adioCorporation o, America, _he ]_,velop_ent o_ an A_liary _le_,tro_s
Thermionic Converter, ASD-TDR-_3-442
I
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Figure .43 Anode Emissivity at Fixed Cathode Ternperatr-e
a result, a slight decrease in system weight occurs, but at the
cost of a high cathode operati_._g temperature.
The importance of Figr,:es 43 and 44 is that the problem of a
high ,open-circuit temperature can be somewhat alleviated by an
increase in anode emissivity. However, a penalty must be paid _,
by e'[ther an increase in system weight or cathode operating tem-
perature.
e. Reflector Control _':
A_ a part of the study of high power therm_onic powerplants, a
study was performed to determine the limits on _he size of l_
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I thermionic reactors capable of reflector control. Obviously,
due to the emitting area requirement fur a thermionic reactor,
], the size of the reactor will determine the maximum electrical
power output at a given temperature. As the core dimensions
increase, the neutron leakage decreases and consequently the
ab:lity to control excess reactivity by a movable reflector concept
diminishes. It is o_ course possible to employ control rods _or
large reactors_ however, this concept perturbs the reactor power
i distribution and results in p r thermionic performance.
The reactivity worth of an infinite reflector was deter'mined for
,_ several core diameters and _or a length-to-diameter ratio of one.
A I/4-inch colurnbium pressure vessel was situated between the
core and the reflector. The worth was obtained using a on_-
-- ,,,ol.o 119
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dimensional mult.group neutron-transport progr_.m. The total -
•vorth is p_eser, ted as the difference in the effect:ve multiplica-
tion constants obt_.'ined by proceeding from a bare core to one
with an infinite radial reflector. In the study an 8-inch reflectoc
was assumed _o be infinite. The -.adial reflector worth is shown
as a function of core diameter in Fzgure 45 _or a Z-inch axial
reflector.
,6 \
\
total radial reflectc, r worth_
I radial reflector worth
4 s
O ' | I I , i I I I
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COR'. OlAME'TIE_- INCHES
_.'igure 45 Reactivity Worth of an Infini,*.eRadial Re_lector vs
Core Diameter
*the power output was determined for varic.us reactor diameters
and cathode temperatures using the th_.rmionic system p_'ogram.
A co[umbium radiator was employed in the analysib. Core
die, meter is shown as a function of ca_._ode temperature and pc aer
output in Figure 46.
,Ao.,o. IZ0
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Usir,_ ct4 per cent AK control requirement, Figure 45 indicates a max-
iI imum cor-c diameter of 70 inches. Applying this _alue to Figure 46 re-
1 PAG.'.o. IZl
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suits i,= a Z0 r,-._gawatt power output for a 3200°F cathode temperature.
A more realistic approach, however, is to assume that only 75 per cent
of the ivfinite radial reflector worth can be achieved. This reduces the
maximum core diameter to 53 inches and the resulting maximum power
is 9 _r ,-_awatts at the 320G*F cathode temperature.
2. Meteoroid Criteria
The selection of a meteoroid criterion for vehicles destined for deep
space probes is mtcertain due to lack of data. Therefore, since this
uncertainty e_Asts a study was made to determine the ei'fect different
criteria would produce or, system weight. Figure 47 shows a plot of
rela__ve system weight versus relative barrier thickness. The thick-
ress was allowed to vary from 0.5 to I. 5 times the thickne.ns pre-
dicted hy the criterio_ _elected for this study. The plot indicates
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that this variation produces system weight variations of ::ess than
10 per cent over the entire range. Therefore, iL can be concluded
that for high power thermionic systems, the meteoroid criterion
selected will not have a drastic effect on system weight within the
thickness range used here.
i 3. P0werplant Reliability
i For this study meteoroid protection was provided for a 90 per cent
probability that three-fourths or more of the radiator segments
would be in operation at the end of the missior.. From Section IVoG.
above, it was seen that the powerplant is not :apable of ,:ompleting
the assumed mission. This occurred because as radiator se_.lents
failed, the reactor coolant outlet temperature increased until it
reached the 20000F temperature limit early in the mission.
To allot the vowerplant to fulfill the mission, an increase in the
main r_dia_or area is required. A calculation was performed to
determine =he system parameters for a powerplant designed to
produce the rated power at the end of the mission. The r&diator
area of each of the sLxteen segmer.Ls was increased to permit com-
pletion of the mission when only twelve segments are in operation.
The total area of the 12 segments i_ sufficient to reject the heat
corresponding to 3.25 megawatts. Table 6 presents a list of some
of the system parameters, and shows that a 2.6 lbs/KW iT_-flight
specific weight increase results from this design criterion.
However, the specific weight of Z6 lbs/KW(e) quoted in the table
is based on the end-of-mission power, and since the powerplant
has a hig'._er power capability at the. initiation of the missY.on the
: system specific weight on this basii_ is 23.6 Ibs/KW(e). Table 6
presents a com,_arison of the full power system parameters &t the
: beginning and end ol the mission. A 21 per cent increase in power|
at mission initiation results from the increase in radiating area
wt_icl_ lowers thc mean radiator and reactor coolant temperatures.
The decrease in the latter temper&ture improves thermionic
I efficiency, which allows the higher po_er output at the beginning
of the mission.
PAas .o t23
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TABLE 6
System Parameters_
inflightsystem specific weight, ibs/KW(e) 26
emitter temperature, °F 3,200
system lifetime, hrs ?-4,000
Beginning of Mission End of Mission
net electric power, MW(e) 3.94 3. 25
radiator area, ft2 I,867 1,400
radiator segments 16 12
meatn radiator temperature, _F I,595 I,669
mean anode temperature, °F l,670 I,780
thermionic eHiciency, % 12.4 12. I
reactor thermal power, MW 38.4 33.4
•System designed for fullpower at end of llfe
pAu.o. 124
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; IV. AREAS OF ]MAJOR TECHNICAL UNCERTAINTY
.&
l%lanyareas of uncertainty exist in the design of nuclear thermionic
"_ space power systems which require considerable experimental effort.
.i The reactor especially presents many formidable problems and some
work is currently in progress to solve them. However, most of the
_i basic problems that were presented in the previous one-megawatt
-_ powerplant study are stillunsolved. Report PWA-ZZZ4 presents the
important problems and a summary of these will be given here.
A. Fuel Element
;
•[ 1. Thermionic Prediction System
The thermionic prediction system used in the powerplant analysis
{given in Report PWA-Z240) agrees quite well with test data in tb_
region of maximurn power. However, some doubt exists for _hort-
circuit and open-circuit conditions, and for the transition from the
extinguished to the arc-mode. This data must be known to be able
to predict converter performance and open-circu.it temperature.
2. Thermion_- _fficiency
The emissivities of the converter electrodes are imp_'.r_nt,because
of their effecton performance. The effects of cesium plasn_a
and pla_ing of materials on the electrodes during operation are not
yet known. These effects may be deleteriuus to performance since,
thermionic efficiency may degrade d_xringconverter operation.
3. The.rmal Criterion
The selection of a cathode temperature and the operating condition
I corresponding to that temperature is a major uncertainty affecting
the whole system design. Data are required to select the critical
condition needed to establ._shreasonable design limits.
-'_ 4. Fission Gas Products
The disposition of fission products for a thermionic f_tel element isstill questionable. Vented and contained gas designs .%re possible
I PAu No. IZ5
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but both present significant problems. The vented gas designs pre- ""
sent the problem of condensation of product_ in vents and passageways
which could result in a stoppage of flow and a b;tildup of pressure
within the converters. The gases could be allowed to permeate the
interelcctrode spaces where they would be vented by flushing with
cesi,_m vapor. However, the effect of plating of condensables on the
electrodes and the effects of contaminating the cesium vapor are as
yet unknown. Contained gas designs incur system weight penalties
due to the containment volume required in the reactor. Also, the
contained gases present the problem of cathode distortion and
possibly cathode failure due to pressure buildup.
5. Arcing Problems
The relatively high electrical conductivity of the cesium plasma and
the voltages existing in the fuel element raise the possibility of
arcing in the elements. This can occur between converters and
between the cesium reservoir and the conve_'t_rs. Either case will
produce a degradation in power, the latter being the more serious
since it could produce a complete _hort circuit of an assemb!y.
6. Materials and Fabrication
Although efforts are currently in progress in these areas, much
additional work is required to determine, I) the radiation stability
of the fuel element materials, especially the fuel and ceramic
insulators, Z) the compatibility of the materials, and 3) the fabrica-
tion of the element components.
7. Structural Requirements
_he structural requirelnents f(,r the therrnionic fuel _leme,lt are
s,vere due to the extreme operating conditions existing within the
eleven" and the use of complex ceramic and metal structures. In
part_.ular, the cathode lead, the cathode support, the graded seal
and th_ ceramic trilayer pose difficult structural problems. These
componet.*s are highly st,'essed due to large thermal gradients,
differences I, coefficients of expansion and launch loads. In addition,
thermal cycling a,.-I thermal shocks must be sustained during power-
plant transients, espec_ally those caused by system component failures.
Extenai _e analytical, desab-_ and experimental work are required to
insure the structural integrity _ *he element.
,.QI,o. 126
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B, Reactor
i A number of problems arise concerning the fabrication and operational
feasibility of the reactor. These include the operation of external con-
trol drums having bearing surfaces that trust operate in a space en-
vironment without welding. The control of the reactor by control drums
without severe scalloping should be experimentally verified to insure
a flattened power distribution. The support of the fuel assemblies
and the containment of two coolarLs present problems that must be
solved. Endurance o._ the reflector at high temperature in the vacuam
environment is questioned at high radiation dose.
C Shield
The major technlcal uncerLainty in the shield des Lgn is the containment
of LiH. At elevated temperatures such as 800°F, LiH dissociates to
form gaseous hydrogen and liquid lithium, and therefore an overpressure
of hydrogen is required. _ydrogen gas diffuses through most materials,
such as stainless steel, so that hydrogen will be lost during operation
for extended periods at high temperatures. The abilityof the shield to
stop neutrons will be decreased. Also, liquid lithium will be fibers.Led
with the attendent corrosion problem, Further analytical and experime,_tal
efforts should be made to resolve the shielding problems.
D. Radiator
The design of spa:e radiators is stillsomewhat uncertain due to lack
of meteoroid occurrence and penetration data. Current radiator designs
are b_sed on theo:-iesand correlations of littledata which have not
yet been substantiated.
1 High-emissivity c(,atingsrequire development to insure a high emissivit7
at high temperatuzes in a space environment for long periods of time.
Low-emissivity cottings appear attractive for startup to eliminate
; the wei_nt of av_xilary heating units or the use of cumbersome insulat-
i ing blanl_ets. Suc_ properties as emissivity, evaporation and corn-
: patibilityneed to be evaluated to determine the worth of the coatings.
'1
i
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E. Power =Conditioning Equipment
Future missions into deep space will require large blocks of electric
power for propulsion, c¢,mmunicationsp and other systems. Power-
conditioning equipment will undoubtedly be required to tailor the primary
power output to the system requirement.s. The design criteria for space
power-conditioning equipment are minimum weight, maximum e:'liciency,
and high operating temperatures, in addition t_ high reliability. Un-
fortunately, space power-conditioning equipment using state-of-tile-art
components is rather heavy, and operates at relatively low temperatures.
The low operating temperature offsets the high efficiency oF the equip-
ment, since the power lost must be dissipated at +Llow temperature
with a subsequent high auxiliary radiator weight. Kequirements to
condition power for the electromagnetic pumps have not been examined
and may result in difficult problems,
F. Electromagnetic Pumps
Direct current electromagnetic pumps in use toch_y are both heavy and
inefficient. 2"0 develop electromagnetic pump_ suitable for use in space,
extevsive analytical and experimental work must be conducted. Such
problems as magnetic fringing, ,_aagnetic saturation and current los Jes
must be solved to produce lightwe;.ght p,mps, l_._aterials investigations
should be conducted to find high-femper_ture ma;erials possessing high
Curie points and low electrical resistivities for magnetic and ,_lectrical
conductors. Aleo, compatibility investigations +3hould be conducted to
determine the types of high-temperature insulation that can be employed
in pump design.
G. Powerpla. ut Operatio n
Control schemes must be analyzed as to powerplant stability, accuracy
and reliability of control, and whether maximu,_ powerplant perform-
ance c_n be achieved without exceeding thermal limits in normal
operatin_ transients. The powerplant should r_.spond to changes in
electric power demand and expected radiator failures.
Pow_rplant reliability analyses now consider only component failures
from meteoroid punctures. More complete reliability analyses which
consider other failure modes are desired, but data on component
reliability are lacking.
,,ol ,,o. 1Z8
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The control of the powerplant is possible only if instrumentation can be
i developed to operate in a nuclear space environment £or long periods
i ol time. Experimental verification is required [or instrumentation
suc]_ as neutron counters.
i
!i
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V. RECOMMENDED FUTURE PROGRAMS
Report P_'A-2224 presented a thorough listingof experin_entai programs
requ_.redto solve the many materials problems present in a.one mega-
watt nuclear thermionic space power system. Since t_le powerplant
study presented in this report is encumbered witlt the same problem_
the recommended future programs remain the same and will not be
repeated here.
Since the issuance of Report PWA-2224, additional experimental work
has been performed. Appendix 8 of this report presents a cornpilat.on
of the significantresults obtained from these efforts.
J
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APPENDIX I
Powerp.lant $truatural Analysis
Structural analyses were perfl, rn_ed for the critical structure areas in
the powerpl_nt. The a1_lyses considered the problems involved in sup-
porting the reactor vessel, the core, the radiators and the entire power-
plant. Since d_-ta i_ not yet available for Saturr, 5 loading, data for t_'e
Saturp 1 was used. A compilation of this data given h. Report PWA-
2224, shows that a maximum load of 15 G axial and 7G side can be
anticipated d_ring transportation and that a IZG a_.ial and a 5(; side
load can be expected during launch.
Suppork of the reactor Js accomplished as shown in Figure 1-1. A cy-
lindrical skirt extending frorr, the upper head of the vessel supports the
reactor in tension during axial loading. Eight cross-links attach to the
lower head of _he vessel at the lower control drum mounts and support
; the vessel during side loading. The support structure within which the
vemsel is hung consists of three rings with four interconnecting struts
as shown in Figure 1-Z. The upper ring attaches to the reactor skirt,
and the lower ring attaches to the forward support ring.
Figure 1-3 shows the attachment of the reactor to the reactor support,
the thermal gradient along the reactor during space operation, an_ the
accompanying stresses for transportation and launch. Also shown are
thermal stresse. _ encountered during space oper,ttion. The stresses
for launch and transportation are below the yield strength. During
space operation, loc-_l yielding due in thermal stresses, occurs at the
attachment of the core support to the reactor vessel. Although the
vessel yields, space .T.aneuver loads are negligible and the plastic
strain is less tl_n _he design allowable for a 100-cycle life.
Figure 1-4 shows a summary of reactor support s_ructure stresses tot
transportation and launch loadg. Ti_.auium AMS 5613 was selected
as the material since it resulted in smaller rir, g and strut sizes and is
eas'_er to fabricate than A/vlS 4910 tiLtnium. The .-trengt.h-weight ratio
for both materials at the launch temperature is the pam_, indicating
negligible weight difference.
In Figure 1-5 is shown the reacto_ core support, _ts attachment to the
outer shell of the reactor, and the pertinent stresses due to vertical
loads. Lateral loads are distributed along the length of the reactor
;_ shell and do not present a significant problem at this location.
p,a- .o. 132
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thoPrr_l 8tremqoo in space
. _,_ 0.2_ -460" F
.... _ 17.0 29.7
// -7.72 4.66
-, .j "o+.o+
transportation (higher launch (higher of
c[ 15G vert.or 7Gside) IZG vert. or 5G +itie)
.Me P .Me +.PA) '°max ( I +.A }' e'ma'x _"_--
section t, inch T psi T(rr'ax) "F' _i
ambient
A-A 0.2 temp. 14, 200 700 11,400
ambient
B-B 0.34 temp. 34, 800 700 27,800
yield strength 36,000 30, 500
Figure 1-3 Reactor Attachment Stress Summary and Temperature
Profile of Reactor in Space
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TR ANSPOR TA TION LAUNC H
T = 700°F (_ax)
15 G Axial 7 G Side lZ G Axial 5 G Side
o_
t_ Mi n 113,000 in-:b 196, 000 in-]b 90,500 in-lb 140,000 in-lb
_ Mou t 198,000 in-_b 1, 080, 000 in-lb 159,000 in-lb 770,000 in-lb
Tma x 29 800 in-ib 1,750,000in-lb 23,800 in-lb I 250 000 in-lb
_., crma x 26,200 psi 108,600 psi 21,000 psi 76,800 psi
__ i 500 psi 74,000 psi 1,200 psi 52,800 psiD X Tmax '
: _ry.s II0,000 psi ll0,0O0 psi 90, G00 psi 90,000 _siLfl " •
uo'_ Min 105,00< in-!b 406, 000 in-lb 84,000 in-lb 290,000 in-lb
_ MoutTma x - _
_ _max 8 900 psi 34,200 psi 7, I00 psi 24,500 psi
 max - _ _
_3 :y. s. 110,000 psi 110,000 psi 90,000 psi 90,000 psi
x _iMmax - 2,000, O00in-lb - 1,430. 000 in-lb
-n _l Pmax 47,400 lb 6Z, 000 lh 37,900 lb. 44,300 lb
I
x _[ area x 3,(200 psi 110,000 psi 2,500 psi 78,500 psi
u_n I ay.s. ll0'000psi ll0,000psi 90,000psi 90,000psi
_ ._ Pmax 25,600 lb - 18,200 lb
_--l<[ amax - 25,600psi - 18,200psi
#y. s. _ 10, 00G psi 90,000 psi
l_':aterial - AI_'S 5613 RC 30-38
lVlin = Ring, in-Plane Moment
Mou t = Ring, Cut-of-F'iane Moment
. Tma x = Ring. ]_aximum Twisting Moment
Figure 1-4 Reactor Support Stress Summary
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TOP ANDBOTTOMMEMBERS_ r._R(:_kq Pt.ATE$
O_GONALMEMBERSARECONES
,
J
I ,
: _ VIEW A
transportation (15G) launch (12G)
(_c P Mc P),"max -- _ -_), "max (7-"section t, inch T psi r(max), °F psi
ambient
A-A 0.5 temp. 17,500 700 14, 000
I B-B 0.4 ., 19,300 700 15 500
C-C 0.4 ,, 23,000 700 18,400
D-D 0.5 ', 18,000 700 14,400
i E-E 0.3 *, 33,800 700 Z7,000
yield strength 36,000 ?00 30,500
F|_ure I_5 Reactor Core Support
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All of the radiators in the powerplant are coplanar and are supported
wit_lin the radiator support structure, one-half of which is shown in
Figure 1-6. The radiators are secured within thiL_ structure
and are allowed to grow thermally" a_ainst leaf springs located within
the lower mavifold supports_ Attachment for this structure occurs at
the main forward and aft support rings. The structures &re hung in
nfrorr, the upper ring and can grow thermally relative to _he
_aunch structure by four expansion joints located on the aft S17D,,_ort
ring. During laL_r:ch the radiator structure is free to grow axially and
radially but is guided laterally by the launch structure.
Figure I-7 shows _he main and auxiliary radiator tube stresses. Pro-
vi_ed the launch structure is essentially rigid, the vibratory input will
be a(tenuated to less than I G in the first mode. However, resonance
could occur if the higher modes are excited. Damping or methods to
ensure that the higher modes will not be excited can be incorporated
in the design.
The powerplant support s_ructure is divided into two sectionr_, the launch
structure and the inflight e_tructure. The launch structure which sup-
ports the powerplant above the launch vehicle is hinged to the vehicle
at the aft support ring (Figure I-8). This structure is rotated outboard
at the time of vehicle separation. The inflight structure supports the
vehicle in space.
The launch structure is divided into four quadrants, each quadrant
forming a trussed column approximately 95 feet long. When installed,
the four quadrants are mechanically tied together by shear webs (Fig-
ure 1-8, Section S-S) to comprise a single structure unit of high rigidity.
This single unit becomes the launch weight support system for all liquid
metal components, including the. main radiators. Individual truss mem-
ber s are sized on the basis of. buckling and load carrying requirements.
Where necessary, wall thic_.nesaes are increased in weld zones to pro-
vide adequate weld areas.
The primary liquid metal system is mounted on top of the launch struc-
ture (Figure I-3). The secondary liquid metal system is hung inside
the launch structure, i.e., the radiators and all secondary system
plumbing are supported by permanent structure which is attached to the
forward and aft support rings. This arrangement places the inflight
structure in tension during launch, an arrangement that precludes the nec-
P*QKNO, 138
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I 1_ ip_ure I-6 Radiator _upport l_'ramew,)rk i,
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Zriz_,rtal Typical Radiator Tube Cross-section
secondary loop auxiliary cooling
I coolin_ sTstem systemi.
materia I Cb - IZ r 6061 aluminum
[ inlet temp 1919 "F _ 00 "F
: length 77 in. 99 in.
a 1. 256 in. 7.53 in.
I b .142 in. .12_ in.
[ c .376 in. .'TI2in.
d .028 in. .,328in.
r 12G vert.¢ 370 psi 180 psi
5G hori_. # 27,500 psi I0, 130 psi
launch temp. 700" _"(max} 500 "F(max)
l
[ yield strength at
launch temp. 30,000 psi 14, 00G psi
natural frequency 3.2 cps 4.7 cps
Stresses ". space due to assumed propulsive ioad of 0.01G are well
below the 0.5% creep stress in 20,000 hours
Figure I-7 Radiator Tube Stresses
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PRO_UI.SION
Figure I-8 Structural Schematic
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Tessity of designing for bucDiing. This arrangement also provides the
intermediate permanev.t s_ructure with good transverse support andfull freedom for axial tkermal expansion.
l Prior to la'unch, all liquid metal-containing components (reactor, pip-ing, pumps, and radiators) will be preheated to 700"F by means of
inert gas. A gas-tight insulated enclosure will be provided around
I all of these components as shc, wn by Figure 25. l-his blanket wiil be
stripped away from the radiator surfaces by the removal of the launch
strllcture. From the startup stud:es, it is anticipated that the launch
i structure will attain a temperature of approximately 300"F prior tolauncD,.
Figures I-9 and 1-10 show the primary structure and a summary of thecritical members in the structure. The size of these members at the
base of the structure is 13.75 inches in outsid_ diameter to reduce the
Ir stress be[ow the yield strength _nd to get a minimura buckling margin
- of 30 per cent•
4_
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I
95FT
t_al wei__h__t: 6,7,000 Ibs
launch loads
a) 12G vertical i
b) ± 5G horizonta_
critical member summary EL_¢AlION
TOC_
material A/_5 4910 titanium =_ Fr
Tma x = 300°F
max. load 5(: horiz. = 445,000 Ibs
max. load IZG vert. = 92,000 Ibs
Oma x = 72,0G0 psi
yield strength at 3G0°F = 80,600 psi
buckling load = 575,000 lbs
section properties
outside diameter = 13.75 in.
inside diameter = 13.60 ":n.
Typical Cross-Section
Figure I- 9 Launch Structure
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l Figure 1-10 One Quadrant of Launch Support Structure
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APPENDIX 2
A. Comparison of Powerplaut Configurations
This appendix presents the results of a preliminary study performed
to compare the weights of 3.25-rnegawatt powerpl_.nts with two radiator
configurations, 1) planar, and 2) cylindrical. The purpose of the study
was to aid in the selection of a minimum weight arrangement for the _
reference powerplant design. This is desirable, both to minimize
launch vehicle requirements and to maximize payload capability. The
initial comparison was made as shown in Figure Z-I using the parame-
ters for the power-conditioning equipment that were available at the
start of the design effort. Upon receipt of new conditioning equipment
data from Westinghouse, a revision of the weight estimates presented
in Figure Z-Z was made. Support studies were performed for cylindrical
shields and radiators, and the resu[tsof these studies are presented in
Appendix 3 and 4, respectiv_.ly.
In addition to the two alternative configurations, twO types of power-
conditioning equipment were considered, I) low-temperature solid
state equipment, and Z) high-temperature gas tube equipment. The op-
erating temperatures and the efficiencies for this equipment are impor-
tant because they have a drastic effect on auxiliary,radiator area, over-
all weight and powerplant configuration.
I. Initial Com l__rison
The alternatives given above result in four possible powerplant configura-
tions which are shown in Figure 2-I. The estimated system specific
weights which were based on the initial power-conditioning equipment
data are also given in the figure. Comparing the planar configurations
with th_ cylindrical (I, Z vs 3, 4) it can be seen that the former have a
lower weight. This is due primarily to the shield weights which are
listed below.
Shield Weight .- Ib
Low-Temperature High-Temperature
Powe_'-Cond. Equip. Power-Cond, E u¢/_.:
planar 6,900 Ibs 7,200 Ibs
cyllndrical 17,000 18,400
,Aa,,o. !46
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PLANAR RADIATOR
LOWoTIrMRAUX.RADIATOR
I I
I 1_8'
zo"
'
11400 FTI @ _ 113'
r _-.i "r"_
i'
I r..,,o_"i ,_¢,
_'1 1 j ,IN FLIGHT ; r
SYSTE_ WT. L
23.4 lbs/KW ---_3'-----ze' 30.7 lbs/!_W .---33'--.
CONICAL& CYLINDRICALRADIATOR
LOWoTEI_.AUX.RADIATOR
-TH_RMJL
BAKrRIER
Z6.6 lbs/NW ..--_'3'--_ 34.2 lbs/KW --_3'--
Figure 2-2 Re'vised Estimates Based on New Power-
Conditioning Information
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I The cylindrical p owerplant shields are larger and therefore heavier,
since they must provide a solid angle of shadow defined by the conical
l portion of the powerplant. T_4s requires the geometry of the shieldfor the cylindrical powe_'plar_t to be a truncated cone while only a slab-
shaped shield is required Ior the planar power plant. Also, since the
i cylindrica:L po_rerplants are shorter, the reactor is closer to the dosepoint which requires the axial thickness of these shields to be greater
than the thickness for the planar configurations. A comparison of the
I weights of the radiators for both configuration_ shows that there is nosignificant di[ference between them (see Appendix 4 for cylindrical ra-
diator weight_).
Comparing the powerpl_tnts employing low-temperature power-condi*.ion-
in_ equipment with those using the highotemperature equipment (I, 3 vs
Z, 4) ,_hows that the low-tempera_ure powerplants are moderately heavier,but significantly larger, Since the payload anclosure of the launch vehicle
is of fixed diameter, the low.temperature powerplants are much longer,
requiring increased launch structure weights. In addition, the low-tem-
_!i, perature planar configuration requires the deployment of a part of the
auxiliary radiator which places an additional reliability restriction on
J this powerplant.
Based on the above comparisons, the planar configuration utilizing
t high-temperature power-conditioning equipment was selected for the
,_ ,_{erence design. This cor_iguration results in the lowest ir_light
weigh_ ,,shich, as shown in the analysis of payload capability, permits
the greateb," payload delivery at the end of the mission. The lightest
I powerplant in .,pace requires the least amount of fuel for propulsion
so that addition,_l l_yload can be carried aboard. In addition, the planar
configuration w_s selected uver the cylindrical because the launch
structure can be jettisone_l,_ore easily. Although the weights given
in the figure do not include launrh structure weights, itcan be assumed
that the in-flightweights of cylindr_._alpowerplants '#illalso be greater
because of the inherent difficultyin jettisoning all of the launch structure.
This can be anticip;ited,since some of the launch structure for the
cylindrical powerplants will probably be contained within _:heradiators.
p_, _4o.._49
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2. Revised Comparison
The study described above and the selection of the configuration _.or the
reference design powerpl&nt was made prior to the publication of Ref-
erence l which concerns space power-conditioning equipment. This
report presented conditioning equipment weights and required heat re-
jection systems that were different from the data used for the re-
ference design. For ezcamp]e, a specific weight oi 5 lbsl'KW(e) was
assumed for both the high and low-temperature equipmen + whereas the
r_port showed this _timr.te to be slightly pessimistic, by I lb/
KW(e), for the low-temperature equipment but very optimistic, by
5 lb3/KW(e}, for the high-temperature equipment. Also, an eificiency
of 93 per cent was ._ssumed for the high-temperature equipment where
the report published efficiencies of less than 80 per cent. However,
the error in this asst:mption was mitigated by the selection of a con-
servative operating temperature of 500°F, whereas the report
indicated _perating t,_mperatures of l l00*F. The estimated beat re-
jection temperature and efficiency for the lowotemperatur_ equipment
were correct. Therefore, the radiator area used in the original study
for both the high and low-temperature equipment is within reason. The
weight assumed for *.he high-temperature equipment, however, is not.
A , e-evaluation of the specific weights and the system parameters was
made based or,. the new data g_ven in the referenced report. For the
syste:rss employing the high-temperature equipment, the auxiliary ra-
diator employed NaE as a coo]ant and sta_,nless steel as the contain-
ment material. The revised weights and powerplant dimensions are
shown in Figure 2-2, and some of the system l:Jarameters are given
in the table . As was mentioned previously, tr, e initial assumptions
concerning efficiency and heat rejection temperate. _ were somewhat
compensating so that the changes in the sizes of the radiators did not
significantly change the powerplant dimensions,
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Revised _ystem Parameters
; Low-Ter,_. p. High-Temp.
! ..___r.iprrl ent Equipment
Powerplant Specific Weight (Inflight, Ibs/KW(e) 23.4 30.7
Overall System P-fflcienc 7, g0 IG. 5 8.8
: Auxiliary Radiator Area (Projected one-side),
: . ft2 3180 365
; : Auxiliary Radiator Weight, lbs. 3250 ).800
" Average Auxiliary R_diator Temperature, °F 132 962
i - Average Auxiliary Radiator Materials MIPB-AL Nak-S. S.
i _ Power-Conditioning Equipment Efficiency, % 93 78
i Power-Conditioning Equipment Specific
; Weight, lbs/KW_ 4 I0
, Comparing the new weights of the powerpl_nts shows that the planar
; ![ configuration utilizing high-temperature equipment: is no longer thelightest. Both the planar and the cylindrical configurations employi.--_
low-temperature equipmenf are lighter. However, the much greateri, lengths of these powerplants will require bp._v'er launch _tructure.Also, itcan be anticipated that *he inflightweight of the cylindrical
i powerplant will be greater than that shcw,_, .dueto the difficultyin
jetti3oning launch structure.
There are other cot _iderations and trade-offs that rr.ustbe taken into
account before a complete evaluation can be made. T_:erefore, although
: itmay appear at first that the new data causes a change in the selectioL
t of the powerplant, additional design and analytical studie_,must be con-
duct,.'d to determine with confidence the best possible confxguration.!
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"V'ehicle Payload Analysi_-• . _J*
Payloads have been es_mated for a typical one-way Jupiter orbiter using
a pi'oFulsive powerplant wit_ 3.25 megawatts net electric output. The
po_erplant ground launch weight and interp!anetary flight weight were
considered pararnetrically to permit comparison of vehicle performance
with various powerplant configurations. The pcwerplant flight weight
was found to b_ usually the more important factor in determining the
spaceczaft payload. For exarnple, _t was aleo found that for the ref-
erence powerplant, if the inflight weight is increaPed by 1 pound, and
the launch weight decreased by 1 !b, the payload capability reduces by
O. 4 lb. Whereas, if the launch weight is increaser= by 1 pound and the
inflight weight decreased by 1 Ib, the payload capability increases by
0.4 lb. This 1"esult is i,nportant when comparing powerplant configura-
_,ions and _ndicates that the lighter inflight powerplant can deliver a
greater payload even if the launch weight iJ heavier.
The Mission
The specific mission considered was an 8Z5-day transfer from a 300-
nautical mile earth orbit to a satellite orbit around Jupiter at an
altitucle oi 50,000 nautical miles. For the various powerplant con-
figurations examined, the transfer tir_le from earth orbit to a high
altitude elliptic orbit around Jupiter (a situation in which the apace-
_raf*. is barely captured by Jupiter's gravitational field) varies from
about ()30 to 650 days, and the minimum propulsion time required to
spiral down from this condition to a 50,000 nautical mi;e circular orbit
varies from about 195 to ITS days. Th _ minimum total flight time is
825 days in all cases. The spiral time can be lengthened if desired
(witl_ a resulting increase in total mission time) by either reducing
thrust or by using intermittent instead of continuous thrust. Observa-
tion time at various altitudes can be adjusted in this ntanner, as
desired.
Performance Results
It was assumed that the Launch vehicle could boost 2_6,000 pounds into
a 300-nautical mile earth orbit.
With low-thrust electric propulsion systems, high acceleration loads
will be encountered only during the initial Launch from the ground int"
PAQt,0. 15Z
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¢ar_. orbit. Consequently there will be a large portion ol powerplant
support structure which is required orgy during this high acceleration
phase. Some p_werplant designs may permit jettisoning of this s_ructure
once the spacecraft has reached its earth orbit. Jettisoning this structure
is advantageous since it is merely dead ,,_,..-'-I-* so far as the remainder
of the mission is concerned.
Figure Z-3 shows the spacecraft propellant requirement for this ty_ica!
: 130 I FINAL ORBIT ALTITUOE- 50,000 NAUI'_. ML
] MISSIOI_ TIME • 825 I1A_
120 I:_OPULSIVE POWER • 3.25 MW (ELECTRV',N..)
60
50
i 0 tO _0 30 40 50 60
,JETTISONABLELAUNCH _RE - L.BSXSO3
Figure 2-'3 Propellant I_equirement for Jupiter Satellite Mission
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mission as a function of the dead weight that can be jettisoned, .assum-
ing tha_ a total of 226,000 pounds is originally placed in eaT..th orbit.
Resul_s ar_ shown for various thrustor efflciencief.
Figures 2-4 and 2-5 show tl-.e resulUng gross pay',oad as a function of
the powerplant flight weight (weight alter jettisoning launch structure)
and powerplant launch weight (weight _efore jettisoning launch structure).
O J I I J .t
40 50 60 70 80
FOWE_'I.ANT FligHT Mgl'lT
x io
Figure 2.-4 Jupiter S_teUite l='ayload. Ion Thrustor Efficiency = . 85
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,:_ Figure 2-5 Jupiter Satellite Payload. Ion Thrustor Efficiency : . 95
Thrustor efficiencies of. 85 ,_nd .95 were used f_r Figures 2-4 and 2-5,
t respectively. To obtain net useful payload one mu0t subtract, from _he
gross payload shown in the f_ures, an allowance for the weight of hard-
w&re such as tbrustors, guidance and navigation eq_ipmen:_..i
!
It can be seen from Figures 2-4 and 2-5 that the powerplan:_ iiig_t weight
)
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genera11y influences the payload capability m_re signilicantly than does
the powerplant launch weight. For an example, assume that the thrustor
efficiency is . 85. Then Figure 2-4 shows that a gross payload of 31,500
pounds can be obtained if the inflight powerplant weighs 70,000 pounds and
no launch structure is jettisoned. The same payload can be obtained,
however, if the powerplant weighs 90,000 pounds at takeoff provided
that suKicient launch structure can be jettisoned in earth orbit to reduce
the powerplant flight weight to 63,000 pounds. Similarly a powerplant
with a 120,000-pound launch weight and a 52,000-pound flight weight
would permit the same payload.
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APPENDIX 3
Shielding Studie s
A nuclear shield is employed in the powerplant to provide shielding for
the power-conditioning equipment. The sere{conductor components of
this equipment were used for setting the maximum allowable radiation
dose. The total integrated dose over a 20_ 000-hour period was set at
l013 nvt (fast) for neutrons and at 107 rads for gammas.
._e shielding analysis was performed for the reference powerplant
shield and for a cylindrical powerplant shield. Figures 3-1 and 3-2
show the models used for the nuclear analysis and the optimised dimen-
sions. Studies for beth shields were performed to aid in the selection
of a configuration for the reference powerpl&n_ (see Appendix 2).
Figure 3-3 shows the location of the shield and the distance between the
reactor and the dose point (thepower-conditioning equipment) for both
powerplants.
In She analysis, the shield is separated into a direct shield and a scatter
shield. The direct s_.ield is cylindrical and is equal in diameter to the
outside diameter of the reflector which surrounds the reactor. The
scatter shield fills the space between the direct shield and the powerplant
envelope and attenuates neutron radiatior_ striking the radiators which
scatters into the power*conditioning eqt:iprnent. The thicknesses of
both shields were optimized on a rninimurn weight basis by varying the
fraction of allowable dose through each l_rtion of the shield.
Dire ct Shield
The direct shielding _icknesses required to achieve the allowable dose
were calculated by use of a or, e-dimensional multigroup neutrca diffusion
code with a gamma and neutron shielding subprogram. The reference de-
sign reactor dimensions and composition were used in the code mockup.
Three materials were considered for use in the shield, I) borated
graphite for the high temperature portion of the shield, 2) tungsten
for gamma shielding, and 3) lithium hydride for neutron shielding. It
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INSULATION
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Figure 3-I Reference Powerplant Shield
SpecificWeight 2. Z2 Ibs/KW(e)
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_ DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
Figure 3-2 Cylindrical Powerplant Shield i
Specific Weight 5.65 ibs/KW(e)
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was decided ",,use borated 8r_phite in the shield to reduce the heat
generation : _"lithium hydride due to neutron heating. The addition
of this mater,_l eliminated the need for gamma shieldlag so that the
final shield designs contained only borated graphite an,-Ilithium hydride.
In the discussion of shield heating itwill be shown that 8 inches of borated
graphite is needed to thermally protect the reference powerplant Shield
and 13.5 inches is ne_.ded to protect the cylindrical radlator shield.
_'rorn th_ shielding analysis, it was found that appro_cimately 2 inches
of borated g:-ap._.itewould replace I inch of lithium hydride. Thus, when
the graphite shielding was added, the lithium hydride thickness was re-
duc ed accordingly.
The results of the analysis o_ the direct shield for the reference vower-
plant are given iv Figures 3-,I ano 3-5. Figure 9-4 snows the neutron
dose rate at the dose point as a function of the neutron shield thickness.
, Figure 3-5 shows the gamma dose as a function of gamma shield thick-
ness and r,euLron shield th;ckness. This figure is inc].uded for x11ustra-
tive purposes only, eince it _._as l_ter found that the addition of bor:tted
graphite eliminated the need for gamma shielding. In determining the
aUowable dose rate, a conversion factor of 7,000 n/cn._2-sec equal to
I rerr./hr was used. F_r Z0, 000 hours this gives an a_towable neutron
dose r&te of 19.8 rein/hr.
In the optimiz._tion of the shield, the aUowablc dose ra_e through the
direct ant, scatter shields was varied,. This caused the shield weights
to vary _s shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-9, The minimum weight shield
for the reference planar powerplant results when the direct and scatter
doses are equal t'or *he cylindrical powerplant, the optimum ehield
results when 3_ :_¢r cent of the dose Js allowed through the dicect shield
and 70 p_ :ent ".,,rough the scatter shield.
Scatter _ield!
.: The scatter shield is sized so that the radiator does not have _ direct
unshielded view _f the reactor _rom which to scatte_" radiation into the
r_,._er-conditioningequipment. Thus, the scar.tersi_ield exterLds out'-
warC f,-m the direct shiela to cover "he .0 de_rees of the vehicle
't(,..o_ _-. The scatter shield fo. the rett:rence powerplant has a thi:k-
,L "jerpendicuiar to the radiator eq-talto the outside diameter of the
refiector. For the cylindr_cat powerplant, the shield geometry is that
of a truncated cone.
PA,,,=NO, 162
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I Figure 3-4 Neutron Dose Rate vs LiH Neutron_.ield Thickness
I The r.adiator can scatter both neutrons and gamma rays icto the power-ccnditioning equipment. The dose from gamma scattel'ingis not signif-
icant since the ,)orated graphite reduced the gamma dose to well below
I the total allowable gamma doze.
To determine the neutron scattering of_ the radiators, the reactor was
I considered a Foint isotrc?ic soarce. The neutron dose reaching the
I ,As,, NO. ,163
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Figure 3-5 Gamma Dose Rate v_ Tungsten
Shield Thickness
power-conditioning equipment after originating in the reactor and being
scatte',-ed ot'f the planar radiator was determined by numerical integra-
tion, This integral considered single scattering, the solid azsgle be- _"
tween the reactor and radiator, and the solid angle between the radiator _-'
and power-conditioning equipment. Figure 3-6 shows a plot of the con-
tribution to total dose from each section along the radiator leligth. The
scatter shield thickness was detern_ined by attenuating the scattered
neutroz dose until itequalled the allowable scatter dose. Figure 3-7
shows the scatter shield weight and totul _hie!d weigl-t versus the "_:,,
allowable dose ratio for the planar radiator shield. These weights !_
include the weight of the borated graphite thermal shield.
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Figure 3-6 Scattered Dose. Planar Radiator
,_ To determine the neutron scattering off the cylindrical radiator, an
,,, equation was devised using a cylindrical radiator model with the reac-
_: i tor as a point isotropic source. 1'37 considering _.ingle s.:attering, the
olid angle between the reacto:r and radiatorj and the _olid angie be-
t_veen the radiator and power-conditioning equipment, the following[
i i integral was formulated,
i PA_. NO. 165
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C_s t a S / dydes - s. o (yz+_,) [(y _yz)z+a_]
where _s = scattered neutron flux, n/cm 2
_s - m_croscopic fast neutron Scattering cross-section
S = neutron source strength
t = radiator thickness
a -- one half the raidator diarrleter
Yl = source to dose point _,istance
y w variable axial distance between source and aft
nd of radiator
b _- distance between source and forward end of radiator
c = distance between source and aft end of radiator
•ooo i !
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! ..'i After integratiGn the equation reduces to th, following form
I _ _s-'" 4aS -tan- ( +-- In ..-
4. ( + "yl_ ) a Yl (y-yl}_ a b
i -" Since this equation is for a pure cylindrical model and the radiator actu-
;_ ally has a srrL_!l cone-shaped section tapering towards the reactor, a
_. ! comparison was n_de to test the accuracy of the model, By nu_rterically
i integrating the do,qf.' off the partially cone-shaped radiator, it wzs found
the total scattered dose col_pared very closely with the to_l sc_,ttered
_ dose .from the analytical model. Figure 3-8 shows a plot of the contribu-
-- tion to total dose from each point al-ng the radiator length for the anal-
f. q
..- __ Cylindrical Powerplant
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_ Figure 3-8 Scattered Dose. Cylindrical ,_adiator
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ytical model and actual con£;guration• Again, the shi¢ld thickness was
determined by attenuatin& the scattered neutron dose down to the allow-
able dose. Figure 3-9 shows the scatter shield weight and total shield
weight versus the allowable dose ratic for the cylindrical radiator shield•
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Figure 3- 9 Shield Weight vs Allowable Dose Distribution. Cylindri-
cal Radiator
Shield Heating
The heat gex,eration due to neutron and gamma radiation frcrn the re-
actor w&_ determined by utilizing a one-dimensional mu!tigroup neutron
diffusion cernputer code with gamma and neutron heating options. Gamma
and neutron he._ting was calculated both for an all-lithium hydride sl_ield
and a borated gr&phite-lithium hydride shield.
PA¢I| NO. I 68
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' Li7H was used for the neutron shield, due to the high alpha heating in
-_ Li 6. When a neutron is absorbed by a Li 6 atom, the atom disintegrates
to form a helium atom and a tritium atom. This reaction is significant
since the helium atom is stopped almost immediately and the heating is
-- localized. The analysis considered both the reactor and plenum as ccn-
; sisting of hornogeneoua mixt.,res. The neutron heating in the reactor
and in the planar radiator shield is shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-11.
; The gamma radiation heating is shown in Figures 3-12 and 3-13. In
! the ho.nogeneous regions such as the core and plenum, the gamma
heating was calculated in individual materials as indicated on the figure.
- The total heating in each of the shield co.__.po**_ntsis shown in Figure
3-14.
To obtain the steady-state temperature distribution in the shield, a two-
dimer._ioual heat transfer analysis was e_,pioyed. Heat removal from
the shield was based on radiating to space fro;n the shield surface. The
heat generation in each of the shield components was approximated by
an exponential equation in each component.
The sides of the shield facing the reactor and the radiator were insulated
to prevent radiation heat transfer from these components to the shield.
Therefore in the analysis, adiabatic boundary conditions were impomed
on these sides of the shiela. For the reference powerplant, the shield
has two dimensions perpendicular to the powerplant axis. On_ ._ equal
to the outside diameter of the reflector and the other is sized to [it with-
in the angle of the nose cone. The latter is the longest dimensi,_n and
was considered as being infinitein the analysis. Therefore, it _'as
assumed that there was no heat (low perpendicular to the surface shown
in Figure 3- 15.
In the firstanalysis, it wRs a_sumed that the shield contained Li7H
only. The h'_ghheating and low thermal conductivity produced a maxi-
munn temperature of 6826"F. Since this temperature is well over the
,_ax_mum operating temperature of lithiuenhydride, borated graphite
had to be added to reduce the heat generation in the lithium hydride.
Several calculations were run at various thicknesses of borated graphite,
to determine the thickness that would keep the lithium hydride tempera-
i _-_ ture below its maximum operating value of about 800°F. The borated
:_.°_, graphite is at a much higher temperature than the lithium hydride and
heat flows into the lithium hydride causing increased temperatures.
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Therefore, it m-as necessary .'.o insu1_tte t}_.e lithium hTdride _orn the bo-
rated gcaphite :vith a near-adiabatic layer of insulacior,. This insulation
consists of layers of thin metal foil and results in an extrer.aely low
conductivity. Thus. it wa_ determined that 8 inches of borated graphite
was needed to keep the heati_.g in tile lithium hydride at an a_iowabh:
level, and 2 inches of insula.'on was needed co pre_ent a large amount
of heat flow.fro_-nthe berated grapi_iteto the lithium hydride. The final
.shieldtemperatuz es are shown in Figure 3-15. Alt_:o_igha complete
temperature grid was obtained, only representative t._mperatures r.:e
shown. The maxirnurn lithium hydride temperature is 750"F, an allow-
able operating temperature. The totalheat aeposited in this shield is
59.6 kilowatts.-36.3 kilowatts in the borated graphite and _3.3 kilowatts
in the lithium hydride.
The cylindrical radiator shield has the shape of a truncated cone, so it
was _nocked up in two-dimensional R-Z coordinates. With _he t',> end
conditions adiabatic, this allcws for heat flow in the radial direction.
Since the radial dimension is greater than the dimension of the narrow
part of the planar radiator shield, heat has further to flow and conse-
quently the maximum temperatures _,.regreater"in ,.],ecylindrical radi-
ator shield. This zncrease in the ma-:imum lithium hydride temperature
dictated a g .ater thickness of borated graphite. To reduce the maxi-
mum lithium hydride temperature to that of the flat plate radiator shield,
13.5 inches of borated graphite were needed. The final shield tempera-
tures for the cylindrical _.adiatorsl.ieldare shown in Figure 3-16. The
total heat deposited in this shield was 156.7 kilowatts'.137.2 k_lowatts
in the borated graphite and 19.5 kilowatts iu the lithium hydride.
In the filialdesign, perhaps more borated graphite might be needed in
the shield due to the effect of variables not included in this study. For
example, the lithium hydride was considered as being continuous when
in actuality itmay be discontinuous, thus reducing the effe_:tivethermal
conductivity. Also, the temperatures may be higher d.ue to the lack of
a perfect thermal bond between the components and cladding,
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APPEN _F_X 4
Cylin4rical Radiator Study
6
The results of an analysis of c),li(,dricalradiators performed to _tidin
the comparison cf planar and cylindrical Dowerplants are presented. "
The study included :he analys:.s of both the main and auxiliary radiatols,
and assumed heat rejection from the outside radiator surface only. Th,._
analysis was performed independently of a complete systems analysi3 -_
so that the size and weight values determined may not be the exact op- I
timums, hut should be representative of the optimum valucs. Parameters
such as pressure drop, radiator reliability, and heat rejection rate and
temperatu:e for the analysis were taken from the systems analysis for 1
the planar _owe;'plant.
Three fin-tube radiator designs, Figure 4-I, for the liquid lithium main
radiator and two hidden-tube radiator designs, Figure 4-Z, for the
• -'" " ' ..... ;_.r_s ented.raQ1atOL CLL_;nonolsc;_rupyto,pnetiy_auxilial:y --.
BARRIER
TUBE
Figure 4-1 Fin-Tube Radiator Design
i
FIN
BARRIER
Figure 4-2 Hidden-Tube Radiator Design
Main Liquid Lithium Radiato_-
i
For 1.be liquid lithium radiator the fin-tube radiator design del_onstrated
a weight advantage over the hidden-tube radiator design. The radiators !i
,AG= No 177 ..
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, were designed to reject 9. 13 x l0 7 Etu/hour from sixteen parallel ¢ir-
¢ uits with a radiator pressure drop of 4.6 psi and to be compatible with
: the vehicle design shown in Figure 4-3.
"" 2
U
Figure 4-3 Vehicle Design
The following requirements were placed on the main radiator design:
l) Total beat rejection rate = 9.13 x 10 7 Btu/hour
2) Number of segments = 16
3) Inlet temperature = 2380°R
4) Outlet temperature = 1935°R
5) Flow rate per segment = 3.676 lbs/sec.
6) Radiator pressure drop = 4.6 psi
7) Coolant, liquid lithium
8) Tube and barrier-material, Cb- lZr
, 9) Reliabitity per segment = 0.8696
The recommended design consists of four segments arranged as a cone,
_' r plus twelve segments arranged as a cylinder. This configuration is
considered to provide the be, st balance between powerplant height and
,_ radiator weight. The results of a study of three designs for the liqu'd
• _ lithium main radiator are presented below.
, r,=- No. 178
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ivy. of Segments Total Radiator Vehicle
Design Cone Cylinder Weight, lbs Area, sq. ft Height, ft
1 O 16 10,630 3846.4 99.65
2 4 12 10,498 3752.4 90. 1
3 _ 3 12,430 3627 80.57
Design 1 was rejected because the additional powerplant height wc_tld
require an increase in support structure weight. Design 3 was rejected
because ol an excessive increase in radiator weight for the reduction
in vehicle height gained.
The configuration chosen for the three designs was one in which the
manifold and collector are parallel to the circumference of the vehicle
and the tubes are parallel to the vertical axis of the vehicle. This
offered the advantage of setting the number of tubes and hence t}:e fin
width by means of the pressure drop assigned.
A space radiator design computer program was usecl in the design o_
the radiator. The analysis which formed the basis of the program con-
sidered:
I_ Different manifold and collector designs,
Z) Location of fin to tube in determining their respective view
factors to space,
3) Meteoroid protection and reliability,
4) Temperature drop in tube wall, root and fin,
5) Variation in heat transfer coefficients, and
(_ Vari&tion in fin effectiveness and fin thickness.
The program contains an _,ptimization routine for computing a minimum-
weight radiator by variation of any number of continuous independent
variables.
In the analysis it was assumed that eighty per cent of the total radiator
pressure drop was in the tubes and ten per cent in each of the headers.
The radiator consisted of constant-thickness fins and a nontapered mani-.
fold and collector. The positioning of the ma.nifold and collector was
such that _hey were radiating to space. The metaoroid equation used in
the analysis to calculate the thickness of the barrier mater;.al required
for the manifold, collector and tubes was:
i
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; t
i where p = density of ma.ter_al, gm/cn-, 3
C = sound velocity in material, km./sec
1 = "A = vulnerable area, ft: 2
t " T = mission time, hours
_ P = probability of no meteoroid penetration
t ,
i The characteristics of the all-cylindrical radiator designed in this
r manner are tabulated below:
Total area = 4, 272 sq ft
'.': _ Total weight = 9,000 Ibs
; _ Inside diameter of tubes = 0. 130 inch
,_ Thickness of barrier = 0. 104 inch
r
" Number of tubes per segment = 219
,_ Tube-to-tube distance = 0.90 inch
Thickness of fin = 0. 0133 inch
The fin in this design was considered to be too thin to manufacture. To
obtain a suitable fin thickness of 0. 030 inch, an off-optimum radiator was
: chosen. The charactezistics of tiffs radiator are tabulated below and shown
i in Figure 4-4.
: "r Total area = 3,346 SOl ft
! : Total weight = I0,630 Ibs
Inside diameter of tubes = 0. 130 inch
Thickness of barrier = 0. ".._'7 inch
Number of tubes per segme_,t : 206
Tube-to-tube distance = 1. 178 inch
Thickness of fin = 0. 0319 inch
In an attempt to reduce the powerplant height, a des=.gn involving four
segments on the cone and twelve on the cylinder was investigated. The
,. basic planfornn of the segments on the cone was rectangular. These
were arranged to cover a major portion of the surface of the cone. A
i trapezoidal planform would cover ,he entire surface of cone but a corn-
-_ plex configuration is encounre.ved in this design. Analysis requires the
calc ulat;.on of:
:f
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Radiator Data and Dimensions
plan area = Z40.4 sq ft/segment flow rate per segment = 3.67 lbs/sec
length of manifold and collector = radiator weight = 10630 lb
25. 918 ft diameter of tube (dt) = 0. 130 inch
length of tubes = 9. Z75 tt thickness of outer barrier (tt)
number of tubes = 206 = O. 1017
overall radiator effectiveness = shielded barrier thickness (di) =
0. 735 0. 0373 inch
fin effectiveness = 0.72 thickness of fin (tf) = 0. 0319 inch
radiator pressure drop = 4.6 psi width of fin (zlf) = 0. 589 inch
heat rejection per segment diameter of manifold = I.5 inch
= 5,7 x I06 btu/hr di_.meter of collector = I.67 inch
Figure 4-4 Main Radiator. Fin-Tube Configuration. /_
Radiator Data and Dimensions
PAGZNO. 181
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1) Manifold and collector geometry clue to change in length,
Z) Fin th_ckn¢ ss to maintain fin effectiveness with tapering fins,
3) Shielded barrier thickness due to varying fin thicknes 3, and
4) The temperature drop in the root and fin.
The characteristics of the off-optimum radiator with a rectangular plan-
form conforming to the s* _ulation of a minimum 0. 030 inch fin thickness
are tabulated belc_w and shown in Figure 4-5.
Segments Cone C_linder
Total area, sq ft 867 2,880
Total weight, ibs 2,525 7,973
Inside diameter o_ tubes, inch 0. 130 0. 130
Thickness '_fbarrier, inch 0. 1045 0. I017
IHumber of tubes per _egment 219 206
Tube-to-tube distance, inch 0.812 1. 178
Thickness of fin, inch 0.0266 0.03!q
The last design icvestigated {Figure 4-6) consiste,_ ,_i eigh_ rectangular
planform segmem_, placed on the cone and eight on the cylinder. This
design was uusatisfactory since the weight of the additional four rec-
tangular planform sections increased th -_. weight of the entire radiator
by approximately Z000 pounds. The characteristics of the design are
tabulated below :
Segments _Cone Cone C)r! inder
Total area, sq ft 836 867 1,923
Total weight, lbs 4,590 2,525 5. 315
Inside diameter of tubes, inch 0. 130 0. 130 0. 130
Thickness ofbarrie,', inch 0. 1223 O. 1045 0. 101"z
Number of tubes per segment 250 219 206
Tube-to-tube distance, inch 0.517 0.812 1. 178
Thickness of fin, inch 0.0260 0.02.66 0.0319
Auxiliary Mor_ois opropylbi__nIl_._Radiator
The four-parallel-circuit deszgn for the monoisopropylbiphenyl auxiliary
radiator was dete.mined as a function of pressure drop. The hidden-
tube design exhibited a definite weight advantage over the fin-tube design
for this particular radiatur. The following requirements were placed
on the des'gn:
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_t4 and I_mensiona
Selmell:l 1-4 StsmetS|l S- I _.
r.'_dtator ar.d barrier Eater{&: Cb- IZt Cb" IZr
;)1an area per stRme,tt Z:6 e f:2 Z40.4 ft z
lenlth of man;fold a ollector _ i ft Z_. _ 18 ft
iength oi z,,bes !0. __) fz 9. Z;_ !z
nu.._ber of tubes Z 19 Zff6
ovrrall r_adnxLJr effectlv-nesa O. 81 • O. 7)
Izn effr-t;venes- 0. 807 0. 7U
raQ|ator pret, a, -e drop 4.6 pSI 4. 6 psi
: {it re._ectlon per lelmln; S. 7xlO 6 bt°Jlhr S 7xl0 b btulhr
f:ow rate per oelmoP: ]. b7b I_l/le¢ ). 676 lba/:_e¢ :
"-'-egg_t OI leil.'_enll _Z_ Ibs 7973 lbl
dzameter of tt,be (dr) 0. 13 ,nch 0. 13 Inch
th|ckness Of outer barrier _tt) O. 10,4_ i_F. O. lOl7 Inch
• hze.ded barrier thzcknrss (dl) 0.0)55 i._ch 0.037_ snch
_b;ckness of (;n {*.f) O. 0266 inch O. 0)19 in¢_'.
_dtr, of fan {zlf) 0.4086 Im'b O. r,89 inch
dlanleter o( manifold 1.4Z Inch ,.._ Inr_
d_ameter of collector I. _0 II'.¢h |. (:_- ,rch
Figure 4-5. Main Radiator. Fin-Tube Configuration.
Segments 1-4 and 5-16
p_oeNo 183
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SEGMENTS/_'_T_,_"I--4 .__
r:, 'I-(. I,+ ]
+;I 1Sg6MIrNTS Ill-- 16 13 14
I_ i_! Dl_'nonsions
Segment8 1-4 Sellmente 5-8 Sejjmio=l 9-16
r3diator ard ba-rier nlaterial Cb-I_r Cb-IZr Cb-IZr
•"it, _rea _er segment Z0# It* l 16. q It:' Z40.._ It:'
ler.gth of mar, ifold lind coIle_lor 16 It 21 It iS. 918 ft
length of lobel 13.06 It 10. 33 It 9. iTs It
number el lilies iS0 719 Z06
overall radiator effectiveness O. 146 0. $15 O. 73
.+in effecti_emPS* 0. 691 0. 807 0. 70
radiator pressure drop 4.6 pill 4.6 I_lJ 4. b pit.
heat rejection per segment S ?xl06btu/hr 5. 7zl06bi_(hr 5.7xl00 btu/hr
flow rite per segment 3._76 Ibe/iec 3.676 1be/sea 3. o7_ 1be/sea
weight of segments '6590 Ib8 2._25 lbe 5315 Ibs
diameter of tube lit) 0. 13 |l_ch O I' inch 0. 13 "nch
thickness of outer bi-rie* (t;, 0. IZZ3 Inch 0. 1045 inch 0. 1017 +_nch
shielded harrier *.hick_ss (40 0. 061 il_h 0. 0555 inch 0. 037] inch
thickness of /in (el) 0. 016 inch 0. 0Z66 inch 0. 0119 inch
_:dth of fin (zlf) 0. 2586 tm:h 0. 4056 inch 0. _89 inch
diameter of n,imfold 1.3 inch 1.42 inch I. 5 inch
diin-,eter of collector 1.5 inch 1.59 inch I. 67 ir_h
Figure 4-6 Main Radiator. Fin-Tube Configuration, Seg-
ments 1 - 4, 5-8, and 9- 16
I'AOeNO. 184
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I) Total heat rejection rate = 834,000 Btu/hour |
2) NuTz_Ser of segments = 4 |
3) Inlettemperature = 960°R
4} Outlet temperature = 885°R
5) Flow rate per segment = 1.285 lbs/sec I
6) Radiator pressure drop = 17.2 psi
7) Coolant, monoisopropylbiphenyl I
8) Tube and b_rrier material, aluminum E
9) Reliability per segment = .990765
==
The results of a study of the auxiliary radiator are pres_ nted below. I
Pressure Total Radiator
ICylindrica ' Segments Drop, psi Weight, Ibs Area, sc_ ft Height_ ft
4 /.5 768 ?69.2 9.38 |
4 i0.0 642 1080.0 10.53 l
4 17.5 634 1224.0 11.90
The configuration chosen for the two designs was that of the hidder_ tube,
Figure 4-2, with the headers parallel to the circumference of the vehicle
and the tubes parallel to the vertical axis. The meteoroid equation used
was the same as theftfor the mRirl radiator. The four parallel segments
were placed around the circumference of the powerplant as shown in
Figure d-7.
SEGMENT 4
SEGMENT 3
SEGMENT | -
SEGMENT 2 _..
t
Figure 4-7 Location of Auxiliary Radiator Segments
!
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The space radiator computer program was used in the design of these
segments. A plot ot radiator pressure drop versus radiator weight,
_ Figure 4-8, revealed _hat the pressure drop specified was on a relative-
ly shallow portion of the curve. The radiator pressure drop can be re-
duced from 17 5 to !0 psi with a negligible increase in w(_.igh_. A further
reduction to 7.5 psi may be obtained if the radiator weight is increased
from 642 to 768 pounds. The radiators'whose characteristics are listed
belo_v are off-optimum designs sirce it was desired to have a fin thick-
.. hess close to 0. 030 inch. The ]esigns are shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10.
Pressure drop, psi 7.5 10.0
_. Total area, sq ft 969 1080
,'. Total weight, lbs 768 64Z
_" Inside diameter of tubes, inch 0. lZ5 0. 125
Thickness of barrier, inch 0.0786 0.0794
Number of tubes per segment 55 49
" Tube-to-tube distance, inch 5.66 6.34
Thickness of fin, inch 0. 036 0. 026
/740
r I
7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
-_ PRESSOREI_- _
_J
Figure 4-8 Auxiliary Radiator, Fin Type 3. Radiator
i Weight vs Pressure Drop
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Rac'iator Data and Dimensions
plan area = 270 sq ft/segrnent flow rate per segment = 1. Z85 lbs/sec
length _f manifold and collector = radiator weight = 64Z lbs
75. 918 ft diameter of tube (dt) " 0. 125 inch
length of tubes = 10.4Z ft shielded barrier thickness (di) =
number of tubes = 49 0. 0794 inch
overall radiator effectiveness : connecting strip length (If-d) =
0. 695 0. 1 inch
fin effectiveness = 0. 763 connecting strip thickness (fs) =
radiator prea,_ure drop = l0 psi 0. 0902 inch
heat rejection per segment thickness of fir, (tf) = 0.0Z6 inch
= Z08,500 btu/hr width of fin (z?f) --"3. 17 inches
diameter of manifold --. 0.63?, inch
diameter of collector "- 0. 665 inch
Figure 4-9 Auxiliary Radiator. Hidden-Tube
Configuration. Radiator Data and Dimension_"
PAQ,NO. 187
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Radiator Data and Dimensions
plan area = 242.3 sq ft/.egment radiator weight = 768 Ibs
length of manifold and collector - diameter of tube (dt)= 0. 125 inch
25. 918 ft shielded barrier thickness (di)=
length of tubes = 9.35 ft 0.0786 inch
number of tubes = 55 connecting strip length (If-d)=
ovvrall radiator effectiveness = 0. l inch
0. 774 connecting strip thickness (Is)=
' fin effectiveness = 0.843 0. 126 inch
radiator pressure drop --7.5 psi thickness of fin (tf)= 0. 036 inch
heat rejection per segment width of fin (zlf)= 2.83 inches
' = 208,500 btu/hr diameter of manifold = 0.671 inch
'[ flow rate per segment = I.285 Ibs/:_ec diameter of collector = 0.708 inch
_ Figure 4-10 Auxiliary Radi_.tor. Hidden-Tube
Configuration. Radiator Data and Dime_Bions
,AOK_o. 188
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APPENDIX 5
Power-C onditioning Equipment
This appendix presents the results of a new study performed by the
Westinghou_e Corporation 1 for DC-to-DC space power-conditioning
equipment. The results of this study were not included in the reference
powerplant presented in this report since the new results were re-
ceived after the selection of the reference design. The data used for
the reference design is given in Section IV. C. of this report, and was
based partly on assumptions and partly on a previous Westinghouse study 2.
However, the effects of the new data on the design of the 3.25 IViW(e)
powerpl:_r.t have been studied, and the results of this study are pre-
sented in Appendix Z.
The new Westinghouse study is of a more comprehensive nature than the
previous one and was perform(:d to investigate megawatt-rated DC-to-
DC converter systems utilizing: components which should be available
within the n_;xt 5 years. All ot_ the systems were considered to be
operating with a nuclear thermionic power source to supply power
in space for ion thrustor electric propulsion. Parametric data was
generated for each of the componez._3 (See F_.gure 9) included in con-
verter systems whose power output ranged from 0.5 to 5 megawatts with
varying input and output voltages. Electrical characteristics of the
nuclear thermionic powe." source were taken from Prat_ & Whitney -.
Aircraft's study of a 1MW sTstem 2.
The results of the study are presented in Table 5-1 through 5-3 which
give the weights, volumes and efficiencies of the systems using either
silicon transistors or siliccn-controlled rectifiers in the inverter
switching circuits. T_e former component was included in the low
input voltage (20 and 100 volts) systems and the latter was used for
the higher input voltage {300 and 600 volts) systems. Both of these
systems will be restricted to low temperature operation wi:h maximum
coolant temperatures of about 150°F. Al_o included in the tables under
IWestinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Division,
5pace Electric Power Systems Study, Volume L, Contract No. NAS5-1234
ZPratt & Whitney Aircraft, Design Report, Advanced Nuclear-Electric
Power Generator System Study, Thermionic Nuclear Space Powerplant,
Report PWA-Z224, Vol. I CaD
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iMW systems is the data _or a system using high .tt mwerature vapor
tube thyratrons in the inverter. This system was studied because its
high temperature capability allows a drastic reduction in the required
radiat¢_" area. TLe data listed in the tables for this system include
the parameters for only those components indicated. An estimate of
the data for the power transformer, output filterb, drive ampli[ie.,- and
control circuits was made using the data for the 1 rnegawatt Z0 and
100-volt input systems. U_ing these figures, the high temperature va-
por tube system parameters would lie in the tollowing ranges:
Minimum Maximum
voltage 20 100
weight, lbs 10, 708. 1 11,647.7
volume, ft 3 16Z. 5 17Z. 9
efficiency, % 76.0 78. 1
totallosses, KW 2_9.0 316.9
From all of the data given the gross conclusions that can be made
concerning power-conditioning equipment xor megawatt-rated nuclear
thermionic space powerplants are that, 1) i_.s weight will represent
a significant fr,_ction of the total powerplant weight, 2) its volume
will be small so that it should not affect powerplant configuration,
and 3) higher efficiencies andlower specific weights can be expected
for the low temperature equipment thanfor the high ten',perature
equip-l_ent. The latter conclusion indicates that the low temperature
equipment would be the most desirable /or space powerplants. How-
ever, the low operating temperature for this equip."nent will result
in ,.,'e.'y large radia_t,,'s which cause problems with powerplant con-
figuration and system weight increases, due to the increased size
of the radiator and the additional meteoroid barrier required. Also,
the shield weight may be heavier for the low temperature equipnaent
because, 1) this equipment is more sensitive to radiation than the high
temperature equipment, and 2) deployment of the radiator outside the,
shadow of the shield may be necessary which will cause an increase in
the size and weisht ef the shield.
PAQ_"_. 194
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APPENDIX 6
Variable Length Converter Study
1. Introduction
A major design objective ol a _ermionic reactor is the reduction of the
effects of nonuniform thermal power distribution in order to attain mini-
mum sys:em weight. This : equires matching the electrical charac-
teristics of each of the conv_ rters in the circuit.
For the reference design rea, tor a variable fuel lo&ding technique was
employed to reduce the effect_ of nonuniform power distribution. This appen-
dix presents the results of a s udy performed to doLermine the value of
varying converter geometry, a_d discusscs the interplay of converters
operated in a series circuit.
Since thermionic converters are fundamentally high current, low volt-
age devices, it becomes ne, cessary to connect them in series to obtain
desirablc voltages. Also, since neutron leakage from the reactor
causea a nonuniform spacial pow_ r generation, the thermal power i'_put
te each converter varies. TF.erelgre, the electrical characteristics
which are ._ntrinsically affected by the thermal cF_racteristics are dif-
ferent for each converter. .-'he i-_,portant point is that the maximum
power output from each of the co,_-v_zters in the reactor occurs at a alx-
ferent operating point, and since in a qeries circuit a constant current
must be maintained, it becomes impossii_]e to operate all of the con-
verters at t_zoir peak power. In add:.tion to ti,iq, a more severe problem
exists if the electrical characteristics of a number of series-connected
convert.;rs are so badly mismatched that some of the converters act as
a 1,_ad in tt_" circuit and consume power.
The penalties incurred due to nonuniform reactor thermal power oi._tri-
t,ution can be reduced generally by two methods, 1) a variation of the
fuel concentration in certain region0 ot the core, and 2) a variation of
the converter geometry. In the former case, the fuel concentration is
varied to flatten the thermal power dist_:ibution so that with the use of
constant-geometry converters a more equal thermal power input to each
"AO" NO. 196
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converter occurs. This results in matching of the converter elec-
I tricalcharacteristics. In the latter the fuel concentration is held
case,
constant while the converter geometry, especially the electrode length,
is varied to improve the matching.
2. Variable Geometry Criteria
A number of geometric p_trameters can be varied in a converter, but{
only variations in electrode length will be considered in the following
discussion. In a later section of this appendix variations in lead geo-
metry are also discussed.
. Considering a fixed thermal power distribution the converter length can
be so varied that either the thermal flux or the th_r.,'nal power to each
: converter comprising _ seriez circuit are equal, l'a order to demonstrate
the criterion that will yield the maximum electric power output for a
fixed thermal power input and a maximum operating temperature, a
simple analytical model was constructed. This cc,nsisted of three ther-
mionlc converters electrically connected in series, subjected to a cosine
thermal power distribution with a maximum-to-minimum power ratio of
four. The converter dimensions were those for the reference design
with the exception of the lengths, and the total thermal power for the
three converters was maintained constant. The anode temperatures
of the converters were equal.
Three investigations were conducted to determine the effects of varying
converter lengths. In the first the converter lengths were set _'qualto
the value of the reference design. In the second the lengths were adjust-
ed 8o that the thermal flux in each converter was equal, and in the third
the lengths were adju_ted so that the thermal power in each converter
was the same. The ct, sine power distribution and the converter lengths
corresponding to the preceding requirements are shown in Figure 6-],
The values oi converter length, thermal flux, and thermal power for
the three criteria are listed in Table 6-1.
TABLE 6- l
Equal Converter Lengths
Converter Converter Thermal Thermal
I Inches Power- Watts Flux- Watta'/cm 2No. Lensth-
1 2. O 1388 52 8
2 2.0 1117 42.4l
3 2.0 603 23.0
pAH _o. 197
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Equal Thermal Flux
Converter Converter Thermal Thermal
No. LenGth- _nches Power- Watts Flux- Watts/crn 2
l Z.89 1520 40.0
Z z. O0 !051 40.0
3 1.04 5._.S 40.0
Equal Therm_l Powers
Converter Converter Thermal Thermal
No. Lensth- Inches Power- Watts Flux- Watts/cm 2
1 1.45 1035 54.2
2 1.66 1035 47.4
3 2.89 1035 27.2
!.2
n,
b,I i.0
o -....
JO.8 _ .... I
= \n,W
0.6 i "_X
0.4
<
-i
W
fr' 0.2 CONSTANT THERMAL
m FLUX
"JDNSTANTTHERMAL
_/'_IIT&MT I fI41_TM
O0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
LENGTH- INCHES
Figure 6-I Thermal Power Distribution. Converter Length
Criterion
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Circuitry analyses were performed to determine the indi,_idual perform-
" ance of each converter in the circuit and the combined performance of
the three converters. The initialphase of the analysis involved the de-
termination of the current°voltage characteristics for each converter,
Because the analysis was concerned with constant thermal power rather
. than constant cathode temperature, the current-voltage characteristics
were -letermined _o balance thermal inpl._ with the cathode energy loss
due to electron cooling, radiant heat transfer, lead thermal conduction,
and cesiur_ thermal conduction. This entailed iterating upon the cathode
temperature to maintain the heat balance, The change in cathode temp-
: erature with respect to current was determined, thus enabling the cath-
. ode temperature to be obtained for each series circuit current. The
corresponding converter voltages were determined utilizingthe thermio-
nic correlations presented in Report PWA-ZZ40 for constant cathode
temperature. With r.hecurrent voltage characteristics thus determined,
the electric power is presen ed as the products of the sum of the voltage
output of each converter and the series circuit current.
The relative electric power output for each of three criteria ts shown
_n Fig',re 6-z as a function of relative cathode temperature. The values
are normalized with respect to the optimum power and the correspond-
ing cathode temperature occurring for the equal converter length cri-
terion. Each of the converters in series operates at a different cazhode
temperature due to the difference in thermal power input. The t.emp-
eratures in the figure correspond to the highest cathode temperature
in the circuit. This requires the electron cooling to be different for
each converter, which necessitates a variation in cathode temperature
to maintain the thermal b_lance.
It is seen that the equal power criterion results in a Z7 per cent increase
_n power, whereas the equal flux criterion results in a slight degrada-
tion in power. The optimum _or both the ,=qual flux and equal power
criteria occur at lower cathode temperatures, that is, 4 and 8 per cent
_. respectively. This result is important since maximum operating cathode
temperature is frequently employed to determine operating criteria.
The open-circuit conditions i )r equal length, equal tlux and equal power
results in an 8, 2.5, and 7 pe_- cent increase in cathode temperaturelP
|• respectively. Itshould be noted that both the equal-flux and equal°
povrer criteria result in lower open-circuit temperatures than the con-
stant-length criterion.
_ PAaKNO. 199
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Figure 6-Z Circuit Perfo::mance. Cathode Length Criterion
The aforementioned relations ca.nbe accounted fo;. by considering the
converter current-voltage char_ cteristics for each criterion. The con-
verter characteristics for equal-thermal-power, equal-thermal-flux.
and equal-length criteria are shown in Figures 6-3 to 6-5, respectively.
The individual thermal flux and thermal powers are indicated along the
lines of constant thermal power. Lines of constant cathode temperature
are also shown. The striking aspect of the curves is the similarity of
the characteristics for the equal-thermal-power criterion and the con-
trast in characteristics which exists for the other criteria. It is this
mismatch of current-voltage characteristics which limits the series
circuit current, thus resulting in a degradation in electric power.
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Figure 6--3 Current-Voltage Characteristics. Equal Thermal
.-Power
i
The converter characteristics can be accounted for by considering Table
I 6-2 which lists the cathode open-circuit temperature and the change incathode temperature with respect to current. The open-circuit temp-
erature, is the cathode temperature which exists when no current ema-
=' notes from the converter. The major thermal energy losses are there-
fore radiant heat transfer and lead thermal condo, "_on, the former
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Figure 6-4 Current-Voltage Characteristics. Equal Th_.:rmal Flux
being the predominant mode. Table 6-Z indicates that the open-ci_c_:"
temperatures for each criterion increase as the heat generation de-
creases, converter number one being at the maximum end of the cosine
distribution and converter number three at the r._njmum. The c];_uge
in cathode temperature with respect to current it_creases in a similar
manner for the equal-length and equal-flux criteria. Th_ change in
cathode temperature with respect to current for the equal..powez criter-
ion, however, decreases as the heat generation decrease_. Thus,
as current begins to flow in the circuit utilizingthe equal-power criterion, i
,A.=.o. ZO2
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Figure 6-5 Current-Voltage Characteristics. Equal Cathode Length
the differences between the cathode temperatures in each {.onverter de-
crea_e, and because the converter voltages are linear functions of cathode
temperature, the current-voltage characteristics a uproach thatched con-
ditiens. Conversely for the remaining criteria, the differences between
cathode temperature in each converter increase, resulting in mismatch
r nditions and the associated power degradation.
,AQ Ir NO. 203
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TABLE 6-2
Equal Length
Converter Open-Circuit AT/ AI
No. Temperature- °F *F/stops
1 4050 3. 038
2 3840 3. 409
3 37-95 4. 559
Equal Therrr_al Fl_zx
Converter Open-Cir cult AT/ AI
No. Temperature- °F °F/stops
1 ?840 2. 527
2 3785 3.447
3 3630 6. 550
Equal Therm_.l Power
Converter Open-Circuit AT/ AI
No. Temperature -°F °F/stops
1 4020 4. 015
2 3915 3. 760
3 3500 3. 102
Thus, adjusting the cathode length so that the thermal power input to
each converter is equal results in an increase in electric power output
and a decrease in both opera,:,_g and open-circuit cathode temperature.
For this reason it was decided to investigate the effects of varying
cathode length in the reference design utilizing the constant-power cri-
terion.
3. Reference Design
a) Variable Fuel Loading
The two methods indicated above, variable fuel loading or variable
converter leng_.h, that can be used to reduce the power degradation
due to nonuniform power distribution, each present problems.
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I Var/ing converter length necessitates the accurate de.termination of thespacial power distribution and the fabrication of each converter indivi-
dually to achieve equal thermal power. Varying fuel distribution, on
I the other hand, req-ire__ dividing the reactor core into regions andvarying the fuel concentration to compens._t_ for neutron leak-qe. 'lhis
essentially results in a different fuel for each region of the c ,e.
I A circuitry analysis was conducted to determine the performance
of the reference fuel elem¢nt subjected to the power distribution
i for the var:able fuel loading. Varying the fuel loading reduces the
severity of the thermal power distribution, but does not provide a
completely uniform distribution. Consequently, a mismatch e_ists
I in the cDaracteristics, which can be reduced bycurrent-voltage vary-
ing the converter lengths and the lead-length-to-area rati .... The lead
length-to-area ratios were varied in an attempt to match cathode
[ temperature by altering the lead conduction _osses.
o_ Three studies were performed employin, a variable fuel form re-
actor. The llrst involved equal converter lensth, the second,
varying cur, verter length to yield equal thermal power input, and
the third, varying converter length and lead length-to-area ratio.
, The power distribution due to the variable fuel loading is shown in
Figure 6-6 as a function of fuei element half length. Also indicated
are the converter positions for the constant and varying length
_- studies.
The elecsric power for the aforementioned studies is shown in
Figure 6-7 as a function of maximum cathode temperature. The
values are normalized with respect to the referer, ce design, which
-_ was established for a maximum operating cathed_ temperature. The
i thermionic reactor, however, provides consta_,t thermal power to
the converters. Thus, two modes of operation are possible, constant
cathode temperature and constant thermal power. For an invariant
thermal input, the maximum electric power for .*he latter mode
is greater than that ior the constant temperature mode. This is
, illustrated by the curve for equal converter length. It is seen that
31 per cent greater power can be achieved by p_oceeding from the
constant temperature to the constant power mode ¢_f operation. The
increase in power output, however, is accompani_.d by a 5 per centincrease in cathode temperature. This is because the values corres-
pondi,lg to maximum power output and maximum efficiency do not
coincide for the constant temperature mode.
I ,Aa_No, Z05
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Figure 6-6 Thermal Power Distribution. Variable Fuel Loading
Varying the converter lengths so that the thermal power inputs are
equal, results in a Z7 per cent increase in electric power at the same
cati_ode temperature. A further increase of 4 oer cent is achieved by also
also varying the lead length-to-area ratio. The abilityof the lead length-
to area ratio to match current-voltage characteristics is limited, but
itdoes provide a method of fine adjustment.
The operating cathode temperatures are shown in Figure 6-8 as a
function of converter position in the fuji element. The convergence
towards matched conditions is evidenced by the convergence of the
temperatures towards a uniform temperature condition.
b) Uniform Fuel L-zding
A circuitry analysis was conducted to determine the performance
ot the reference fuel element subjected to the power distribution
fcr a uniform fuel loading. As a means of comparing the variable fuel
loading and constant length conc_ pt with the variable converter length
uniform fuel loading concept the _ntegrated thermal powers were set
equal. The first part of the analysis entails determining the fuel ele-
PAO".0. Z06
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mvnt performance for equal converter length, the second, varying con-
verter lengthto achieve equal thermal power, and the last, varying
converter iength and !ead length-to-area ratio. The power distribution
i:_ shown in Figure 6-9 as a function of fuel element half length. Also
indicated are the converter positions for the equal and varying length
studies.
L4 .-
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Figure 6-9 Thermal Power Distribution. Uni[orm Fue! Lo_ding
The etectric power is shown in Figure 6-I0 as a function t,fmaxi-
murrl cathode temperature for each of the &iorementioned studies.
£or the purpose of comparison the values are normalized with re-
spect to the _ rformance for the ,'e_Verencefuel element w:-thvari-
aole fuel loading and equal cathode length. The mismatch between
equal length converters with uniform loading is so severe that the
maximum cathode temperature is always greater than the maximurr,
operating cathode temperature for the reference design. Varying
the converter ]_'ngthRt & relative temperature of one results in a 17
per cent power degradation. The degradation is reduced to 7 per cent
by varying the lead length-to-area ratio. ""
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The operating cathode temperature is shown in Figure 6-1 1 as a
function of converter position in the fuel element. The convergence
towards matched conditions is evidenced by the convergence of temp-
eratures toward_ a v,lifc, rrr, value. Figure 6-12 shows a comparison of
the various methods of improving reactor performance. Comparing the
: variable with the uniform fuel loading cases, it can be seen that all
cases produce a reasonable power output at the reference temperature
except for the case of uniform loading with uniform converter length.
For this case, the optimum power output occurs at a much higher tem-
perature and falls off so quickly with temperature that at 3200°F, prac-
tically no power output is obtained. Comparing the cases of vari-
able fuel loading, it can be seen that improvements in power result
t.'om variations in converter length or converter Iength and lead geo-
metry. However, the improvements in power are not gre_t enough to
overcome the problems associated with the fabrication and inventory
, of variable geometry converters, Comparing the cases for uniform
loading it is obvious that constant geometry should not be employed,
and that relatively small power degradations result with the variable
.. geometry cases.
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c) Conclusions
The variable fuel loading concept with constant geometry and the
variable co,verter length concept with uniform loading are comparable
on the basis of performance. The former concept requires the reactor
core to be divided into fifteen regions, each with a different fuel com-
position. This essentially results in fifteen different fuels which will
ha_,e to be developed.
The variable length concept requires development of many different
converter strdctures and complicates assembly. Combining both con-
cepts results in a 26 per cent increase in electric power, but unfortun-
ately ;nvolves combining the aforementioned problems.
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APPENDIX 7 l
Contained Fission Gas Fuel Element |
!. Introduction
i
Because of the long lifetimes associated with nuclear space power
systems, the problem of gas pressure buildup due to fission products
must be considered. This leads to the problem of either containing
or venting the fission products. In the latter ,_cheme, the products l
are vented to space through passages leading fx'om the reactor core.
Although this apparently presents a simple and ,4irect solution, it may |
reduce the reliability of the system. This is due to the possibility of
.L
the fission products condensing at cold spots and eventually blocking __
the passages. Should this occur, the fission gas pressure buildup
could rupture the cathode, producing fuel elementIailures. Because
of the question concerning reliability, an analysis was conducted to
determine the penalties in system specific weight that would be incurred
by retaining the fission gas in the reactor core.
Fission Gas Buildup ]2.
A significant property of fission products is their radioactivity. The 1'
immediate decay products are also radioactive and, although the decay !
chains vary in length, each fragment is followed on the average by three ""
stages of decay before a stable species is formed. Becausu there are
about 60 different radioactive nuclides produced in fission and each is, '
on the average, the precursor of two others, there are approximately ""
180 radioactive species present among the fission products after a short
time. In view of the complexity of the decay scheme it was assumed
that for each fission product there exists one isotope which effectively
represents the entire decay chain.
1
This isotope is the member of the chain which is present in the greatest
quantity during the reactor lifetime. In this manner the number of iso-
topes was considerably reduced. The fission product burnup was neg-
lected, since the mean fission enezgy for the reference design _shigh,
resulting in low neutron absorption cross-sections. Because of the lack
of data, thermal reactor yield values were in some cases substituted
_AG*No. 213 _
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°e| for fast reactor yield values. The number of atoms per fission product
was thus determined as a function of _ission yield, reactor power and
*I operation time.
3. Fission Gas Pressure
I To determine the gas pressure due to fission products itwas assumed
that for any gas, there exists some critical temperature above which
the pressure is given by the pel-fectg_tslaw and below which the pres-
. sure is simply its vapor pressure. If, however, a number of atoms
in a specified volume are at a temperature less than their critica_ltemp-
i erature and the gas pressure as calculated from the perfect gas law isless than the gas pressure as calculated from the vapor pressure equa-
tion, itwas assumed that there are not enough atoms present to consti-
tute a liqaid. The choice of th_.correct equation to determine the gas
pressure was made according to the aforementioned conditions.
4. Fission Gas Volume
An analysis was conducted to determine the volume necessary to con-
" tain the fission gas at one end of the thermionic converter. This scheme
shown in Figure 7-1 was used only as an analytical model and does not
represent a suggested design. Further study would be required to de-
/ FUEL. FISSION
CONTAINMENTVOLUM
7
I Figure 7-1 Converter with Contalz.ed Fission Gas
i
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termine the most desirable configuration. The volume was determined
using creep in a cylindrical pressure vessel under conditions of varying
internal pressure as the governing criterion. The analysis assumes that
for unia,:ial tension specimens the logarithm of the minimum creep rate
varies tinearly with the logarithm of the circumferential stress. An ex-
pression was obtained for internal pressure as a function of material,
temperature, time, strain, cylinder radius and thickness. The volume
w_s varied by varying the containment Iength (the cathode outsi,le dia-
:neter was held constant) which re_tuired a variation of cathode thickness
unti] the fission gas pressure converged to the allowable internal pres,-
sure obtained by the preceding expression.
An initial analysis was conducted for 100 and 50 per cent fission gas
release from the fuel. The volume was sized so that the cathode con-
tained the fission gas aL end of life. Three design criteria were em-
ployed for the reference converter. The first criterion was cathode
rupture. 2"he second was an allowable change in cathode radius, where-
by the cathode was permitted to come in contact with the anode at end
of life. The last criterion was an allowab]e cathode true etrain of 1
per cent. Each was analysed for maximum operating and open-circuit
cathode temperature. The distancebe._ween adjacent converters (the
containment length) necessary to accomodate the fission ga_< volume
for the preceding conditions is listed in Table 7-1. The striking fr_a-
ture of this table is the severe penalties in core volume and the env, u_.ng
increase in reactor weight that would occur should open-circuit temper-
atures govern the fission gas containment.
The ability of the anode to contain the fission gas, should the r.athode
rupture, was investigated for 100 and 50 per cent fission gas release.
Because a failure of this nature would involve fission gas ir the inter-
electrode space, the analysis was cor.ducted for open-c_rcait conditions.
The design criteria included anode rupture and allowal-te true strains
of 1.0, 0. 1 and 0.01 per cent. The results i_: '£able 7-2 list the con-
tainment lengths necessary to contain the fission ga_, for the aforemen-
tioned conditions.
Figure 7-Z shows the allowable pressures at the end of the mission for
cathodes with the specified thick_.esses. Corresponding to each cathode
thickness is a containment length for each ol the as_',umed gas releases.
Obviously, for a given cathode thickr.e_sthe containment length increases
as the _ re!ea_e increases.
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TABLE 7- I
I Containment Lengths for
Fission Gases C"ntained Within Cathode
Fission Gas Conta,;nment
Release % Cathode Tern e_t_ur___e Design Criterion .Length inches100 maximum operating cathode rupture 6.54
temperature electrode contact 7.27
I cent strain 9. 17per
open-circuit cathode rupture 22. l
electrode contact 24.0temperature 1 per cent strain 31.7
_i 50 maximum operating cathode rupture 3.27
" temperature electrode contact 3.56
1 per cent strain 4.63
open-circuit cathode rupturc 11. 1
temperature electrode contact 12.5
: ! per cent strain 15.4
TABLE 7-2
Containment Lengths for
Fission Gaues Contained Within Anode
Fis sion
Release % Design Criterion Containment Length inches
100 anode rupture .49
1 per cent strain .76
O. 10 per cent strain I. 18
O. O1 per cent strain 1.89
t
-, 50 anode rt:pture .24
1 per cent strain .38
"ii O. 10 per cent strain .._9
1 0. Ol per cent strain .94
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Figure 7-2 Fission Gas Pressure vs Cathode Thickness
A further analysis was conducted for the reference design employing
n.aximum operating cathode temperature and an allowable change in
cathode radius permitting contact with the anode at end ef life. The
cathode thickness and fission gas release were varied to determine the
_pacing necessary to contain the fissior, gas. The results are shown in
Figure 7-3 where containment length is presented as a function o_ cathode
thickness for constant values of fission gas release. The line labelled
minimum weight conrtects the locus of points corresponding to the op-
timum values of containment length alad cathode thickness for minimum
system weight at each of the fission gas releases. The lines for 10
per cent increase in system weight are also shown. Values for the
system weight were determined from the curves in Figure 7-4 which is
a plot of relative systeTn specific weight versu_ cathode thickness.
The containment length sno;vn in Figure 7-3 is limited by the ability
ot the al,.ode to contain the gases in the event of a cathode rupture.
Therefore, the selection of a containment length and a cathcde thickness
should be bases not oniy on the desire to attain minimum weight but
alsc on the ability of the an'_de to rontain the gases. This may require
the selection o! off-optimum parameters.
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Figure" 7-3 Containment Length vs Cathode Thick_;ess
Also shown in Figux e 7-3 are control limit lines which represent addi-
tional limt',.tions on th," containment length and cathode thickness. The
control lim,ts _ncom_,ass the systems whose reactor diameters are small
enough to be _ ont, olle_ by ,'otating reflectors, were
These lines de-
termined from F"gure 43 whtch showed that the limiting diameter is
about 50 inches. '£he values ot reactor diameter for the contained gas
l systen_s are given in Figur,- 7-5.
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DESIGN STUD:" OF A HIGB POWER
IN-PILE NUCLFF_R THERMIONIC, SPACE POWERPLANT
by
A. U. Buatti and 3". W. Schmitt
.o
ABSTRAC -
A preliminary design stud'/of a 3. Z5 MW(e) in-pile nuclear thermionic
• space powerplant required to complete an assumed 24,000-hour Jupiter-
capture mission was performed. Engineering design criteria and pre-
liminary system and component weights were established. The ,'_:....
portance oi component parameters and the requirements and limitations
of components we_-e identified. Also, alternate reactor concepts were
investigated and estimates of their requirements and performance made.
System parameters for the powerplant were taken from a parametric
study of powerplants in the power range from ! to 10 MW(e) (Report
PWA-Z319). The results of the parametric study shows specific
weights of powerplants in t'_is power range to be relatively constant.
This design study incorpo,'ated the results of the parametric study and
considerations of engineering practicality. The effects of nonuniform
reactor power generation, powerplant structure and integration, power-
conditioning equipn.ent and mission requiremerts were also included.
The results of the design study indicate that tho in-flight powerplant
specific weight is Z3.4 lbs/KW and that the specific _eif;ht is relatively
insensitive to increases in converter power density and converter
configuration.
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